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MAY NOT BE SOLICITED TO POOL IN

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Least,

Not in
Rooms Where
Uncle Sam Does Business.

At

PINKHAM, MCE 111 VOTERS
Exchange

Columbia Supremo Court Upholds
the Civil Service Act.

Street.

ALSO-

Employer's I.iabilily Insurance,
Accident Insurance,
Elevator Inspection and Insnrance.
Seram Boiler Inspection and lnenrnnce
I.lfe Insnrance,
marine Insurance,
Plate Glass Insurance,

Fidelity
—
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London & Globe.
insurance Company of North America.
Northern Assurance ot England.
Niagara Eire of New York.
Queen Insurance Co. of England.

Liverpool

&

New Hampshire Fire.
Phoenix of London.
Insurance Co. of State ot Pennsylvania
Norwich Union of England.
&

Voters,
Washington News-The Lottery Law Receivlns Attention.

Other

November 10, 1891.
The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board tor tbe Registration of
Voters for this city under tbe law, hereby notify
all persons claiming the right to vote In this
city at the Municipal Election of March next
that B&td Board will be in session at the times
and places below mentioned, tor the purpose
of relcelvlng the names of such persons and
forming lists thereof.

Ward Four, Ward room, No. 233 Federal Street, Nor. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21.

Co. of N. Y.
Life of Vermont.

Casualty

National
Boston Marine.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
of.tartar baking powder.

A cream

High-

of all in leavening strength.—Latest V.
S. Government Food Report.

est

STERLING DOW.
H. N. PINKHAM
QCt27__sueudtf

Garments Cleansed

Three, Office of Registrars of
Votes, Room 13 City Building, Nor,
23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 80.

Ward Two, Ward room, India Street,
Dec. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.
Ward One,
Ward
room, Congress
Street, Dec. 8, 9, 10, 11,12, 14.

AUVEKTISEMBNVS.

NEW

Will the Under
yellow kitten.
please return to 113 VAUGHAN S ritKKT.

LOHT-A

__17-1

PRESSED READYFOR WEAR.
Wo. 13 Preble

Foster’s Forest
nov29

Street.

House

City Dye

eodtf

m. to 3 p. in.

Respectlully,

Office of Registrars of Voters, Room
13 City Building, Dec. 17,18,19.

Seven,

Ward Room,

Vaughan

Street, Dec. 21, 22, 28, 24, 26 and
28.

Hours mi
sessions.

ns

at oilier

Mr, GEO. F. HEALY, Waterville, Maine,

ward

SAYS:

If you are ever distressed after

After December 28tb, sessions will be resuni
ed at office, Room 13, city Bulldlbe, and continue so long as consistent with making up the
list of voters of the several wards, which by
law must be posted thirty days before the election.
As a prerequisite to voting at the Spring Election, on the 7th of March next, application for
Registration must be made in person.
It Is hoped that every citizen lu the respective wards will present themselves on the days
named, In order that the registration be
made complete.
AUGUSTUS F.GERRISH, )
Board of
MONROE A. BLANCHARD,} Registration
JOHN S.RU88ELL,
torVoters.
novltS
dtf
-THE

eating:,

just received

few

a

more choice novelties in Black

use

QnooEif's SyifUf.
Mr. Healy lias been Street Commissioner,
now has charge of the Sewer
Department ; is a respected and reliable citizen.

anil

Gentlemen:—For two years I had suffered with Dyspepsia, which caused me an
awful distress after my meals. I was
restless nights, occasionally would have
Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
and Burning Sensation at the
pit of my
stomach.

Iiroller's

Botanic

Dyspepsia

Syrup lias entirely cured me after everything
else bad failed. Its relaxative qualities arc
unequaled, and I heartily recommend it to
any

We have

one

troubled

as

I

was.
*

Yours

respectfully,
Geo. F. Healy,
Waterville, Maine.

IRWIN

and Colored Dress Goods to add

TO PROVE

to our great

CICAR

50 Cent Sale.

Very mild

and

The following popular retail dealers sell
them:
W. W. WIUI'I'LE & CO.W. & R. Drugs
.w- & B- Cigars

J. L.

GIBUS.....Restaurant

W. F. GOOLD.News & Fruit
CROSS .Drugs
J. W- FE TERSON.News Depot
8. HAMILTON.Confections
A. F. MARSH.Cigars and Tobacco
D. F. McGLINCHY.Drugs
K. E.

These

will

be

morning, and
them

a

offered this

predict for

we

very quick sale

IRWIN CIGAR €0., Mrs.,

-ALSO

!6S Milk St., Boston. Mass.
mvSI

1 case good Gray Blankets, $1.00 pair
1

“

1

“

heavy

•*

All Wool

«

1.60

“

8.60

“

“NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.”

«

TiifcThlatnlv

NOTICE.
--THE

THE

MEDICINE^

and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selliug six bottles for $5.00, aud guarantee
that in case it does you uo good you can
receive your money back. Read
guaranty
On

High Aronin.

w ith every bottle.
We claim to cure Dysi>epsla, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kiduey Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Doss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularof the Appetite,
ly
Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
>Y md on the Stomach,
Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing,
Purifying, Soothing,
and

Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other
preparations.
Call for Groder's Botanic
Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.
or

THE 6R0DER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
WATERVILLE, MAINE.

r

MERIT

STEVENS & JONES COMMANDS
OOMPANY,

SUCCESS,

AND

Pros, &

astman

—

FANCV GOODS.
WILLIAM H. STEVENS, President.
EDWARD C. JONES, Treasurer.
M W&Ftja7
Portland, Me., Oct, 31,1189,

SPECIAL SALE

HI. Steinert & Sons Co.

-OF-

—

or—

STEINERT HALL, BOSTON, MASS.
Wholesale and Retail representatives in the
New England States lor the World
Renowned

STEINWAY,

-AT-

WEBER,

480

PIANOS.

E. C. Bart’s New York Biaad
Sewed French Kid $6.50 Boots
for

Bart’s $5.00 French Kid Boots
for $4.00.
Bart’s Straight Goat Waukenphast $5.00 Boots for $4.00.
goods und

These urc nil new
must be sold.

n vi

i«>iiv«i

GILMORE
Please Call

n«,v

a

a-am m

vo

Send for Catalogue
TO

FIRST

REPAIRING.

T.

apifi

U.

for sale

very f aucy

NO. 114

A

WALL

rent; ulso

or

oncSr^Lixr^

MrliOl'LORIU, Manogrr,
eodlt

111 II U

CLASS

FIA JXTOS

or

plain,

at

1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W. P. HASTINGS.
<ltf

;I8

Ashburton

Finer, Hon'

u,

Pianist and Teacharof the Piano,

New Styles just
received.

Is now ready to receive his pupils.
Ie has a
i»r& musical experience and was a pupil of
Wenzel, Mosclieles and Brahms. Applications
may be sent to the above address, nol 3eod3t

mm, SHORT k HARMON.
nov6

eodtf

—

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
pnm reniMf: mMPiSV

At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms: Seven Dollars a Year. When payment
Is made strictly in advance the price will be Six
dollars.
Kates ok Advertising—One inch space of
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
a

“square.”

Special Notices, one-third additional.
nnderiiead ol “amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three In
sertlons or less, $1.60.
$1.50 per square, dally, first week; 7o cents
per week after; three insertions or less. $1.00;
continuing every other day after first week, 60

THURSTON’S
Piano House,

cents.
llal( square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week alter.

3 m st. buck. roKiUMi, 3.
dtf

THE MAINE STATE

ap26

PRESS.

Puhlisned every Thursday Morning, at
a year, In advance.
Advertisements Inserted In
the
Maine
State Press (which has a lart e circulatiou
In every part of the State) for $1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 60 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.

$2.00

1882.

18U2 1

RECEIVER WANTED.

N K W

Now York, Niainu and N6w Brunswick Company’s Affairs.

Wall Papers

XV

John Carr.

We are now showing
the Spring Patterns
in all grades.

H, J. BAILEY & 0.
I
_

190-192 Middle St.

iiuvi

/

dtr
_

John Carr, Belfast, Me., had Kidney
and Liver Trouble for twentyAll this time scarcely
live years.
free from pain a minute. Had to get
up several times each night and
use the vessel.
Extreme ConstipaDANA’S SARSAtion all the time.
PARILLA CURED HIM after all
other remedies had FAILED.
Are the DAYS of MIRACLES
FAST? Or is DANA’S the MODAsk your
ERN RETHESDA ?

neighbor.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.

tor

complaint.

i>ei

were begun in the United States supreme
court today in the anti-lottery cases in
which the constitutionality of the recebt
anti-lottery law is involved. Suits were
brought by the United States against John
N. liapir, publisher of the Mobile Register,
and Geo. W. Dupree, publisher of the New
Orleans States for violating the law prohibiting sending through the mail newsadvertisepapers
containing lottery
ments. Counsel have already submitted
briefs giving the line of argument and
these have been published in the press.

Contraband Celestials.

Washington,

November 16.
The
Treasury Department is informed of the
arrest at Watertown, N. Y., of four Chinamen who attempted to cross the Canadian
border. The inspector at Ogdensburg, N.
Y., says he has information of a conspiracy to smuggle several hundred Chinamen
into the United States from Canada. He
is endeavoring to secure evidence against
the alleged conspirators.
—

MAINE.

Recovered $50,000.
Bath, November 16.—A letter recently
received from Mrs. Hattie Moore, formerly
of Bath, by friends in this city, announces
the conclusion of her breach of promise
suit against Mioses Hopkins, the California
millionaire, and brother of the late Mark
Hopkins, the many times millionaire (the
death of whose widow caused the famous
Hopkins-Searle will contest). Mrs. Moore
has been prosecuting this suit egainst

Moses Hopklus for about three years, and
the amount of damages granted by the
jury to which it first went was 875,000. The
higher court reduced this amount to $50,000
which has been paid.
Horso Won.

Lewiston, November.

16 —A fine Messenger Wilkes colt, nine months old. owned
by J. C. Wood and Frank Niles of Auburn
which has been out to pasture in Leeds
this summer, was killed by a Maine Cen-

tral train Saturday afteruoou. This oolt
feeding by the roadside,

and another were
noor

tiia

AsADsinn

mhan

thn fvain

New York,
November 16.—Several
creditors and stockholders of the New
York, Maine & New Brunswick

Company today applied

Steamship

to Justice Pratt of
Brooklyn for a receiver for the company.
The company was organized In 1889
a
with
stock
of gsoo ooo
capital
Thomas M. Bartlett, of the failed firm of
T. H. Smith & Co., ship brokers, was president of the company.
The plaintiffs
claim the Company is Insolvent. Justice
Pratt granted an order restraining the
creditors from bringing actions against the
The assignment of Captain
company.
Harrison M. Smith at Bangor, Me., beof
the
cause
failure of T. H. Smith & Co.,

caused surprise here.

ceedings.
Johnson is free to talk about
the affair, and says he was entirely destitute, and as the alternative was steal or
freeze he chose the former.

Buildings Burned in Cherryfield.
Cherbyfield, November 16.—Alvin B.
Willey’s dwelling house and barn burned
this evening. The contents were mostly
saved. Loss, $2700; insurance, including
cause

of the fire is

unknown.
Fora 1200-Ton Vessel.

Bath, November 16.—The New England
Shipbuilding Company has closed a contract with Captain W. U. Besse, of New
Bedford, Mass., to build for him a 1200-ton
barkentine. Work will commence at once.
Will Preach in Whitman.

Whitman, Mass., November 16.—liev.
Frank S. Hunnewell of Warren, Me., has
accepted the call recently extended to him
by the First Congregational church here.
Where Ho Can work Without Pay.
Biddefobd, November 16.—Missionary
Browne concluded his work here today.
He will go to Bangor to establish a new

mission, receiving

no

He

of the seats had been removed, was in
waiting. A buffalo robe Was spread on
the bottom of the carriage and Almy was
helped In, he taking a half Reclining position. Officers were on either side ana the
rear of the carriage as Almy was conveyed
to the court house, which is only a short
distance away from the Pemlgewnsset
house. The driver walked the horses, so
there was a good opportunitv for the crowd
that followed to get a look at Almy.
One
man said: “flow are you
young
Almy?”
but the prisoner made no response. Almy
was neatly dressed, and to all appearance
was not as much Interested in the proceedings as were the spectators. At the court
house the prisoner was assisted to alight
and was taken to the room prepared lor
him In the building, the public not being

admitted.

At half past two Almy, in charge of the
was brought into court.
He was
asked by Judge Allen if he would like to
change his plea, and ho answered, "I
woula.” Judge Alien further asked what
plea he desirea then to make and Almy answered “Guilty." The prisoner was then
removed from the court room.
His trial
before the court is expected to begin on

officers,

Tuesday morning.

The clerk of courts stated tonight that the
on both sides thought the trial

lawyers
would

occnnv

thraa

nr

fnnr riftvs

Deputies from Hanover, Haverhlti, Ashland and Plymouth have charge of Almy
and act under ;the high sheriffs’ orders,
'the question to be decided by tbe judge, is
whether Almy is guilty of murder in the
first or second degree. Murder in the first
degree must be premeditated, and tbe punishment is hanging. In the second degree,
the limit is thirty years imprisonment.
Judge Allen thinks the trial will occupy
two days at least.
He has granted permission for the defence to examine nine
witnesses from Massachusetts, but he does
not know whether they are here. At a
late hour tonight Almy is sleeping in
charge of four deputies.
The Warden family are registered at the
hotel and will
appear as witnesses, together with Mrs, Kellogg, into whose room
Almy made a midnight visit, Miss Uoodall,

who was with Christie at the time of the
tragedy, and S. Pattee and young Hewitt
of Hanover, who shot Almy In the barn.
There is much excitement about the town
over the prospective result of the trial.
Opinion seems to be divided as to the result of the hearing.

HISSES COMPLIMENTED.
The

w. c. T. U.

and

the

Absent

Covernor of Massachusetts.

opened this morniag in Tremont Temple by devotional exercises conducted by
Mrs. E. H. Burlingame of Rhode Island,
after which a purse of $148 from prominent W. C. T. U. women was presented to
“Mother Stewart,” “the first crusader,”
was

Mrs. Perkins of Ohio. f
Dr. Miner was presented to the convention. He made a scathing denunciation of
the Governor of tbe commonwealth and
the mayor of the city for their non-acceptance of the invitation of the convention to
be present on Friday evening last, saying
that they measured themselves as the
women measured them and complimenting
the women for the hisses with which they
received the letters of tbe highest dignataries of the state and city.
Dr. Miner
then turned his attention to “the very respectable press of Boston,” which he said
appeared to be able to do nothing better
than to sneer at the women of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, “but,"
he added, “their sneers are creditable to
you.” The executive committee being absent in convention the topic of the morning was taken up, “What are each of the
departments of the educational group'doing to secure the formation of total abstinence habits and sentiments for the final
overthrow of the drink system?”
Mrs. Mary H. Hunt of Massachusetts,
national superintendent of the denartment
of scientific instruction, took
the chair.
Mrs. Hunt’s department alms to secure
such legislation, local and national, as shall
make the study of the laws of health with
special reference to the effects of stimulants
and narcotics compulsory in the public
schools and she has gained the only temperanoe legislation ever enacted by the
Congress of the United States and has personally appeared before the legislature of
every state in the union.
Mrs. Hunt reported 13,000,000 children in
this country alone now under temperance
Instruction. She read a letter from the
Emperor of Germany, in which he expressed his interest in the work of her department.
Miss Lucia Kimball of Maine, national
superintendent of the department of Sunday school work, made an interesting address which set forth the work accomplished In the Sunday schools of the country, giving several pleasing incidents of
children’s interest in the work.
The total
gain has been 5000 pledged scholars, makan
ing
army of 245,000 pledged against alcoholic drink and tobacco. New Hampshire
has the greatest list reported, 58,000 schol-

Maine, Connecticut, Indiana, Missouri aud South Dakota
have the greatest
gains in the cities.
In Atlanta there are
1000 Sunday school scholars.
ars.

At the sesssion

this

Mrs.

afternoon

Potter Palmer of Chicago, chairman
of the ladies’ board of the world’s fair,
made a brief address in which she asked
the co-operation of women all over the
country iu making the women’s exhibit at
the fair something of which they may feel
proud. Banker Spear of Chicago, who had
charge of placing the bonds for erecting the
new temperance temple, reported that a
tenth of the 8600,000 required was already
secured.
Another letter was read from
Gov Kusselj regretting that engagements
prevented his attending the convention.
The chairman stated that the hisses that
greeted the previous letter of the Governor
were made by persons in the audience not
delegates to the convention.
This evening the banquet in Music Hall
was largely attended.
Miss Mary Livermore was toastmaster,
and many short
speeches were made.
THE

salary.

The Adventures of the Yankee Maid

New York, November 16.—The twomasted schooner Yankee Maid poked her
bowsprit through the engine house of government dredge No. 2, in Hell Gate, about
2 o’clock yesterday alternoon. The schoon-

WEATHER.

Cold Wave Coming,
W

a

amvHTftV.

Vnvwmhpr

Is tiie iorecast of the

1R__

weather for New

Southerly winds; continued
England:
warm, threatening raiu; colder Tuesday
night mid Wednesday; probably rain or
snow Wednesday.
Boston, November 16,—The area of rain
which extends from the Lakes to the Gulf
will probably move off the Atlantic coast
Tuesday and he followed by a cold wave
In
New England
and clear weather.
Tuesday, rain, stationary temperature’
south aud southeast winds; Wednesday’
fair, much colder, northwest winds.
Local Weather Report.
Portland, Me., November 16,189i.

__18 A. *18 j>.
Barometer.|2!!-B68

Thermometer.
Dew Point. 28,
Humidity.
Wind. gW

s

velwlhdT'uTsther....88.9|Max.
Total precip

Minimum ther.28.81
T—Trace.

South Wholesale Arrests Made

by the Czar’s Police.

American Republic.

...

Rumor Says It Means
General Storm.

a

Washington, November 16.—Senhor
Mendonca, Brazilian minister here, has
received the following cablegram from the
Brazilian minister of foreign affairs:
Rio, November 14.—Affirm that complete
tranquility reigns in all the states except Elo
Grande, where conflicts, provoked by questions
pertaining to local politics, have occurred witb

which, in virtue of the constitution, tne federal
government could not Interfere. Deny rumors
of secession. That idea Is condemned by all
Brazilians. Affirm that no state thinks of seceding. Deny that the members of the dissolved Congress are In foreign legations as
refugees. Nearly all the members of Congress
hare returned to the states and those who reThus
main here go about the city at liberty.
far the government lias taken no violent measures. A day will be set for the next election
and congress is convoked to meet Immediately
after. General Dolodores will review the troops
tomorrow, the anniversary of the proclamation
of the republic.
Clkkmon.
[Signed.]
As confirmatory evidence of the truth

of the statement that the trouble in Kio
Qrande are purely internal and have no
bearing on national affairs. Minister Mendonca says be has discovered that the
Junta in that state is composed of four
persons instead of three, as first reported
aud it stands three Republicans to one old
Liberal. The latter is not believed to
cherish any monarchical principles.
The
minister has received private information
to the effect that the length to which the
revolutionary movement in the state of
Para went was the adoption by the state
assembly of a set of resolutions condemning the action of the President and approving the course pursued bv congress.

-p

_

Observations.
The following are the observations of
Department
the Agricultural
Weather Bureau for yesterday November 16. taken at 8
p. m. 75th meridan time, the observations
Weather

for each station being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:

Boston.56°, S, cloudy; New York. 58°,
Philadelphia, so", 8W,
SE, cloudy;
cloudy; Washington, 62°, S, rain; Albany.
52°, S, cjoudy Buffalo, 52", s, rainDetroit, 33°, N, rain; Chicago. 32", NW.
cloudy; St. Paul, 6°, SVV, cloudless;
Duluth, 6", W, cloudless; St. Vlnoent,
So. Dakota. 2°.
4°, W. cloudless: Huron,
W, cloudless; Bismarck, 2°, NW, cloudless; Jacksonville, 68®, SE, cloudy.

Famine’s

Kept from Publicity.
London, November 16.—Since the

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
Here Is the Other Side of the Brazilian Story.

London, November 16.—The news from
Brazil continues to be of the most conflictThe official dispatches
log character.
from Rio de Janeiro assert with unequivocal positiveness that the country is absolutely tranquil, while the telegrams from
Buenos Ayres and Santiago report Brazil
torn with dissensions and secessions. What
the actual facts of the situation are will
not be definitely
known until
mail advices are received. The censorship
prevents dispatches unfavorable to the authorities from getting through direct to
Europe from Brazil.
A dispatch to the Times from Santiago
de Chill states that the Chilian minister at
Buenos Ayres has telegraphed to the Chilian government, saying tnat the opposition Junta, or provisional government of
the Natioual party, has now dominant
power in the province of Rio Grande do
Sul, and that it has been able in about a
week’s time to arm and equip a force of
30,000 riflemen. In artillery It is added
that the Junta is weak, having as yet been
unable to obtain possession of only four
field guns. This branch of the service,
however, will shortly be reinforced. According to the Times correspondent
the
Junta’s
consists
navy
only
of the Alagaos,
a
it
monitor, but
is
known
here
that
this
probably is an error, as the National party is
said to have several gunboats besides the
monitor at its disposal.
The Junta, in addition to Its work in placing quite a respectable army In the field, is taking steps
in the province of Rio Grande do Sul and
In other provinces, to bring about an election for a president In place of Marshal
Da Fonseca, whom the Junta declares to
have lost all rights to that position by his
unconstitutional action In dissolving Congress and In assuming the powers of a dictator.
Almost daily, bodies of deserters from
the Dictator’s army are joining the ranks
of the Junta’s army, and both sides are
preparing for a desperate struggle. Da
Fonseca is said to be expecting soon to be
in a position to move upon Rio Graude do
Sul with an army of 60,000 men, while
leaving his rear and base of operations
protected by a strong reserve force of
troops. If this should be the case there
will be some terrible fighting and much
loss of life.
Another regiment is said to have abanuonea ua ronsecas
cause, aud to be
marching to join the Junta’s troops, and
the garrisons of six towns are said to have
done the same. It is said that the entire
Brazilian fleet at Itaguabi has joined the
National party. This statement, it should
be added, needs confirmation.
Fighting
between the Dictator's troops and the Nationalists is again reported from Itaqui.
Both sides claim to have won a victory.
Later—The Dictator’s troops at ltaqui
have surrendered and have joined issue
with their captors.
This places another
arsenal, with a further stock of arms and
ammunition in the power of the insur-

probably

gents.

_

CHURCHMEN

They Will

IN

Discuss

CONORE8S.

Questions Re-

ligious and Secular.

Washington, November 16.—The most
important gathering of the clergy and laity
of the Protestant Episcopal church ever
held here will convene tomorrow.
It is
known as the Church Congress and this
will be ’.its fourteenth meeting.
It will
briDg together churchmen from all over
the country to discuss live topics of the
day. While the congress has no legislative power, its discussion will show the
trend of thought in the Episcopal church
on several secular and religious subjects.
No delegates are elected to the Congress,
all churchmen who desire to attend being

welcome._

The Affairs of Evans A Co.

Boston, November 16.—At a meeting of
the creditors of Irving A. Evans & Co. this

forenoon a statement was presented showing unsecured liabilities of 8293,000, and
probable total assets of 8195,141. The assignee suggested that the creditors settle
on cash as of October 24tb.
If this Is done
a dividend of 60 per cent can
certainly be
declared, and probably more.
Qotham’s Water Famine.

New York, November. 16—The water
famine, long predicted, is now no longer a
prophecy, but a fact. The long drought has
reduced the water supply from 163,000,000
gallons a day to less than 100,000,000, and
by Tuesday it is expected to reach one
quarter of that.
The Boston A Maine Directory.
Boston, November 16.—The committee
of the directors of the Boston & Maine
have not yet discussed any of the new
names suggested and likely to come into
It is said to bn certain that
the board.
Messrs. Potter, Sinclair and Sewall will

iciur,

_

CENERAL NEWS.

Several inches of snow fell in St. Paul,
Minn., Sunday.
The continued decline in cotton is causing uuea-iuess in the New York market.
Mrs. Lucy Waterman, who died in Halifax, Mass., Sunday, was 101 years and 8

months old.
The prosecuting committee in the case
of Rev. Dr. Briggs are preparing an appeal
to the Synod, m the hope of re-opening
the case.

Hod carriers

on

the

Weymouth, Mass.,

new

library building

struck yesterday benon-union men were employed in
putting up the stagiug.
Sberinan Grunbaum, au old and trusted
employe of the Eagle Brewing Company
of Philadelphia, has been arrested.charged
with embezzling upwards of $10,000.
The Knights of Labor at Toledo yesterday adopted the W. C. T. U. resolutions
favoring equal pay for equal work by men
and women aua one standard of purity.
In the case of Mrs. Carrie A. Holmes of
Boston, against her father, Henry W.
Smith, president of the Smith Organ and
Plano Company, the jury returned a verdict yesterday for $22,818 for Mrs. Holmes.
Mrs. Holmes alleged that her father had
exceeded the power of attorney given him
by her in a stock transaction.
A Washington special says it is expected
that Secretary Tracy’s annual report will
dlsouss the advisability of abrogating or
modifying the treaty with Great Britain,
which will make it possible to construct
naval vessels and to enable the naval reserves of interior states to fit out vessels
for training purposes on the lakes. This
will be done with a view to enable lake
at

cause

shipbuilders to compete for government
work.

ar-

rest at Moscow on Thursday last of about
a hundred members of noble families, llteratenrs and others, charged with being
concerned In the movement looking to the
creation of a popular assembly or parliament, similar to the Temsky labor assemblies under the early Czirs, it has become
known that this alleged conspiracy was
of much wider extent than at first sup-

posed, and It Is said that several hundred
people have been taken Into custody la adFrom the
dition to those referred to.
time the discovery of this plot became
known, the correspondents In Russia of
the news agencies and newspapers have
been doing their utmost to discover the
Inwardness of these wholesale arrests, but
evidently without success, for little or no
news regarding this revolutionary move,
ment can be procured. Au United Press
correspondent at St. Petersburg wired last
night as follows:
obStrictest censorship press dlspstebes
served.
Government contemplating severe
measures against newspaper correspondents.
Almost impossible to get or send laces regarding arrests ol nobles and others wbo have been
planning creation ot a parliament elected by
the people. Reported extensive arrests here
All inforas well as Moscow and otber cities.
mation refused. Police advise correspondents
not comment on arrest,
situation very grave.
Wildest rumors circulating.

In this city, however, there are a number
ui

piuimucuk

ikusoiau

caiic.t,

nuu

occui

i<u

be able to laugh at tbe Russian police, and
who are kept constantly well Informed by
some secret means as to nearly all tbat
One of the most
transpires In Russia.
prominent of these refugees was questioned last night In regard to the large number
of arrests now being made in Russia. After
tbe correspondent had pledged himself not

to use his informant’s name, tbe latter
said that never In the history of the Russian empire was the situation of affairs
within the dominions of the Czar so desperate and so weighted with danger to the
imperial regimen. Not a quarter of the
real horrors of famine are known, be added : thousands are dying In tho faminestricken districts of starvation or typhoid
fever. Influenza or other diseases. In
some sections, said the Russian gentleis
ns
as
distress
man, the
great
when the cholera or plague swept down
upon villages and towns and nearly wiped
all their inhabitants off the face of the
earth. Even were the government so constituted that an honest attempt could be
made to relieve the sufferers, even bad the
government at Its disposal the Immense
sums of money which would be necessary
to relieve tbe distressed, thousands more
of them would perish before help could
reach them, even supposing that the Inclemency of a Russian winter would permit the fiee transportation of supplies.
Iu view of the famine, official crookedness, disgraceful disclosures in high circles,
the danger of war and tbe practical failure of tbe new Russian loan, Russia’s rulers are in a position which Is far from enviable, and to which war would be a relief,
as it would take the public mind off the
contemplation of official abuses.
LOOKING OUT FOR NO. I.
West

Indian Colonies Prefer
United States to Canada.

Ottawa, Out., Nuvember 16.—The

the

re-

rSpeclal to the Pkess.1
November IB.—The oonyentlon of tbe Epworth League for the
Augusta district will meet at tbe Pleasant
St. Methodist cbnrch In this
city Thursday next. Many preparations are now being made by the local league looking forward to tbe reception and entertainment
of guests.
It U expected that there will
be In attendance a large number of delegates from all over the district. The following constitutes the complete aud Interesting programme of the convention;
A. M.—Opening praise service, Jtev. E. 8.
House, Skowhegan.
10.30- Department work: Correspondence,
Miss Matilda Uourley, Oardluer; discussion
and questions; finance, what and how, Bev. W.
F.

Holmes,

Hallowed.

11.10— lieoartrnent of
ning and welcoming new

entertainment: Winmembers, J. M. Bales,

the
(iardlaer; Introducing strangers Into
church, Miss Josle Springer, Livermore Falls:
hand shaking, Kev. I. Luce, Watervllle-, social
and entertainments,
Miss Lapham, Kent’s
Hill.

11.80— Business, appointments of committees.
1.80 P. H.—Opening service, U. L. Emory,
Watervllle.
1.45— Department of literary work:
How
others do It, or helpful hints to League literary
Mrs.
Arthur
Jacqulth,
committees,
Augusta;

Bible readings, Bev. J. L. Folsom, Augusta;
Epworth Herald and Christian Literature, Bev.

D. B. Holt, Kent’s HUL
2.35— l)euartiu«ut of mercy and help; visittract distribution, etc., Bev. 1. U. Boss, Au-

ing,

Junior League, Mrs. W. F. Holmes,
gusta
Hallowed.
3.10— Belatlon of League to otber Christian
work, Kev. Kooert Ltwtou, Madison.
3.30- How Epworthlans help tbe Pastor, Kev.
A. Hamilton, Oakland.
3.45— The District League; Its Importance as
related to local or general league, Bev. J. B.
Lapham, presiding elder Augusta district.
4.10— Business; election of officers.
7.00—Devotional work, Kev. H. Chase, Fairfield.
7.16— Department of Christian work: The
League prayer meeting, E. R. Drummond, Watervllle: The pledge. Miss Cora Wood, Watervllle; what can the League do for the Sunday
school? Mrs. William Bowden, Oakland.
8 00— Praise service.
8.15—Reasons why our young people should
be loval
lord, D.

to

their

own

church.

Kev.

IA. Craw-

D., Boston, Mass.
The officers of the convention are: Pres;
ident, Rev. U. E. Foss; vice president.
Rev. A. S. Ladd; secretary, Rav. I. Q.

Ross.

THE

HUNTING
Came

Wardens

HUNTERS.

Pursuit

In

of

Poachers In Maine Woods.

Calais, November 16.—Game Warden
French has returned from a raid on poachers on the St. Croix lakes. He repoits
much hounding, and a great slaughter of
deer. Carcasses were found In camp, In
the woods, or decaying in the water. On
the upper Dobsls he arrested two men
Thursday and took the dog they were
running. After dispersing several other
patties of Illegal hunters, he walked
through the woods nine miles to Chain
Lake, where, Friday, he took four men In
camp and three hounds. One of these uogs
had run this fall twenty-one deer to deatn
In the water.
The other two

dogs were from Pistol
Warden French brought two of his
Princeton, where they were arraigned before Trial Justice Dresser, who
fined them, including costs, $61 and $66 respectively. The hounds were brought to
Calais and are now retained
by Mr.
French, awaiting orders from the state
diswith
to
their
commissioners
regard
posal.
The Shoe on the Wrong Foot.
Augusta, November 16.—Fish Warden
I. L. Carr of East Wlnthrop.who tor years
has been very active lu following offenders against the fish and game laws, was
brought before the municipal court Monday morning, on complaint of L. P. Hersey of tills city, charged with trapping two
muskrats Illegally, this being close time
under the law of the last legislature. Carr
pleaded nolo contendere, and paid a fine of
$10 for eaeh muskrat and $11 as costs, $31
men

to

—

*“V

avaivn

*uw

Foreign
Soup

Notes.

distributed freely to 3000 poor
persons at the Salle Favler, Paris, Sunday,
by the leading Anarchists, who presented
each person with an Anarchist paper. It
is believed the Marquis de Mere paid the
was

expenses.
A despatch from India says that
dynamite was exploded on the hills of Madras at an altitude of 500 feet and the explosions produced smart showers over an
area four or five miles square.
A special to the New York Herald from
Buenos Ayres says that the city is in a
state of great unrest. The spirit of revolt
is still active.
Notwithstanding the recent assurances made by President Pelllgrtul that a peaceful feeling existed among
his political opponents, he has not relaxed
his watchfulness.
The President is so
fearful of another uprising that he has all
his troops under arms so as to be prepared
for all emergencies.
Ex-King Milan has slgued a renunciation of all his rights in Servla.
Bowdoin College.
About fifty students assembled in lower
Memorial Hall Tuesday
evening, and the
Bible class under the instruction of Pres.

Hyde was organized.
Prof. Lawton read his translation of the
Antigone to a good number of the students
and professors on Friday last
Cole and Carey, the Grand River explor-

ers were on

the campus last week.

——

UD

eleven persons.

It Is reported that the Foot Ball Assoclatlon netted a pretty little sum from the
Kagan lectures. It Is also understood that
Prof. Lee Is to give a lecture for the benefit of the association.

Novel Readers .Who
Material for Fiction.

Dime

State’s

Made

Prison

the hospital.
The Gardiner carpenters, to the number
of 26, organized a union Friday evening.
A special dispatch to the Boston Journal
from Augusta yesterday says:
"Deputy

Sentences

Add

a

Moral to the Tale.

N*w York, November 16.—The arrest
Fred Rosenbaum, aged 20, In Hoboken, for
burglary has brought to light a case of
depravity of the most striking character.
Brought up with all the advantages which
carefnl and loving parents coaid bestow,
with every educational facility granted him
and money enough supplied to indulge
every reasonabledealre,he has, on the very
threshold of life, become a notorious criminal, against whom tbe police of Hoboken
say they can bring !a dozen charges, any
one of which Is enough to land him In
prison for a long term of years.
Before he was fairly In bis teens young
Rosenbaum organized a ’’gang’’ of bnjs
like himself, and they became tbe terror of
their neighborhood.
Among them were
several also of good family, at least two of
whom have preceded their youag leader
behind the bars. This body was known as
the "Pbienlx gang,” and Rosenbaum was
soon noted allte for bis dartrg and good
luck, as he has heretofore managed to esTbe gang Is believed to
cape arrest.

have been organized under tbe inspiration
of dime novels. They had a mysterious
ritual, pass words and a cave dug out in
tne side of a hill, where revels were held
and the booty stored.
The gang nrst began operations by stealing coat and selling it to a dealer, who
The
was sent to prison for his practices.
money obtained was used in buying beer
and cigarettes for consumption In tbe cave.
Oae night a detective was walking np
Riffhth street. Hnhnken. He smelt smoke
and an Investigation led him to discover
the gang’s cave.
Ue obtained help and
raided It. Rosenbaum was not in It at the
and
ol the gang were
several
time,
though
sent to prison, they did not Inform on him.
Last Thursday night Rosenbaum and a
“pal” broke Into the grocery at No. 236
Park avenue, Hoboken. Rosenbaum's father, who Is said to be worth •250,000,owns
the building. The two young desperadoes
cut a large pane of glass out of the lront
door.
It slipped and fell inside with a
crash.
Rosenbaum, nothing daunted,
went In and attempted to open the money
drawer. His companion fled. The owner
of the store, Charles Pruser, who was In
Ded, heard the breaking of the glass and
went down stairs to Investigate. Rosenbaum reached the street, bat Pruser’s cries
were heard by a policeman, who captured
Rosenbaum after a hard run. He was held
In bail for trial. His father furnished the

security required.
Yesterday “jineak" Conway, another of
the PbcBolx gang, was arrested for being
Rosenbaum’s “pal" the night of the burglary. The police say they have sufficient
evidence to convict both of them.
Rosenbaum Is beardless, dresses neatly
and Is bright and Innocent looking. He
has the appearance of a schoolboy, but the
police say that he has for six years been
the despotic ruler of as tough a gang ot
young thieves as ever committed a robbery.
OBITUARY.

Lake.

Elaced

.uv.

of
Hobokwn’s
History
Reign of Terror.

Watebville,

In all. He claimed be did not know of the
plies of the governments of the West India
Iaw.
MprgAv dpmAnriM that Carr rH&lffn am
Islands to tbe reciprocity proposal of Mr.
I
If be does not, says be trill
warden,
Foster, minister of finance, are published. bring fireand
more cases against him.
Sir W. F. Haynes Smith of the Leeward
IN THE FORESTERS’ CACE
Islands, replies that he submitted tbe Canadian proposals to the colonial secretary.
Benevolent Elks Made the Hour*
Sir W. H. Hutchinson of tho Windward
Fly Last Evening.
Islands, writes to the same offect.
On behalf of tbe Bahamas, Sir Ambrose
Shea writes:
Tbe Portland Lodge of Elks enjoyed a
This colony does not produce sugar.
Our
exports are fruits “social session” last erenlng at Foresters'
and sponges, and in the early future, hemp
Ball, 665 Congress street, their own “cage”
will be the largest export. In tbe United
Stntes, which is at present our chief mar- not being completed.
ket, no duties are Imposed, and we couAmong the prominent Elks and guests
sequeutly have no benefit in this respect to present were Hon. John W. Deerlng, Isaac
receive from Canada.”
The colonial secretary of Bermuda ob- C. Atkinson, M. S. Gibson, Wyer Greene.
serves:
“This government will not be
George A. Thomas, Elliott C. Mitchell, fl.
prepared to take any definite action on the M. Plnkbam, Robert Reidale, W. H. Somproposals in your communication until the
ers, E. C. Swett, J. B. Brackett, B. C. Gibviews of the legislature of this colony are
ascertained. If they should Drove favorsson, Alderman McClutchy, James Cunble further communication will be made
ningham, Frank Pierce, W. H. Brownson,
with our government with the object of asJ. A. Boyle and F. R. Fay.
on
what
lines
it
would
be
certaining
pracE. C. Swett presided, and made a very
ticable to arrange for reciprocal trade relations between the Dominion and this coloCharity of
graceful opening address.
ny.”
act and word Is tbe great and disFrom Jamaica: “His excellency has thought,
tinctive feature of the Order of Elks.
the letter before the privy council,
ut sees great difficulties In the way of ar“The eloquent hand aod the silent tongue”
ranging such a differential tariff as you makes It what It is. President Swett’s
The most Important point
speak of.
brief and appropriate address was receivwould be whether such reciprocal arrangeed with great applause.
ments could be made with one or more of
the West Indian colonies to the exclusion
Alter finely rendered musical selections
of the others. Apart from the question of
tbe Mandolin Club, lunch was served,
by
reciprocity the action of Mr. Brown, M. P.,
after which Elliott C. Mitchell gave two
commissioner of Canada, at our exhibition
George A. Thomas folwill, His Excellency has no doubt, largely fine selections.
Increase the trade betweeu Jamaica and lowed, and found some difficulty in conthe Dominion of Canada.”
----*»
Iiuviug
The response
of British Qulana:
“While the governor Is anxious in every all night.
way to facilitate and promote the extenThen President Swett read a letter from
sion of commercial relations between this
P. W. McIntyre, Esq., of Cornish, who
colony and the Dominion, His Excellency
discussed at some length the habits of that
cannot encourage the government of Canada to the belief that the consent of this
noble animal, the elk, having special refergovernment will be given to any differenence to the specimens found In Portland.
tial tariff which would exclude the sugars
His bright and racy letter called out the
and fruits of the colony from admission to
the markets of the United States upon the
applause of ths audience.
Theu Mr. Kexdale read selections from
most favorable terms.”
“Driftings,” his well known book, closing
by reciting a poem.
Europeans in Danger.
The programme Included a song by
more fine selections finely
London, November 16_The Chroni- Frank Pierce,
cle’s correspondent at Shanghai, says the
given by Elliot C. Mitchell, and brief remembers. Take It all la
various
capture of Tehwel, near Foo Chow, Tues- marks by
all, the "social session” was a complete
day by 13,000 rebels, was a well organized
uprising. The rebels were armed with re- success. __
peaters and led by capable men.
The outTHE8TATE.
break was directed mainly against the
authorities, though anti-foreign cries were
beard.
1 he officials were powerless.
KENNEBEC COUNTT.
European residents are apprehensive of
Now that tne state has been authorized
a spread of the revolt.
Light draft gun- to erect a battery for drilling the militia
boats are an absolute necessity to protect
on old Fort Sullivan, Kastport, the final
the lives of Europeans in the interior and
residing place of the two great 10 Inca
at the river treaty ports where massacre
smooth bores on the Arsenal wharf, Auivwwij
gusta, has been settled and they will, bemonstrations unless preventative measfore long, go to Eastport.
ures are adopted.
A week ago a man was arrested at BelThe Chamber Concurs.
grade for entering bouses, frightening
He was arana assault on a man.
Pabis, November 16.—The Chamber of womenand taken to Kennebec Jail. The
Deputies, after a lung debate, today ap- rested
apparently insane and he was
proved the tariff of 25 francs on salted man was
There his mind
taken to the hospital.
meats as fixed by the Senate.
he told Dr. Sanborn hts name
and
cleared
Victims of the Dale.
was James H. Brookings, that he came
He
St. John to the states for work.
London, Novembsr 16.—Two Yarmouth from
met a man at Bangor from St. John and
fishing boats have beeu missing since the drank
and
remembeis
with
him,
heavily
heavy gale last week.
Each boat carried
nothing further until bis mind cleared at
.....

the

Or

WILL MEET IN WATERVILLE.

Leaguer* Will Dlacuss
Questions of Interest.

Also

Horrors

THE CAVE OF THE BOLD BOY BANDITS,

Epworth

Officially, the Cloud De- The Work Done With the
Greatest Secrecy.
notes Local Strife.

M.

30.218
4<j.
47.
93.

12
Velocity. ",
Weather..Uoudy L Rain
Mean dally
Maximum ther.49.0

New

nnlv.

Aama

’Twas Steal or freeze, So He Stole.
Andover, November 16.—Will Johnson,
who is accused of committing the burglary
in the store of It. L. Melcher, October 31,
has been arrested in Vermont and brought
here. He came without requisition pro-

The

When

Plymouth, N. H., November 16.—Almy
arrived here on the express train from
Manchester a little before 1 p. m. He,with
the officers, occupied a special car on the
The prisoner was In
rear of the train.
charge oi Sheriff Brigham of Lisbon and
Deputy Sheriffs Hawkins of Woodvllle,
Daniels of Ashland and McCoy of Plymouth. A crowd bad assembled at the
railway station to get a glimpse of Almy.
A double seated carriage, from which one

and in their fright both started to
cross the track in advance of the enRine.

contents, $2000.

collected

Pleaded Cullty.

along,

constitutes

1

opinion they mean mischief. They express
discontent with their treatment at their
agency. 1 have counselled their return,
and that they make application there for
transfer if they have reasonable grounds
for such application.
I believe they have
no wish to make trouble.
Discontent with
the agent at their own agency was manifested by all the visitors from Cheyenne
I am inclined to the belief that
rives.

The Iron

MR. EtIVST PER ABO,

vrx-,

FESTIVALS.
or

AND

dlOt

used at all

ure

S. S. SLEEPER & CO., Factory, Boston.
Milllken,'Tomlinson Co., Wholesale Agts., Portland,

el7

Knabe!!
Knabe!!!
■. »«.nv

TUNING

from

llubbers
Storm
cts. to 60 cts.

Ladies’

35

tradh mark registered.

Have won success by intrinsic
merit and acknowledged superiority. Only finest stock used in
All uniontheir manufacture.
made, ‘‘blue label” goods, 10c.
everywhere. At wholesale by
all principal houses.

Have opened a branch store In this city with the
largest and best selected stock east of Boston

540 Congress St., Portland.

$5.00.

Dovll

HENNING and
WEBSTER

Street.

Congress

ty from Cheyenne river agency came
straight to this agency as reported. In my

novl7xu.Th&Sprmlgtp

HARDMAN,
QABLER,

WHITE’S

Washington, November 16.—Acting Indian Commissioner Bell has received a telegram dated November 1st, from Captain
Penny, acting Indian agent of Pine Ridge,
Indian agency, S. D.:
“Bear Eagle’s par-

The Lottery Cases.

STATIONERY

AND

Acting Asent Penny Believes That
They Mean Mischief.

gruuuu

and

Cool

the

Lies

A YEAR, WHEN PMD IN ADVANCE >6.

Prof. Chapman U reading “Piers the
Plowman” to the Seniors who elect English Literature.
A great
many of the students will attend
™ n»rvard-Yale
foot hall game at Springfield next Saturday.

GLOOM.

IT WELL.

Boston, November 16.—The third day of
the World’s and the National W. C. T. U.,

REDSKINS HAVE CAUSE.

Washington,November 16.—Arguments

Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retai Dealers in

—

solicited were government employes. The
section of the act did not infringo upon
the rights and immunities
of
citizens
guaranteed by the constitution aud was
not, therefore, unconstitutional. The fact
that other sections of the act relating to
political assessments mentioned specifically government employes and the section in
question did not, showed the purpose on
the part of Congress to make the solicitation from any person, whether a government employe or not, unlawful within aDy
room or oullding occupied in the discharge
of official duties by any employe of the
United States.
The demurrer was overruled and the case sent to the criminal
court for trial.
The defendant, through his attorney,
gave notice that he would apply for a writ
of error. Commssioner Thompson of the
CivllService Commission, said he thought
the effect of the decision would be to practically stop political assessments and
leave the government employes free to contribute or not as they see fit. This decison
is a complete vindication of the course of
the commission which endevored to enforce
the law and protect government employes
from forced assessments.

vestigation.

JONES,

BUNK BOOKS,

buildings. The indictment was sufficient
although it did not state that the persons

mole i3 sumo

Publishers and Booksellers,
nol4d8t

William Brooks Smith, Secretary.
C. a. Newton, President.
In his demurrer the defendant maintained that the law did not make unlawful
the acts charged and that the law was unconstitutional if construed to declare the
acts charged unlawful.
In the argument
of COUDsel it was contended that, th« indict.
mentwas fatally defective in that it did
not recite that the persons solicited were
government employes.
In delivering the unanimous opinion of
the court, the Chief Justice said that the
prohibition in the section quoted was a
reasonable exercise of the undoubted authority of Congress to legislate in respect
to the conduct of persons in government

this be looked into without delay."
Secretary Noble will order a prompt in-

Have tbislday succeeded to tbe business of

STEVENS &

The defendant was indicted by the
in April, 1890, on 6even counts,
all of the same tenor.
Tney charge him,
as president of the Old Dominion Republican League, with sending to various
persons the following letter dated
Sept. 27,

grand jury

As a citizen of Virgluia, you are, of
course,
interested in the campaign now iu progtessin
our state, which is to determine its future
political status. The Old Dominion
League, organized to assist iu the election of the Republican
ticket, respectfully asks your co operation by
your becoming a member and making such
further contrioutlon to aid in the campaign as
your means will permit.
The initiation feels
81; dues, 26 cents per month.

island Ward No. 2,(Peaks Island, etc.),
Ward room, Dec. 10. Hours 9 a. m.
to 4 p. m.

Ward

ever.

1889.

Island Ward No. 1, (Long Island, etc.),
at Casco Day House, Dec. 15. Hours
a.

the
Supreme Court for the District of Columbia, Chief Justice Bingham today delivered the decision of the court on the demurrer of the defendant in the case of the
United States against Charles A. Newton,
charged with violating the section of the
Civil Service Act which reads:
No persons shall, in any room or building occupied in the discharge of bit official duties by
any officer or employe of the United States
mentioned in this act or In any navy yard, fort
or arsenal, solicit lu auy manner whatever, or
receive auy contribution of money or any other
thing of value for any political purposes what-

If ours from 9 a. in. to f p. ui., 3
p. m. to 9 p. in., 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.

from 9

the schoonThe tug Charles
and then let go of
away from th0 dredg©
let
go.
Captain
Tuthill
her. As the tug
says his steering gear became entangled,
down
the river and
and his vessel drifted
on
the head of
brought up broadside
front
In
of the lightIsland,
Blackwell's
house.
Preparations are being made to haul her
off at high
tide._

IN TERROR’S

UNDER WAR’S CLOUD

er

ALMY~8TOOIB
Washington, November 16.—In

Ward

Reliance of Philadelphia.

Fidelity

Board of Registration of

had on a load of cement, and was bound
New ork.
from Auckland, Me-,
When he was about m the dangerous
Captain
Tuthill says
part of Hell Gate,
the wind died out, »bd en eddy drove his
The bowvessel up against the dredge.
house like a
sprit punctured the engine
s
nerdgear
became
ram, and the schooner
er

timbers.
entangled with thebroken
Allen towed

DOW &
35
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Chailea Albert Peavey.
Mr. Charles Albert Peavey died In Bangor Saturday, aged 45 years, 6 months aid
12 days. He was a native of Bangor and

respected ’.citiMr. James H.
Peavey, had for years been in business on
Exchange street under the name of the
Bangor Edge Tool Company, and their
business enterprise and talent caused them
to meet with success. The company Is
well known throughout the State and In

was one of her most highly
He and his brother,
zens.

1

other btates. Uls wife was a Miss Howard, and she, with several children, survI«a him
(inn Ann Ia a atariant At PhllllDft
Exeter Academy, where he Is fitting (or

college.

Hiram

Higgins.

Mr. Hiram Higgins, who died In Scatboro on Tuesday o! last week, was tbe
proprietor of »11 the land of what Is now
the summer resort of Higgins Beach. Upon
his farm of 130 acres nto 30 or 40 cottages
which he used to lease. This land was
the old home farm of his family and origiBut in the last
nally not of great value.
10 years It has appreciated, so that the estate is valued at from 950,000 to 9100,000.
Mr. Higgins was 73 years old, a man of
quiet ways and great Industry.
Methodist Social Union.

The first meetiDg of the season of the
Mt tbodlst Social Unlon was he'd last evenlog at the Congress street M. E. church.
A delicious supper was furnished In tbe
vestry from 5.30 to 7.30, when adjournment
was

taken to tbe church above and a brief

business session was held, with Rev. Dr.
John F. Clymer, president of tbe Union,
In tbe chair. There was a spirited discussion as to the desirability ot continuing tbe
Union and doing all that could be done to
make It strong.
At 8 p. m. the evening meeting proper
opened with music by a chorus choir, under direction of Mr. Frank Bowdolo, the
organ being played by Mr. Harry T. JohnAfter
son, the organist ot the church.
prayer by Rev. A. W. Pottle, Dr. Clymer
Introduced as the first speaker “Rev. John
The
Collins, bishop of Peaks Island.”
subject of the eveniug meeting was the recent Ecumenical Conference In Washington, as seen by some of those who were
present. Mr. Collins was present and be
yiVJLCCUCU

M*

UU3-IIUD

WUOl

UO

the city, then the people w*«o were there,
and then what they did. The description
was In Mr. Collins’s inimitable style and
was received with shouts of laughter aud
applause. Descending to sober narrative,

Mr. Collins said that be was much surprised by the radicalism and Yankee lire
displayed by the English delegates to the
He then declared that be
conference.
thought there was a rattling around In the
church, a change In the life tenure of bishops, a general robbing up of brasses and
cleaning of cobwebs as the result of the
gathering.
Captain H. H. Shaw was the second
speaker. He described the gathering In
detailed fashion and touched upon the
He
many topics treated la the meetings.
spoke df the size and importance of the
delegations of the colored church and
that In 250 years Africa would
negro republic with a descendant of

prophesied
be

a

American slave for president. This,
be thought, would be brought about by the
active mission work of the Methodist
church.
Rev. Mitt S. Hughes, the last speaker,
dwelt on the prominence given the social
side In the Washington conference. This
he declared to be as It should, and he said
that If the Methodists at large were to hold
their own they must elevate the social
features of their live above the present one
cent basis.
an

Alter

singing Dy me

cooir

»uu uuu*ir»*

tion, the benediction was pronounced by
Rev. G. R. Palmer of Saco, presiding elder.

Electric Light In Augusta.
Portland, Me., Nov. lfl, 1801.
Editor ot the Press:
To
the
ut k>IW»
1UI
VI a LUO TV
the
In a diSDatch to your paper noticing
killing muskrats (luring the close season, a
headed
fire In Hotel North at Augusta, yon
law passed last winter forbidding tbe
In
the
despatch It
it "Gloom In Augusts.”
caichlDg ot these animals from May 30 to u »ald that Me E:ectrlc Light Company
sheriff
a
found him with
March 1. Tbe
This Is not a fact. The
has shut down.
muskrat In bis possession, wbtcb he bad I Company supplies the cities of Augusts,
and
Mr.
Carr
was
taken.
flaeil
$30,
with electric lights
Hallowcll
aud
just
Gardiner
now his resignation Is demanded.
and they have Installed at Augasta 300
PENOBSCOT COCNTT.
| horse power of tteam, and 110 horse power of steam at Gardiner, making 310 horse
Mrs. G. S. Payson and child of
Sheriff Libbey, on complaint of L. P. Horsey of Augusta, went to East Wlntbrop
Saturday afternoon and arrested Fish and
uiuvu

V.

vnii

who have been the guests of Mr. and _mts.
Hangor,
E. G- Wymau, on Grove otreet,
left Saturday on their return borne.
aof W.
A man who gave the name

c'ookUn*™ V
VHU„lr ynH’efei Mm
him
?treegt som^ pictures, ami1 she accused
He says
street,

some»

her

house.

there ; that she drugged him
dfd'go When
he came to he accused
with ifquor
of taking his watch and money, and

that

he

her

he beat her and turned her
she denying It,
out of the house.
Beujauiin F. Chadbourne, Frank Gilman
and Otis Hay fold, state assessors, will be
in session at the court house in Bangor on
Wednesday, the second day of Dec mber.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The sardine factories along the coast are
beginning to close (or the season. Scarcity of dab and low prloes In the market for
the manufactured goods have not allowed
the season to be so profitable o the canners as

last year.

power,

was

while the available

only 400 horse power.

water power

The condition

Is that the streets have uot been
for the past week owing to a lack
ot water supply, but all the commercial
lighting and house lighting have been carried on tbe same as heretofore. Arrangements are in progress whereby In a very
few days the street olicuits will be restored and the entire business of the Company will be going ou regardless of low
water. At the present time a full moon U
doing very good service for the streets Iq
lieu of electric light.
Geo. F. West.
there

lighted

Treasurer.
The citizens of Wesley have organized a
company under the name of tbe Wesley
Manufacturing Company, George A. Day,
president; Ellas l>«y, treasurer; Samuel
Hawkins, clerk; aud George A. Day, M. E.
Day aud Joslah Day directors, tor the purpose ot establishing a wood tarolog bust
—
ness,

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 17.
We do not read annoymous letters and communications. Tbe name and address of tbe
writer are In all cases indispensible, not neces
sarlly for publication but as a guarantee of
good faith.
We cannot undertake to retain or preserve
.communications that are not used.

BY THE PRESIDENT.

secret. The charlatan
produces wonderful cures for a
time, but in the end his
work tends to
injury and disaster.” The
medical profession has always looked

of

.A. Proclamation.

appoint

NEW

The Greatest
STEPHEN

his

4.11

ac-

the 26th

Day of November,

be a day of joyful thanksgiving to
God for the bounties of His providence, for the
peace in which we are peimltted to enjoy them,
and for the preservation of those Institutions of
civil and religious liberty which He gave our
fathers the wisdom to devise and establish, and
us tbe courage to preserve. Among the appropriate observances of the day are rest from toll,
worship In the public congregation, the renewal
of family ties about our American firesides,and
thoughtful helpfulness toward those who suffer
lack of the body or of the spirit.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the United States
to be affixed.
Done at tbe city of Washington, this thirteenth
day of November, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and of the
independence of the United States the one
hundred and sixteenth.
Benjamin Harrison.
By the Preslldent:
James G. Blaine, Secretary of State.

prosent,

to

STATE OF MAINE.

BY THE GOVERNOR.
A Proclamation.
From very early limes it has been the pleasing custom ol New England people to follow
the Harvest-home with a day of
acknowledgement to God for the bounties of His providence.
Today this custom has become national in its
observance.

Melsterslnger

larrro

hmlr

nf

H. A.

hundred and sixteenth.
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.
the
Governor.
By
Nicholas Fessenden,
Secretary of State.

The Boston Globe appears to be quite in
earnest in its ‘‘boom" for Gov. Russell for
the next Democratic Presidential candidate. But the Hon. Grover Cleveland is
still ahead.
We suppose if the Hon. Roger Q. Mills
Republican and a prominent candidate for the Speakership of a House the
majority of which was composed of Republicans bis recent effort to ignore the sliver
question would be looked upon by our
Mugwump contemporaries simply as a subterfuge to get the votes of the members of
his party opposed to free silver. But being a Democrat it is hailed as signifying
his conversion to sound money.
were a

Almy, the slayer of Christie Warden
pleaded guilty yesterday to murder in the
first degree. He can hope, however, for
no consideration for relieving the State of
the trouble and expense of proving his
guilt. There were no extenuating circumstances in the case; on the contrary his
crime was one of the most cruel and deliberate murders on record : and t,h« \'««r
Hampshire law prescribes but one penalty,
and that is dea'th.

The Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette d eclares itself as “unconditionally opposed’’
to the seating of Senator Brice on the
ground that Brice is not a resident of Ohio
and was not when elected. It wants Mr.
Sherman also to express himself as "unconditionally opposed’’ and to move in the
matter. Indeed there Is room for
suspicion that the Commercial-Gazette’s
performance in this case is inspired more by
desire to embarrass Mr. Sherman than to
unseat Mr. Brice.
The Commerical-Gazette Is for Fo raker.
The latest report from the
Speakership
contest is that Springer and Bynum have
concluded to pull out of the fight and give
their support to Mills. Possibly
Springer
may have some support to turn
over, but
Bynum can probably offer nothing more
than his own vote. His Speakership
aspiration was founded chiefly, if not
entirely,
upon the fact that he was publicly
reprimanded by the last House for
^unbecoming
conduct. The Democrats made a great
deal of noise over him then, but eren
Democrats are not so blind to the fitness of
things as to promote a man to the Speakership simply because he has shown great
capacity for making himself a nuisance.
The British Tories are finding a strong
opposition In their ranks to the government’s scheme of conciliating Ireland
by
granting it local self government, and
though the ministry had pledged itself to |
bring in such a bill at the next session of
Parliament, it is by no means certain that
the promise will be kept. The
strongest
opposition comes from the Tory party in
Ireland, which claims that they will always be outnumbered in the local
councils,
that it is proposed to
establish, by their
Irish opponents, that they will have no influence and will practically be at the
mercy
of opponents who hate them. These Irish
Tories protest that a Homerule scheme like
Gladstone’s with an Irish Parliament at
Dublin, would be far more acceptable to
them than the Conservative clan. inns. I
much as in a Parliament
they would be
likely to have some InUuence.
The sudden return of Mr. A. G. Porter
minister to Italy, has given rise to rumors that the government of that
country
is not satisfied with our treatment of
the
New Orleans lynching case, and intends to
press its demands for an apology and indemnity. Italy thinks the case closely
resembles the Chilian case for which we
are demanding satisfaction, and cannot
see why we should refuse to her what we
demand of Chill. Of coarse the answer is
that the United States has no jurisdiction
over the State of Louisiana and no
power
to compel her to prosecute the New Orleans lynchers or pay an indemnity for the
two Italians who were
killed, while the
national government of Chili has
complete
jurisdiction in the Valparaiso case. It
must be confessed,
however, that our government ought to be in a position to accord
satisfaction in cases arising in this country
similar to those for which we demand satisfaction when they occur in another coun
try. That is to say, the national government ought to have jurisdiction of cases
where the aggrieved party is an alien.
our

Dr. George F. Shrady in an article in the
Medical Becord takes the ground that the
Mines ca6e utterly disproves the claim of
Dr. Keeley and his Supporters that Keeley
has a specific for drunkenness, and shows
that the treatment at Dwight Is essentially
a moral or hypnotic one,
"We believe,"
says Dr. Shrady, “In mental and moral

therapeutics for the inebriate; but we protest against giving credit of cures
by such
to

any

inert drug

something which

is

kept

or

as

any other

[a quackish
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PER80NAL AND PECULIAR.
.Miss Creswell, the postmistress of Gibraltar, is an official who has a very important part to play in the
regular business of
the colony. She is the superintendent of
the government telegraph office, and for
the last five years has had sole control of
the Post Office, with a large 6taff under
her, and branches at Tangier, Magzagan
and other towns of Morocco. Miss Creswell gets $2,800 a year and occupies the
unique position of being a female civil
servant.

Miss Rachel Gertrude Sherman of New
York and Or. Paul Tborndyke of Boston
are to be married
early in January. The
bride prospective is well known, as the
daughter of the lamented General William
The ceremony will be per,
Mr- Sherman, a brother
ifr*ha<K^tbe,KeVland
a Catholic priest, ase)?ct
sisted k'£«?
by the Rev. Mr. Van Rensselaer.

UNION
Mt7T0n4 ?Uiyrlfila?Sa.S'.
P4vv£.h,UFk INBUItANCK OOMOrdinary
f^N<¥1.,
ace.^'.nont!OUlt'r9'
Life, Ordinary
Lite with an Adjusted
the

1 remium for io years, Limited1
Pay*
ment Life and Endowments.

MUFFS RELINED.

our

MERRY’S FUR STORE,
237

n0Tl4

ss

MIDDLE STREET.

eodtf

enterprise is not a “one-man business.”
still under the general management
the man who started and made It such a wonderful success, there is plenty of material In
the employ of the Company to continue I he business successfully should any unforeseen accident change that management
As the business is “a going concern,” paying enormous dividends, shareholders will receive an almost Immediate return from their

We shall dispose of our entirestock of
Dry Goods
at once, at taking prices, to make room for other

good

Bargains in Dress Goods, Flannels,Table Linen,
Napkins, Shawls, etc.,that will warrant their sale.
W® afe selling a fine Bleached
Cotton, same
,,
Pride of the West,” at only 10 cents per yard.

as

ETTA M. OWEN & CO.,
novioSSS
novl°

Congress Street.
---

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT STREET,

eodtf
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Piophobia

The Autocrat
Table”

QC

makes merry, has its origin
in the unpleasant results

H
In Our Stock May Be Found

which many people experience after eating pie. This

nothing

or

more

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
long experience

distress, is

Ot every kind.

than the pro-

Our

enables us to furnish TRUSSES practically constructed of the best material.

A PERFECT FIT IS GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANCE OR MONEY REFUNDED.

test of our

digestive organs
against hog’s grease.
The ordinary stomach

We would call speclel attention to

our

By their use the most difficult forms of HERNIA

can

be retained.

draws the line at the “richness

produced by

of lard.

the

Aware of this

use

oCrner

Congress and Franklin Streets,

ptf

COTTOLENE

at an

£550,000,
£200,000
£350,000

The Company has returned to Its common
shareholders during the last two years 35
per cent, of their invested capital, that is to
say, for every $100 luvested they have received
$35 In dividends, besides having the value of
their shares increased by the cancellation of
nearly one-halt the Company’s Debentures, and
the accumulation of a reserve.
mi

Biviemem oi

proms,

oowi

ueiore

auu

since capitalization, as given elsewhere In this
prospectus shows that tne business Is a progressive one; and It Is believed that the future
will show even largely increased profits from
the fact that the European business Is growing

rapidly.

earning power of the business is
assured by Ihe fact that the majority of the
Common Stock Is held by the men who originThe future

ONE for the seven years prior to Its capitalization was sufficient to pav 8 per cent, interest on the outstanding Debentures, provide
tbe 8 per cent, dividend on the Preferred Stock,
aed pay a dividend of 19% percent, on tbe
Common Shares. During this period the lowest annual net profit made In any year was
$272,742.74, while the profits of the last two
years prior to the capitalization of the business were the largest In Its history
with the
exception of those for one year. The total

AT CITY HALL, Wednesday
By

early day.

seven

years

exceeded

THREE

PKOPITM

C APIT A I.I Z A

MINCH

TlOfif.
The success of the business since its capitalization has been enormous. The first year’s
trading of the English Company, after providing for the 8 per cent, interest on the Debentures, resulted In a return to the shareholders
of a dividend of 8 per cent, on tbe Preferred
Stock and 17% per cent, on the Commou
Stock, besides placing to reserve $218,260 aud
carrying forward to next year’s account $82,-

BONDS.

For the second fiscal year (ending July 31,
o per cent. Interest was paid on the
Debentures and dividends of 8 per cent, on tbe
Preferred Stock and 17% per cent, on the
Common Stock, besides the cancellation of
8308,000 of Debentures and the carrying for-

1801)

ward to next year of

$100,000

as

undivided

profit. Had the Directors not thought It wise
to cancel this large number of Debentures, a
dividend of 36% per cent, could have been
paid on the Common Stock, besides carrying
forward the $100,000 as undivided profits.
The summarization of the foregoing shows
that the profits of the business during the past
two years, have been sufficient to enable tbe
Directors to pay back to the shareholders
325, pay tbe Interest on its Debentures
amounting to $88,037) retire and cancel over
1300,000 worth of the same, and carry to the
reserve fund over $100,000—a showing without parallel in the history of industrial enterprise.

PKOMPECTM.
The business of the Company at present Is In
most prosperous condition and Is steadily Improving. This is especially so In Ureat Britain
and the Continent.
Daring the past year a
branch was opened lu Switzerland, whlcn has
already : given a satisfactory return for tbe
Tbe Herman and English
money invested.
branches show a large Increase la profit and a
reduction In working expenses over previous
years aud as an evidence of tbe prosperity of
all branches It may be stated that the average
yearly profits of the Australian house alone
since the capitalization of the business has been
sufficient to pay the whole of the Debenture
a
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rant
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nn

The profits of the other
Preferred
branches, Including the United States, consecan
be
quently,
applied to paying dividends on
the Common Stock. Arrangements are now
to
Introduce these preparations
being perfected
Into France, Belgium and other Continental
countries where the field Is equally as promising; and while the business in Europe is slower
in-developing than in this country, It Is at the
same time far more profitable and permanent
wheu established. The reduced cost of production and cheap advertising rates make the
profits greater, while the conservatism of the
people, although difficult to ovoreome at the
outset, soon develops into a confidence which
makes their patronage constant and durable.
the

Stork.

ated it, aud under whose careful management
It has been so successful la the past.
NATURE OF THE BKSINEW.
The business of H. H. Warner & Co, [Limited) consists of the manufacture of proprietary medicines and preparations, known as
Waruer’s “Sate-’ Remedies and Warner’s
“Safe’’Yeast, and was started by the Hon II. 11.
Warner at Rochester, N. Y.. in 1879.
Offices
and Laboratories are established In Rochester,
PREFERRED (STOCK.
N. Y.; Toronto, Canada;
London, England;
The 8 per cent. Cumulative Preferred Stock
Frankfort-on-the-Main; Germany; Kreuzlln*
of
this
Company, of which 11,000 shares only
gen, Switzerland; Melbourne, Australia, aud
are offered for subscription, ts a safe, blgh-class
Dunedin, New Zealand. The establishment of
the offices and laboratories outside of Rochessecurity, affording an assured rate of Interest
worthy the attention of the most conservative
ter, N. Y., was rendered necessary owing to
Investor.
the enormous increase of the business aud the
NUBMRIPTIONS.
widespread demand for the preparations.
The right is reserved to reject any subscripPROPERTY CONVEYED.
tion or to accept it in part. If any subscription
The price paid by the Company for the enis wholly rejected, the amount deposited on aptire business as on July 31, 1889, including
plication will be returned. If the whole amount
tne good will, trade marks In all principal
applied tor be not allotted, the amount paid on
countries and which are perpetual prescriptions and recipes, real estate and leasehold I application will be applied on. the sums to beI come due on the allotment.
properties and buildings In America and else- 1
Receipts will be given for all payments made,
where, fixed and movable plant and machin- and
engraved Trust Company Certificates Isery at Rochester and the different branch
sued by the Central Trust Company will be dehouses, cash in hand and at banks, the stocks
livered
at once after final payment is made.
In trade (consisting of wholly and partly manuAny Installment may be paid In advance unfactured stock), ran material and advertising
der
discount
at the rate of 8 per cent, per anmatter, furniture and all property used In
num, and stock Issued at once.
connection with the business in all parts of the
Failure
to
make
payment of any installment
world, together with the benefits of all curmay operate as a forfeiture of all previous payrent contracts entered Into by Mr, Warner in
ments.
relation thereto, was $3,395,000.
Since that
Dividends are declared and paid every six
time the increase of business and enlarged
months by the English Board of Directors In
earning capacity of the concern have added
London, after thorough examination of the
largely to the value of the property.
books and business by chartered English acEARNINGS BEFORE PAPITALIZA
countants. In this country the semi-annual
TION.
dividends are paid by the Central Trust ComPrior to Its capitalization aud organization
pany, as soon as they are received from Lonas an
English Company in November, 1889, don. such dividends usually being paid In April
was
and October of each year.
the business
examined by
thoroughly
TRANSFER AGENTS;
English accountants. The real estate and plant
were valued by competent appraisers, ana the
CENTRIC TRUST CO, NE(V YORK.
past history of the business, especially in the
REGISTRAR OF CERTIFICATES:
way of profits, was subjected to the most rigid
UNION TRUST CO., NEW YORK.
scrutiny. According to the certified statement
made by these accountants, the average yearly
Application will be made to the New York
profit ot the UNITED STATES BUSINESS Stock Exchange for dealings In the stock.
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The entire Net Profits of This Day’s Business to be Given to Bosworth Post No. 2.
G. A. R. Fair. Special Bargains in Every Department of Our Store.

Beware ofimita-

DRESS GOODS.

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

England.
10 pieces Black Figured Dress Goods, 40 inches wide, all wool, at 39c a yard.
5 pieces Black Henriettas, 40 inches wide, all wool and prime quality, at 50c a
yard ; would be cheap at 65c.
6 pieces Black Figured Bedford Cords, 42 inches wide, reduced to 69c a yard.
20 pieces Colored Broadcloths, 54 Inches wide, $1.50 a yard.

"“l

VOONG
BROWN’S \ Special
$3.00 SHOE \

\

Domestic

79 pieces All Wool Dress Goods, worth from 50c to 75c a yard ;
your choice
out of the lot 29c a yard.
We consider this the biggest bargain in Dress Goods erer offered in New

IbMTW®5
ri— tjar
w

\

Bargains in Stamped Linens.

ODE ENTIEE STOCK AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.

One lot Tray Cloths at 20c apiece, reduced from 85c.
One lot Tray Cloths at 25c apiece, worth 39c.
One lot Tray Cloths at 39c apiece, worth 50c.
One lot Hot Roll Cloths 19c each, worth 25c.
One lot Hot Roll Cloths at 39c each, worth 50c.
One lot Tidies at 89c apiece, down from 50c.

°“\
rrOVYN»\
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Table Cloths

SiBn «f

r«~~* ""'
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\

VALUES IN

and

Napkins.

BLANKETS.
One lot White Blankets at
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

......

“••••...
“

•••...

100 dozen Boys’ Scotch Wool Hose at 15c a pair, worth 25o.
50 dozen Ladies’ All Wool Hose at 25c a pair, worth 37 l-2c.
25 dozen Ladies’ Cashmere Hose at 50c a pair, worth 75c.
*
65 dozen Children’s All Wool Hose, English made, at 25c a pair, all sizes,
worth 39c.

in Kid Cloves.

\
1

I

One lot Mousquetaire 8 button length Suedo Kid Gloves, 89c a pair, marked
down from $1.50.
Foster & Paul’s Fosterina Hook Kid Gloves $1.89 pair, down from $2.25.
Foster & Paul’s Fowler Kid Gloves $1.09 a
pair, down from $2.00.
1 lot Ladles’ Cashmere Gloves at 25c pair, regular price 37 l-2c.

Cents’ Furnishing Coods.

One lot Men’s All Wool Grey Mixed Undershirts and Drawers“al
$1 a garment, marked down rrom $1.50.
50 dozen Scotch Grey Undershirts and Drawers at 48c a
garment, worth 50c.
One lot Men’s Brown Mixed Ribbed Undershirts and Drawers at
62 1-2ca
garment, reduced from 75c.
60 dozen Men’s Suspenders, for a few days, at 25c
pair, worth 50c.
Shirts, fancy front, at 50c apiece; you would say they
were

worth75c^*^*
One lot of

«9capalr
89c
98c

“••••..
$1.25
“.2.50
“.4.50
“.5.00

and nicer ones In 12*4 and 13>4 up to $10 a
pair.
100 pairs of Silver Gray Blankets at 98c a pair, worth $1.50.
10 pairs Scarlet Mixed Blankets at $2.48 a pair worth $3.

49* t

rfgggS®* \

Hosiery Department.

70 dozen Biarritz Gloves at 89c a pair, regular price every whcie $1.25, all

$2.50 a yard; every piece a bargain.
150 dozen Towels at 10c, 12 12c, 15c, 20c, 25e, 37 l-2c, 60c, 75c and up to
$1.50 apiece.

“

a3 a

8 bales Continental yard wide Cottons at 0 l-4c a
yard.
2 bales Continental 9*8 Cotton at 6 1- tc a yard.
4 bales Fine Unbleached Cottons at 5c a yard.
1 case Fruit or the Loum yard wide Bleached Cottons 12
yards 81.
1 case good quality Prints 4c a yard.
1060 yards Remnants of Shaker Flannels, yard wide, at 8c a
yard.
1200 yards Remnants of Outing Flannels at 8c a
yard ; just the stuff for
men’s aud children’s night shirts; try some.
800 yards Remnants of Canton Flannels at 8c a
yard.
5 pieces Scarlet Twilled Flannels, very tine, all wool, at 25c a
yard.

Bargains

25 8*4 Fancy Bordered Table Covers at $1.75 each.
25 10-4 Fancy Bordered Table Cloths at $2 each.
150 dozen Napkins at $1, $1.25, $1.50, $1.76, $2, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3
and np to $9 a dozen.
50 pieces Bleached Table Damasks at 75c, $1,
$1.25, 81.50, $1.75, and up to

’"tssssSaas.ssfcssBS5!
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Department.

sizes.

EXTRA

P«“d’

FOIBTH

950,000 Knox

&
Llncolu Ky 5’g,
Kuaranteed by Maine Central
ltallroad Comuanr.

Relief

“

«

Men’s Night Shirts at 75c apiece, worth $1.
at W “PleCe; the b6St >‘*ht 8h,rt

ffiSStJS $£}£*■

ever «*•»■ •«*
Portland
100 dozen Men’s Camel Hair Hose at 19c pair,
regular price 37 1.2c

“

HANDKERCHIEFS.

“
“
“

50 dozen more China Silk Embroidered Handkerchiefs
25c apiece;
apiece
thev are
meyare
and you will say so when you see them.
100 dozen Ladies’ Swiss Embroidered Handkerchiefs 12 l.<»e ami
ani*™
P
Another lot of Brooks’ Spool Cotton has arrived, 2c a spool the nriee
P
1
Corticelli Sewing Silk, black and colors, 8c a
10 bales good Batting 8c a roll.

lovely,

spiot

Oolober 26th.
dtf

lTOL BILL

Association, Port*
Department.

land Fire

Central Improvement
4 1-2’s, due 1017.

CITY HAIL, FRIDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 20th.

$31,000 Portland & Ogdensbnrg 5’g,
due 1008, guaranteed by Maine
Central Railroad Company.
$18,000 Portland Union Ry. Station
Co. 4’s, guaranteed by Boston

CMacevt by t handle.

admitlng

•

Vail Bisd. Ticket*

Ladles, $1.00.

Oentand

no<4dlw

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Central

G. K. LOTUROF,

Lessee and Manager

Week of November 16th,

For price and particnlars apply to

Thomas and Watson

FRED
E. RICHARDS & CO.
oct30_
dtf

SPECIALTY CO.

PORTLAND NATIONAE BANK,

Change of bill for Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Thonms mill Watson’* Comedy

FRED E. RICHARDS, President
W. W, MASON, Mice President.
C. 6. A1LEN Cashier.

Deposits in

Nov. 18th.

-OF THE-

Maine

—

or

—

THE WITCH HIM.

our

The Protean Sketch Team

SAVINAS

DEPARTMENT

tleo.—Tlie Powers—(Jew.
The original, the only

small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
In

J'yi

John L. Manning:—iHaysesd Bill
The

ott

European Sensation,

El Nino Alexander!

INVESTMENTjMITIES!

NH8
OLLIE
THORNTON,
Singing, and Character Change Artist.

We Invite the attention of Investors,
of large or small snms, to onr line of

Tlios. G.

Choice Investment Securities,

Wm. Halford,

Twnnivorr .n__n
U1IVMCU VU SIUIQ

anauuiAia

or

Jack Bryant,

Roland Carter,

producing all the latest songs.

T*’*vsa. Miss Lillian Randall.
Miss Mattie Templa,
The entertainment closing with

WLLDOON’S FIRST TRIP.

UC|H/-'I

10, 20, 30.

to cbecb.

subject

Moya, In Imitations.

First appearance here of the Novelty Trio,

which it will give ns pleasure to have
you examine at our ofrice; or applications by mall will be promptly replied
to.
We are also agents for the Northwestern Guaranty Loan Co., of Minneapolis, Minn,, one of the STRONGEST
and MOST CONSERVATIVE Investment companies in this country, for
the sale of Its securities, which we
keep constantly on hand.

9

novl6»

cmpm mm co.,

CITY

dtf

HAi-sL.

Oxford Building, 187 Middle St.
leas
_eodtf

Thursday Evening, Dec. loth.

$20,000

Grand Festival Concert by the NEW YORK

(4th STOCKBR1DGK.)

City of Colorado Springs,
« Per

SYMPHONY

Cent Biidge and Viaduct B»da.

Redeemable after August 1.1901. Payable
August 1,1906. Principal and Semi-annual Interest payable in New York lu Hold Coin.
Assessed Valuation.$4,926,930
Total Debt.$564,000
Water Debt. 477.000
Net Debt.

11,410
Tbe Bonds are authorized by popular vote, the
result being almost unanimous lu favor of the
loan.
In addition to the tax levied upon the entire
property of the City for the payment of Interest,
after ten years an additional tax Is levied sufficient to retire $8,000 of the bonds each year.
The average life of the bonds should therefore
be about 181/, years.
The Constitution of Colorado limits the Indebtedness of the City exclusive of Water Debt,
to 3 per cent of the assessed valuation.
Tbe official report of March 31st, 1891, values the Water Works at $640,000. and the net
revenue received from the Water Works
(about
$36,000) Is more tban sufficient to pay tbe interest on the entire bonded debt.

Price, 107

and accrued

CITY

HALL,

Tuesday Evening,

November 24th

Third Popainr, Wednesday
Arming, Mnv. 146, (extra.)

J

X. HILL’S mu UOSIPAAY.

ialrresl.

HO Artiste,

Wood.bu.rv & Moulton

HO

Artists,

HO.

In the Farcical Nautical Opera,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.,
novlO
PORTLAND, ME.
dtf

SHIP AHOY!

THE

Original Cast, Special Scenery,
Dlegant lost nines. Urand
Chorus and Orchestra.

CascoNationalBank,

Reserved Seats 50c & 75c.
Admission 35 cents.
Now on sale at Stockbrtdge’s music store.
Half Pare on the M. C. R. H„ U. T. R’y,
and F. A R. R. R. to all holding Opera tickets.
Late trains on all above.
novltSdlw

OF

PORTLAND, ME,

MISS JESSIE

Incorporated 1824.

COUTHOUI

and other Artists

DECEMBER 4TH.

Capital and Profits SI ,100,000.

Tickets 36,60 andi75 cents.
sale.

on

Tickets now on
novlSdlw

FOURTH ANNUAL

Accounts of Individuals,Arms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

BILL

-OF THE-

PRIVATE

time

DRIVERS.

City Hall, Nov. 27, 1891.

deposits.

.Haair
I

It. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
Stephen
President.

Hr Ameriraa Cadet Orchestra.
60 Ceale, admitting Oent and
novl4eod3w

Tickets

Ladles.

Cim bier.

Iebl4

dtt

THE PLAYERS CLUB

$20,000

—

WILL 1'RODUCB

—

■

1RKAHSAW WATKR C0„ rygmaiion
of Liuie Bock, Arkansas,

6 PER

and Galatea,

CENT BONDS,

Principal and Interest Guaranteed.
Priee, Pnr and Interest.

$5,000
6 PER CENT

-AT

Olty X3tell,
thanksgiving Afternoon and Evening.
Tickets on sale at Cbabdlor’s, Saturday morn
9 o’clock.
Price, 30 n»d 73 read.

lng at

Clinton, Iowa, Watar Works Co.,

uovl2

—

and Interest Guaranteed.
PRICE PAR AND INTEREST.

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,
nov7

d2w

BONDS,

Principal

= FOB BALK BY ZZT

BANKERS,

rttl

PUBLIC NOTICE.
EIOKK8T AVKNUK. from the foot of Mechauic
street on theaveuue to Deerlug street, will
A
be closed to public travel from and alter this
date until (urtber notice.
Given under our bauds this 24th day of 8ep
tember, A. C. 1891.
ISAAC F. ( I.ARK, I 8eclectmen
GKO. B. 1.KAV1TT,} of Peering.

sep2Sdt

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUA1, LIFE
INSURANCE company vary in accordance with the plau of Insurance
selected and the age at Issue: they

therefore cover a wide range and hence
are suited to all circumstances.

.

uruietirp, o.» musiciniii,
Mr. Anton Heckklng, Soloist; Mr. Adolph
Brodsky. Concert Master; Mr. Walter
Damrosch, Conductor.
RESERVED SEATS, $1.00 and J1.25.
ADMISSION 76 cents. Tickets now on sale at
Stockbrldge's Music Store and at the usual
places out of town. Ha if fare and late trains on
the railroads.
DEC- 12th, SUBJECT
vklLowsto.ne." illus^Y.U!LE.?MT£il,“1
trated. riCKErs, 35, 60 and 76 cents.
Now on sale at Stockbrldge’s. Patrons of both
Courses must present Course tickets to get Ragan tickets.
novlSdlw

87,COO

Population.

~

Manufactured In CHICAGO by

Monday Evening, commencing

0Ct22

OFFER RllBJgCT TO RILE:

!740,

Evening,

Original and Only

the

WALTZING CLASS
every

& Maine & Maine
Kailroad Companies.

d2w

Thursday Evening, commencing Ootoher 22th.

every

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.

#1.00.

SINGERS.
dtf

$40,000

seat

(Organized 1871). Kesorved 35 and 50c. Admission 26c.
Now on sale at Stockbrldge’s.
Half fare on the railroads to all holding Jubilee
tickets, (.ate trains.
'•SHIP AHO V” Nov. 24th and 26U>.
novl2
lw

Maine Central
WE

open there.

Fisk Jubilee

AL

net profits for the

NoTenft)er

2d POPULAR

Street, Portland, Maine.

0Ct29

9td.

8n<18,ter tbe 18tb

,Y*___

BANKERS,
186 Middle

by

For

wltb re»«rve<l seat #2.50.

,Ja. ra., Not.
p«t„Sfoc.!?b.rWl<e’1*
ket* ,0r ,ale on

Evening ticket* with reserved
u

swan&Tarrett,

a’cl.ck

Dec. 2d, Dec. 17th,

Subscription Taper still

Holders of City of Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. 1,1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do
so upon favorable terms if
application is made to the

Allotment, 70 per cent Jan. 15,1892

Biaad Brnltt Sale. TiiKto), liventer 17H.

It excels lard for

every household use. A
trial will convince you.
Make it now. At leading

^lovw®09-

on

of

undersigned

19th,

OSttlSW?

BANKERS,

By its use good pie and
good health are easily har-

*^.4

FOLLOWS:

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

etable substitute for lard.
It is called

grocers.
tions.

Portland, Me

•

fact,

modern science has introduced a clean, delicate, veg-

monized.

among

investment.

eod4m

Piano Uau.e,
Block, Portland.

to the official statements of
the
above
named company, the 10,000
shares
of
the
offered
Common
stock
for subscription are fully paid and uon-assessable. During the past two years dividends of
1JVt per cent, per annum have been paid upon
the stock, and for the last fiscal year, ending
July 31, 1891, over 35 per cent, could have
been paid had the directors not called In and
cancelled $300,000 worth ot the debentures of
the Company.
The Common Stock Is entitled to the entire
profits of the business each year after the debenture Interest and 8 per cent, divided on
the preferred stock have been paid. These
fixed charges amount to $102,860, while the
average yearly profit for tne past nine years
has never been less than four times this
amount, and for the last two years has been

of

IMPORTANT SALE!

Street,

Thurston'.

According

The

will receive pnpils September 1st,

discomfort,

Limited,

will be .penr.l on Friday. Nor, 13, 1S9I, nl 19
bef.re 14 ©’clock, ifl., Natur«lay, Nor. 41, 1*91,
14 Wall Street, New York.
TKOMT CO.,

Although

(PUPIL OF EIOUBEKG)

Breakfast

CO.,

on or

cerns.

Teacher ofthe Violin

of the

.11., and cla.e
CENTBAL

the many favorabe features connected with
the business of II. H. Warner & Co., Limited.
It Is the largest house of Its kind In the world
Its preparations being
sold by nearly one
million druggists, chemists, grocers, ana general store dealers in almost
every civilized
country on the globe. The widespread popuof
these
larity
preparations Is the best evidence
of their merits.
The business of the Company is virtually a
monopoly, consisting as it does of the manufacture of specialties, the tra ie names and marks
of which are secured and registered In all the
principal countries of the world, and are the
property of the Company forever.
The Company has no liability beyond its Debentures, originally amounting to $727,000,
but reduced during the past year to $421,500.
and the current debt Incident to all large con-

gurments.

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

At which

Application. 20 per cent

nearly five.
The following facts may be mentioned

long capes. You can save money by
looking through our Stock. A large stock of Seal

~

Poor.

The country will jump a
decade and everything will

Also

5th,

Each course fills the entire day.
sepia

[Thomas A. Edison.]
“The people suppose 1 have made money
out of my inventions. The truth is 1 have
never made one cent out of my inventions.
All I have made has been out of manufacturing. My inventions have not |been protected by the Patent Office. The companies with which I am connected lhave spent
miilions in trying to defend .them. I have
spent about 8600,000 myself and I believe I
would be 8600,000 better off if I had never
taken out a patent. What 1 have madelhas
been because I have understood the inventions better and have been able to manipulate the manufacturing of them better than
the pirates. 1 could not have made anything had 1 not had a large capital back of
me, and the ordinary inventor has no pro
tection whatever. His certificate of patent Is merely a certificate to the poor
house and hundreds of inventors are ruined.
They spend all they have in getting out
their inventions and they die poor. Let
me tell you how It works.
The Inventor

W!fl05,Jhel1
United States.

new

EXAMINE OUR MILITARY CAPES,

Antique.

nhodi.

has a good thing. He takes out a Datent.
thinks be is safe and organizes his plant
to manufacture it. He has to have special
machinery, and he makes special experiments, and like as not it costs him 8200,000
before tie is ready to begin to manufacture.
The pirate sees he has a good thing. He
decides to compete with him, organizes a
company with no responsiblity whatever,
bribes bis men and starts in opposition. He
can in most cases now put up for $50,000
what has cost the inventor $200,000, and be
feels that in a few years he can make
enough to retire, having gotten the cream
of the Invention. He begins to manufacture. The inventor prosecutes him, but
the courts take three years before they
will bear his case. If they decide against
him he carries it to the Supreme Court,
which is three years behind band, and it
is from six to twelve years before he can
get a final decision. By this time the pirate
has made a fortune, and the original inventor Is in most cases bankrupt. If the
case is decided in his favor the pirate Is
found to be,Irresponsible, and there is no
chance for the inventor. What the court
should do is to prevent the pirate from
manufacturing until he can prove that he
has a right to manufacture. The original
inventor, the man who has the papeis, the
man who has
spent his money, should be
given the benefit of the doubt. When this
is done our inventors will have some pro.
invention will increase in the

from old or

All kinds of repairing of furs done at short notice.

*10 a month, Antique and Portrait Classes, (1st
course). *13 a month, Life and PortraitClasses
(2nd course). $4 a month, Evening Class for

unexplored

Conerally

OVER.

MADE OVER.

FUR TRIMMINGS.

PORTLAND.

Street

on

&

1891.)

Colony Trust Co., cor. Coart and.1 The American Trust and Havings Hank,
£13 Dearborn Hi., Chicago. III.
Washington fits., Boston.
Industrial Trust Co., 57
Westminster ; Crane, Parris Ac Co., Washinuton, D. C.
Traders’
National
Bank, Rochester,
Ht., Providence, K. I.
N. V.
lion. IS. C. flovrry, Blackstone Block,
Amedeo
Ac
Hpader, Rochester, N. If.
Providence, R. I.
■ nion National
Wilson Ac Cooley, Phoenix Building,
Bank, Cleveland, Ohio.
W.
€3.
Hartford, Conn.
Huey Ac Co., 113 Ho. 5th HI.
Philadelphia.
Prom Whom Prospectuses and Blank Forms of Application can be Obtained.

furs cut to order.

Painting, Drawing and Modelling in
Clay from Life ana from the antiqne.

ar

SHARE,

WARNER
AS

STOCK,

Mub.cripti.n Boob,

The

A.

fur, lurge collars
from all kinds of fur. Keefer fronts In different

cut

C.L. FOX STUDIO.

physi-

PER

PREFERRED

70.000 Shares 8 per cent Cumulative,
Stock,
35.000 Shares Common Stock,
Par Value of all Shares, £1).

d8t

Brawn Black, 3117 CongroNt.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Send for circular.
my28ooJtf

ently to wait on each fresh revelation in
thie upward-tending way is the temper of
the New Theology."
Inventor is

SACQUES

Capes made

MISS A. L. SAWYER.
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting,

ing. It means the predominance of those
Incentives which are addressed to us
through our spiritual nature, the fullness
of that rational life which judges all things
by their relation to righteousness, the rectitude of the soul itself. “We move forward under a wide naturalism, implanted
in our own constitution, the constitution
of society and in the Divine Mind. This

Why tlie

SEAL.

L

1*9 Cong

AND

OF
Preferred

j

THIS

it has been sunk by association with Spiritism, and re-consecrates it for its high call-

and

FURS MADE

school will be opened on TUESDAY
EVENING. November 17th, at 7.16
o’clock, at MECHANICS’ HALL, and will continue four months, free of charge to mechanics,
journeymen, apprentices, or those intending to
follow mechanical pursuits, from any part of
the State. Two classes will be formed, one In
architectural and one In mechanical drawing
A part of the lessors of each class will be devoted to free hand drawing. Pupils will be
required
to furnish themselves with all necessary implements and stationery.
Applications will be received until the day of opening by
George a. Harmon!
Secretary ol School Committee,
novlldlw
613 Congress Street.

■

$50

Nov.

LOAN.

Stock,

-AND BY-

SIXTEENTH YEAR.

478

AT

SHARE.

CUMULATIVE,

KOTZSCHMAK HALL,

Old

Free Drawing School for Mechanics.

of Spiritualism from the depths into which

us the
otherwise
TIia daaira ruvArontlt;

STREET.

M. C. M.

at

CENT

Common

Capital Stock,
CONSISTING

S.

EDUCATIONAL.

desire to inspire his own sentiments in
others. The author elevates the meaning

for

10 per cent

Pair.

•

Office hours from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Abac.nl Saturday.
Portland, Me.
Eleven years experience.
sepA
d3m

The Supernatural Is
that which transcends all the sensible
terms of experience: the realm in which
faith exercises itself: tne Inner force of the
natural unfolding in visible forms of the
invisible things of the spirit. Dogma is
the effort of the mind to give expression to
its belief and is subject to all the Imperfections of the human intellect. It is the
theoretical statement of Theology based
upon investigation in the material world,
and speculation in the moral and spiritual
domain. It claims a certainty of resuit
and absoluteness of authority which are
not justified by the unstable foundation
upon which it builds. Pietism is the effort
to give outline and definition to religious
life by prescribed duties, explicit profes
slons and strong conventional feelings.
The pietist is a man of ardent devotion to
distinctively religious duties, with an In
tense form of character colored by supersensuous convictions and with a burning

maos
nat.h.

D. D.

the

PER

PER

PAYABLE

No. 16 Monument Square,

theological research and speculation. The
writer says that the new theology Is not a
theology in the sense of a fixed and deter-

cal aud the spiritual.

517 CONCRESS

novlt

H,

H.

New Brown Block,

infalllnnnt

laws,—comprehending

cents Per

of

$75

KNEI8EL QUARTET
Subscription Concerts,

DEE 1901.1011.

(BOTH STOCKS CARRYING ACCRUED DIVIDENDS FROM JULY
31,
=of -:

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.,

specialty. au266ir

MERRILL,

von

minds who are greatly interested in the
present phase of theological discussion. It
Is profound and suggestive in its thought,
aud opens wide fields for philosophical and

one

a

dehtistby.

The New Theology. By John Bascom,
New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The
work is from the prolific pen of a writer
who has made frequent contributions to
the discussion of theological and ethical
subjects. It cannot fail to be of great infhaf

Law,

at

Organlzatlonof Corporations

of one of the greatest of musicians.
(New
York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: LorIng, Short & Harmon.

+A

SO

8S 1>1 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Nurnberg—Die Ring des Nibelungen and
Parsifal. The various chapters are
illustrated by typical musical phrases and
their
significance explained. Mr. Krehbiel
showes a thorough knowledge of his subject and no one who reads his work can
fail to gain a deeper insight into the works

t.ArOfit.

MAINE.

....

Counsellor

mined creed, but rather that it Us a move
ment slow, continuous, progressive, impiDging upon human life with great force;
that it is not what the leaders of religious
thought now think, but what is impressed
During the'year now drawing to a close we upon the religious mind as a whole, what
have been specially blessed with abundant harthe masses now think.
This movement
vests. Feaoe and prosperity prevail within our
has been accelerated by the progress made
State, and throughout the Ballon. It Is emi- in ethical and
physical science which has
nently fitting that we should return grateful made a
revision of religious thought necthanks to the Beneficent Father from whom all
but has been Impeded by the dogblessing flow. I therefore, with the advice of essary,
matic temper that has been shown In rethe Executive
Council, designate and set apart
Thursday, the 26th day of Jtov., inst. gard to the out-lying and non-essential
question.
as a day of
The topics which closely concern the
THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.
Upon that day let us refrain from secular pur- New Theoloy are discussed in this book
under the heads of Naturalism,
suits and by our firesides and In places of
Superpublic worship return thanks to God for His tendo
naturalism, Dogmatism, Pietism and Spirmercies.
itualism. The author defines Naturalism
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta,
as the universal presence of laws in
the
this fourteen th day of November, In the
world and their coherence In a
year of our Lord one thousand, eight huncomplete
dred and ninety-one. aDd of the Independsystem. It includes physical intellectual
ence of the United states of
America, the and moral
the

means

Counsellors at Law,
CANAL BANK

Colors, Tan. Slate, Brown and Black, sizes 5 1.2, 5 3-4, O, O
7, 7 1-4, which we have sold at *1.25, *1.50, and $2.00 3.4,
per pair. Price to close the lot,

dtf
septl_
GEORGE C. HOPKINS,

SUARES 8

2.000

.AGENTS,

Shares
AT

aau

ONE LOT OF KID CLOVES,

PORTLAND,

holds In the world of art-and the
idea underlying all his works.
The author
then gives simply and
clearly the stories of
Tristan and Isolde—Die

10.000

REFUNDING

WALL STREET, NEW YORK,

AS

Mew Price 2!) Cents Per Pair.

BCILHINS,

quaintance with the subjects then
discussed
and others less favored will find in
the in
teresting and instructive chapters
much of
pleasure and profit. In an able
introductory chapter the anther discusses the
relation of Wagner to his
predecessors—the
position which, as poet and
composer, he

season lor

50 Cents,

JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
CHAS. SUMNER COOK,

A.THTBKIV1KNT*.

SALE

FOR

a* Chandler’. Munir
glare,
ClengreiM Mtreet.ebBeodtf

ethical

Tkreday,

Colors, Tans, Slates nud Black, that have sold all tl«e

H, E. MILLS,

interest to musical Deo
pie and particularly to the earnest
student
of music has just been
published under the
title of Studies In the
Wagnerian Drama
by Henry Edward Krebbiel. Those
who
were so fortunate as to hear
Mr. Krehbiel’s
lectures which he delivered in
Boston last

jargains

_WINANCUI,.

H, H. WARNER INVESTMENT CO. CITY*1 CALAIS
OFFER
THROUGH
Four Per Cent,
Central Trust Co.,

Yet.

54

Piano Tuner.

their

financial.
_

One Case Ladies’ Fleeced Lined Hose,

*«>• i» PUB HTREBT.

A book of much

glad to remew

BERRY

Book, Job and Card Printer,

PUBLICATIONS

winter will be

niSCELLANEOUR.
__

with
suspicion on Keeley’s alleged
specific, a
suspicion which was deepened of coarse
by
his refusal to furnish its formula so
that it
could be geneially tested, and so
perhaps
Dr. Shrady’s conclusions are not
entirely
free from the taint of prejudice.
But the
Mines case certainly puts
Keeley on the
defensive, and makes it incumbent on
him
to show why his specific. If
specific it be
failed in this the most
conspicuous

cases.

It Is a very glad Incident of the marvellous
the year now
prosperity which has crowned
and reassurdrawing to a close that Its helpful
all our people. It
ing touch has been felt by
has been as wide as our country, and so special
that every home has felt Its comforting Influence. It is too great to be the work of man’s
power and too particular to be the device of his
mind. To God, the benellcentand the all-wise,
who makes the labors of men to be fruitful, redeems their losses by His grace, and the measure of whose giving Is as much beyond the
thoughts of man as It Is beyond his deserts, the
praise and gratitude of the people of this favored nation are justly due.
Now, therefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, President of the United States of America, do hereby

BPglNEBg C ARDS.

will hold a

—

SOCIAL DANCE
at Shepler lamp Hall, 225 1-2 Middle St., Wednesday Evening, Nov. 18.
Members and trieuds cordially luvtted.
nov!7d2t*»da,i..ioa 30 ('ran.

Dr,

a

B.jaeed,

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT

PHYSICIAN,

Jtf il I• J,4'outfi t »« l|rt«i, Porftluuil.
For the treatment of all croulc ami « «u*pli-

Ntc

rnictl «li«rn*e« rhat flesh is heir to, all
as lucurahle, 1 will take them to

given up

cases
m ike

a cure.

Ur. Herd willuot ask >o
any q lesilous iu
any way In regard t > >«>ui diseases autl alter
you have a true xamtii bMoii of your case he
will tell you if you can t»e cured. l>r. lit ed’s
medicines are strlckly pure at d put up to suit
each case, ho thinks lie can toil the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease uf a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
n is been a ureal many people who have lost
tlietr lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my otfee every day im lmlmg .Hunm. to t> p.
in.
Exam ntiio i»y
da>s from o
letter, statlug ihelr name, place or resldcueo
and age and one stamp,

myJSi

40m

•

“UNDER

MAINE TOWNS.

a m®asurel®«s round—
aud ,t; turneth slew,
And few on the
topmost curve are found
th®
crus|ied out below.
But
8ur®
circuit keeps;
m
Ana
still the shadows beneath
It steal:
for, sooner or later, all It sweeps
Under the Wheel.
A

There are some In the mire of want who fell,
AS
wheela slackened tlielr straining

Tuesday

Tet kept their souls, as, the legends tell,
the spotless martyrs
kept theirs of old.
And some In the furnace of
greed are lost;
(Nor ever the angel beside them feel).
And outer the darkuess where some are tossed
Under the Wheel.

Peables moved into his new
M.'
bouse Thursday of last week.
We under,

The laughter is silenced on childhood’s lips,
And hollowed the cheek of beauty’s bloom;
Still on, remorseless, the great orb slips—
A juggernaut car of implacable doom!
Sweet age Is robbed of Its saintly peace;
(Oh, saddest woe that the heart can feel!)
To pain and struggle Is no surcease,
Under the Wheel.

stand that he will be
given a house waru>,DS as soon as fully settled.

give“ f>y Bowery Beach
the Grange hall
Tuesday evening
success.
It carried the audi»n^ kback
gr,ea.tto war times.
oience
The singing
was excellent and
enjoyed by all present.
it looks as
Pond
Cove
though
was to beSPn*e quite a place for fancy horses. Mr.
"• r. Hill has
purchased a brood mare with
a Promising
young colt. Mr. Chas. A. S.

talent

It has warped high purpose of noble youth
To a base endeavor for place and gold
has slain the weak who sought for truth
With a craven terror that none hath told
Hope’s heart grew faint, and faith’s eye grew
aim,
And love felt the chill of death congeal
Hath God forgotten? they cried to Him—
Under the Wheel.
It

Hill has Just returned from Fryeburg with
two valuable colts, which he will train this

■

winter.
Mr. Arthur Ward, who left Pond Cove
about twenty years ago, returned last
week. On leaving the Cape he went to
England and enlisted in the army for
twelve years and re-enlisted for eight
years, serving in the Zulu campaign in
South Aft lea and also in the Burinah campaign in Asia. He was discharged on account of sickness a short time before his
term of service expired, having
been
granted a pension for life. Mr. Ward is
still quite a young man, being less than
forty years of age. With his brother,
Leonard D. Ward, he has gone to Pernbroke. N. S.. to visit his nnrant.a.

Oterrtol® wheel! must thou still go round,
While suns and while stars their orbits keep?
Hast thou place, like theirs. In the fathomless
bound
Of Nature’s mystery dread and
deep?
Nay! Man’s Injustice, not God’s decree,
Marked thy fell pathway: the skies reveal
A day that cometh, when none shall be
Under the Wheel.

languishing.
Among our large apple raisers are Mrs.
Col. Perley and Mr. Albert A. Ingalls, who
have probably 300 barrels apiece of Baldmostly. Others whom we may proper*
ly mention are Henry G. Fessenden. 8. C.
Knights, A. B. Kllborn, F. P. Kimball and
A. G. Berry, Jr.
wins

Scarboro.

The exhibition given by the children of
District No. 2 was a decided success. The
parts were all well delivered to a large audience.
Teacher and pupils can well
afford to be pleased with their success. The
school is now closed for a two weeks’ vaca-

tion.
The directors of the Scarboro and Cape
Elizabeth Farmers’ Association met last
Friday and decided to repair the track on
their grounds this fall.
young people were inPar.‘y
house of Mr. Manson Libby
last Friday evening to a social
party.
It
was a very pleasant occasion.
Nonesuch Lodge, K. of P„ will work the
second rank Monday night and a
clam
chowder will be served.

S***«

WIT AMO *ISKO>n.
ILLUSTRATED PHRASES

[Harper’s Bazar.]

Ja

I

BOYS.

Flag Signalling.

fW. J. Henderson, In Harper’s Young People.!
Now I shall tell you some of the rules
-a«__i_«
wo

...

iuijmujcu mjbuc

uavy.

j.

uujj-

pose they are the same in the army, but I
have served on board ship only. Each
station has an Initial or “call” letter
by
which it is Known. If you wish to call
up a station, you slgual this call letter’untll ths person signalled
acknowledges it
An acknowledgment is made by
signalling
the letter I three times, followed
by the
front motion and the call letter of the
acknowledging station. At the end of a
sentence
or message signal the
period
•)< followed by the front motion.
V.'
If you become confused in
receiving, and
make a mistake, you will wish to stop the
sender. To break the signals from the
sending station, signal the letter A without pause until acknowledged. To start
the sending station after breaking, signal
G A, followed by the front
movement, and
then the last word correctly received. The
sender will immediately resume the message, beginning with the word you have
just repeated as correctly received. If
you have not received any word at all correctly, signal R R, followed by front. This
means that the sender is to repeat the
whole message. If you make a mistake in
sending, you must inform the receiver of
It by signalling seven dots
rapidly, followed by the front motion, and then
begin
your message again with the last word
sent correctly. To acknowledge the
receipt
of a message, signal O
K, followed Dy
front and yonr cwn personal initial. You
will notice that this is
different from
acknowledging a call.
Ths system can be mastered by sny intelligent boy with two or three days’
practice. The chief difficulty you will find
in it is tills:
in receiving, everything is
turned around. You know that when you
face a person, and he faces
you, your right
hand is directly opposite his left, and vice
versa.
So in signalling, the motion which
your friend makes to the right goes to your
left. If you pay strict attention, however
this difficulty will disappear In the first
day s practice. Yon will quickly become
expert at flag-signalling, and you and your
friend can converse with one another at
long range. At nlgdt these signals are
made with a torch.
~

Balancing

Another

PORTLAND, Nov. 10 1881.
The market for granulated sugar is firmer at
an advance of 1-1 Gc, at 4 8-16c for extra quality
fine and 4Vi for standard.
Cheese Is Vi@lc
higher. Corn is steady and unchanged. Wheat
has declined l@lV4c.
The following are today’s closing quotations
of Provisions, Produce, Flour, etc.:
Flour.
Crain.
Superfine &
Corn, car lois....72^73
low grades.4 76@5 00 Corn, bag lots...74®76
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. .70@7l
XX Spring.6 00@5 26 Oats, ear Tots_42,a 43
Pat.
Spring
Oats, bag lots...44@48
Wheat.
6 OC @6 26
Cotton seed—
Mich str’ght
Car lots. ..28 00@28 60
roller.6 %@5 % Bag lots.. 29 00@30 00
clear do...6 16®5 26
Sacked bran—
St Louis st’gt
Car lots...2t or
roller.6 6( @5 66 Bag lots...22
clear do...6 2E®> % Mlddlings.22 01
Wni’r Wheat
Bag lots. ..23 ix
patents....6 7f@S y8
Provisions.
PorkFish.
Backs.16 60@15 76
Clear.14 76@L6nO
Cod, per qtl—
Large suore.b 0<'®8 26 Short r uts.l 6 00m,l6 26
Small....4 76@5 00
Beef—
Pollock.2 76®i 00 Ex-Mess... 8 50@ 9 00
Handoek
S 26®3 60 Plate.10 60:0,10 76
Hake.2 00®2 60 Ex-Plate.. 11 60@12 00
bard—
HerringScaled, *> box...l4@l8 Tubs, Ip lb. 0*4@ 7*4
Mackerel p bbl—
Tierces. 6%@ 7*4
Shore Is..25 Of ®25 00 Palls. 8%i§12
Shore 2s.. 18 50® 16 00 Pure leaf...12 @12%
Med 3s...11 6(® 12 60 Hants.10 @10%
Large 8s..13 00gl6 00 do coverd..ll @11%
Produce.
Oil.
C’peCranb’s.7 OcffiT 60 KerosenePea beans...2 16®2 26 Port ref per. 6%
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8%
Uerm’u med.l Of'®2 10 Uevoe's brilliant.. 8%
Yellow eyes..1 86®2 16 bigonia. 6%
cal. pea.2 60®2 76 Centennial. 6%
Irish Potatoes—
Raisins.
L 60@2 60
¥i hu«h.4E@50 Muscatel
Sweet Potatoes—
bona’u Uy’r.2 00@3 60
Norlolks.1 60® l 76 Onoura lay 'r. .7 @9%
Jereejs.2 26®2 60 Valencia.«%@7%
Onions—
Supar.
Natives.2 6C@2 76 Ex-quality Fine
Oeese.
granulated... 4 9-16
Spring chU kens. 14® 16 Stand’ra do.4%
Fowls.12®14 Extra C.4
Turkeys.OC® K)
Seeds.
Red Top.I 9 @2 00
1 6f@l 80
Apples.
Timothy.
No 1 BaldCloytr.8y»@13
wins.1 7E@2 00
Choose.
Eating.2 OC® 4 60 NY factory.'3 @13%
Cooking.I 0C®1 60 Vermont... 11 %@ 13
lb 8® 12 3»g«.lS*jy@l4%
Evaporated
do
o d
7® 8
Butter.
Lemon*.
f Creamery. ? lb..28@30
Palermo.owl 00 Gilt edge Yt.28 « I8
Meisloa.6 00®7 uo Choice.H)@71
....

—

._

..

Malagers.

Good..

19@21
Store.17@19

eft®as"..26@20

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Bakhett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Description.
Asked
Canal National Bank.loo 131
I3.i
Casco National Bank.100

Balancing

/"—

j

*

wl'y did
,.F nther—A,1<1
the
Are was n’t too hot?

look out that

yon

always ^attended

man

to that
at the school, and Mrs.' Mlxter used to do
the
basting. All we did was to do the tasting after
the meat was cooked.-Boston

Transcript.

I have had ;catarrh for twenty years, and
used all kinds of remedies without relief. Mr.
Smith, druggist, of Little Falls, recommended
Ely’s Cream Balm. The effect of the first application was magical. It allayed the inflammation
and the next morning my head was as clear as
a bell. I am convinced Its use will effect a
permanent cure. It is soothing and pleasant,
and I strongly urge Its use by all sufferers.—
Geo. Terry, Little Falls, N. Y.

Young Wife—I had such a
last evening
K
at suoper. I asked Will If befright
loved me.
1 FrteQd-Ves? And what did
ho

sayvr

wnrdUDiftu1I?07’rliat’s iSst

11! Ae didn’t say
aDd

awfSilv1 Oh!“feltUsrStadre<1'
Frlend—And
Ae
as^haC’6'8*'

was

"e

really

so

angry

a

But, my!

Boston Transcript.

wasn’t

I

a

9C0W^ed

Ae wasn’t
„-J'ifn^i''1uTiJo’7onp00,eyi
He d put piece of .hot potato

—

vitality.

Mrs. Hutchings—Oh, well, I shouldn’t mind,
why, sometimes, good articles are rejected.—
Harper’s Bazar.
Ladles often compare notes on
health, and
while they may differ on
mauy points, thev always agree that Lydia E. Piukham’s
Vegetable
Compound Is the standard female medicine.
A Good Reply.
Pete
thluks that It Is very smart
to ask Billy questions. Col.
Yernger
ing on the sidewalk at Galveston
up
p
comes Pete and asks him:
"‘What are you thinking about when you are
not thinking about anything?’*
“In that case I am thinking what answer to
a8k me a question/’—

Duzenbury

waaystand“In

s'®aoe,not

Scalp sores, fever, and dryness are cured by
Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Keuewer.

stance,

change there Iias been
Mother Goose,” for inquite gone out of fashion in the nur51

kDOW
n5S£?.ncl»H?.th?J“I
Goose.
it was the

Really

,t!

Rear

Browning

of

Mother

infancy’s

i?° fJ,y9”caI* you Know, aud so deliciously
difficulty to get at the mean! ug! -Boston Traus-

cript*

(American Bural Home)
I once wanted a dog very much. I guess
I would still be wanting one if 1 hadn’t
taken sick. When a fellow is sick it is
a mighty good time to ask for what be
wants. Anyhow, I got my dog then.
As soon as I got well I went riding on
my pony and the dog followed. The pony
knocked me senseless. The dog at once
came to me and set up a howl when he
saw me curled up on the
ground. He kept
up the howl, which Fred Powers heard so
long that he finally came to us and found
me there.
It had ruined while I was gone, but I
was not the least bit wet.
It was thought
he had stood over me and sheltered me from
the rain
When 1 recovered enough to go out I
was allowed to take off my socks and run
barefoot. The dog was so overjoyed to see
me able to get about again that he seized a
sock and skipped out with it.
He seems to understand where I am going, for when I go to school be will not
follow me, but when I go for a walk he
cannot be held back
Can Ydu Supply These?
Wanted—A pillow for the bed of the
ocean, weights for the scales of a fish, a
sleeve for the arm of the law, the artist
who drew a truck, a cure for a window
pane, the dentist who drew the stumps at
a
cricket match, the tongue from the
mouth of

a

river.

RHEUMATISM
neuralgia,
and sciatica

always be
successfully treated

PnrtlanH Wotar P..i

cure

is

sure to

follow

Cured

Others

cure you-

-"rr- ’’’vnoHnamR

g

Try BEtCHAM’S PILLS.!
25cts.

106
10V
112
120
103
105

106
117
136
it 5
105

1 rw

1 1 <4

97

...

Boston & Maine K.

.MS9

Bell Telephone.197%
New York auu New England Railroad.... 37%
do prefd.luo
American Sugar..
85%
do prefd. 94%
Crain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COBBECTED BY PULLEN, CBOCKEB & CO.

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Nov.

Mai.

Ooeuinn.112%
Hlgiieai.112%

Dec.
107%
107%

Closing.112%

107

lowest.112%

15

69%

do

St Louis A San

Opening.. 62%

Nov.
«6%

67%
67V*
67

67%

WHEAT

Opening .111%
...112
Highest.

Nov.

Dec
106%
106%
106
106%

Lowest.HIV's
Closing.111%
COBN.
"J

l/cv.

Lowest.62%
Closing.68

66
67
66

68%

67

68%

67
67

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT

Opening.....

i?i*
1

a«%

82/s

Prau.%

76
1 iKia

St Paul Minn A Man .112
St. Paul A Omaha. 34%
St. Paul A Omaha prt.84%

111%
34

J?
yj%

Texas Pacific, new. 12%
Union Pacific. ....40%
U. 8. Express ..
41
Wabash St. Louis A Pacific.. 13%
do pret.
27%
Western Union.... 81»i
Sugar Trust. 86%
Blchmoud A West Point. 13
Oregon Nav... 73

12%

io%
40
12%
26%

ma?

86%
12%
™
73

Mining stocks.

[By Telegraph.
NEW YOHK, Nov. 16, 1891-The tollowlng
to-day’s closing quotations ol mining stocks:

are

Hwmestake.
Quicksilver. ...

H

4%
21 Z\

dopret..
Ontario..
Best & Belcher.

gnu,
2 76

Nov.

Dec.

94%
93%

Closing.
COBN.

Dee.
46Vs
46%

Nov.

.62%
Opening..
Closing .62%

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Nov. 16, 1891 -The following are
i‘day's quotations ol Provisions, Produce,Ac:
Pork—Long cuts 14 76316 26; short cuts
316 00316 25; backs at 16 00*16 60; lean
ends 16 60gl7 00; pork tongues 16 60.317 00:
butt pork 10 60.
Hams at 9%c; small at 10c; pressed hams
ll%c.
Lard-Choice 7%c
lb in tierces
and
tubs; 10-lb pails Id cs 8c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%o ^ tb; country
do 6% c.
Butter—Western
extra creamery 00®28c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts 1432 7c;
extra Imitation cream 22&23C; lactory choice
at 20321c; Northern creamery, choice at 29c;
New York and Vt dairy good to choice at 24
(3260: Eastern creamery, good to chol e at
26&28C. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice 10%@llc; Western
choice lC%c.

Eggs—Eastern extras at 28®31; fancy uear-by
stock higher: firsts 26®27c; extra Vermont
and New Hampshire at 28@30c; Western firsts
27@00c .diciwgan firsts at 26®27c. Jobbing

prices lc higher.

Poultry—Eastern fresh killed turkeys 18®
20c; spring cbiokens 18320c; fowls 00@16c;
fair to good at 10314c; Western Iced
turkeys
14@16c; fowls at I8c; chickens 00313c.
Beans-Choice small New York hand-picked
peaai 2 lo (32 IBP bush; choice New York
choice screen2?"°®
Bt *

co®

East swale

Flour quotations—low extras at 3 66®4 26:
city mills extra at 6 26@6 36; city mills patwheat, low grades, at
s'1.}*
3 66@4 26; fair i,wlnter
to faucy at 4 3o@s 00 ; patents
at 4 60&6 35;
Minnesota clear 4 3d®4 90;
straights do at 4 6u@5 16; do patents 4 70®
6 60; do rye mixtures 4 35 a 4 86: suDerllne at
3 26@3 86; fine 3
00@3
Southern flour
weak and dull. Rve htour firm and m good
demand.
Buckwheat flour quiet. Buckwheat
Corn meal quiet and unchanged.
bii@6«c.
bl‘»h i exports 776..'?o,!'n,rrece,II)tl?.33B’100
878 bush; sales 346,000 busb: unsettled and
fairly active; No 2 Red at 1 C5@l U6 Vi store

a

Box.

OF ALL DRUCKHSTS.

!

*

MITF&3 &weowly

Express.?”i44 N07U4

Adams
Am. Express.1x7

Mills, Mills, from
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

from

Liverpool

ft*°AM,
for

Portland.

steamer

New York 18th, ship 00 Chapman,Kurof rudder head.
rusky, London, with loss
Ar at Hong Kong 13th Inst, ship sachem,
York.
Bartlett, New
Ar at Demerara Oct JO, sch Henry Clausen,
Colcord, New
Memoranda.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.
The Cattle market—
CHICAGO, Nov. 16.
Receipts 17,000: shipments 4,000; talrly active
and steady; natives 3 76S6 10; no prime to
extra steers on sale; Texans 2 36®3 05; rangers 2 70®3 76: cows
1 @2 80.
Hogs-receipts 4i,00o, shipments 12,000:
and
steady: rough
common 3 66®3 76; mixed
and packers 3 80@3 90; prime
heavy and
butchers’ weights at 4®4 5o;llght 3 60®3 76.
Sheep-receipts 6,000 jshipnieucs li 00; fairly
active and steady; native ewes 2 60©4 2 •:
wethers 4 60:66 26; Texans 4 40; lambs 3 76®
6 26.
—

Cotton

Markets.

[By Telegraph].
NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—The Cotion marketdull and i-16c lower; sales 91 bales; ordinary
uplands at 6 ll-16c; do Gull at 6Vsc; good ordinary stained 6c: middling uplands at 8 1-:6c:
Gulf do 8Vic; do stained 7%c
NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 16.—Cotton market is
steady; middling at 7<ftc
SAVANNAH, Nov. 16, 1891.- Cotton market
Is dull; middlings at 7 3-lt c.
charleston, Nov. 16,1891.—Cotton market ts quiet; middling at 7VAc.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 16,1891—The Cotton market Is quiet; middlings at 7%c
MOBILE, Nov, 16 1891—The cotton market
Is weak; middlings at 7 7-16 ••

Foreign

Markets,

[By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 16,1891.

QuotatiousUd: spring Wheat
Mixeu American Corn at 6s

SKasn.'1
at 8s 9V4d@8s 10;

6%d.
LIVERPOOL. Nov. 16,1891.—Cotton market
■~bos!hiess moderate at easier prices; middling
at 4 7-lea. sales 8,000 bales;
speculation and
export 1000 bales; receipts 29,000 bales.

Sailing days

Ocean Steamships.

or

FROM

FOB

OATK

Alaska.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 14
Cieufuegos.New Vork..Cieufuegos Nov 14
nasuiugrounew

ouj

vork..

tiavs Alex.Nov 14

Umbria.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov 14
Circassia.New York..(ilasgow....Nov 14

Kugia"-.New York..Hamburg...Nov

14

Spree.New York..Bremen
Nov 17
Veendara.New York..Rotterdam..Nov id
Capulet.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov 19
Caracas.New York..Laguayra....Nov 18
Teutonic.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 18
City ol Chicago New York..Liverpool ..Nov 18
Friesland.New York..Antwerp....Nov 18
Normauula.New York..Hamburg...Nov 19
Wisconsin.New York..Livemool... Nov 21
Servia.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 21
Alter .New York..Bremen ....Nov 21
AUlanca.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov 21
Obdam.New York..Rotterdam.. Nov 21
La Bourgogne..New York..Havre.Nov 21
Cabn.New York..Bremen ....Nov 24
Brltanic.New York .Liverpool...Nov 26
City New York.New York..Liverpool...Nov 26
Waesland.New York..Antwerp....Nov 26

Sardinian..Portland....Liverpool...Nov
Arizona.New
Btrurla.New
Furuessla.New
Venezuela.New

York..Liverpool ..Nov

York..Liverpool...Noa
York..(ilasgow
Nov
York..Laguayra... Nov
...

26
28
28
2S
28

Domestic Ports.
Kjaaixt York.

GAlVeston—Sid 14th, sch Lucy A Davis,
Davis, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 14th, sch S PThnrlow,
Punta Gorda.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 11th, sch Cactus, Wiley,
Galveston, 36 hours.
uiig

nUS-

xx

Hodgdon. Charleston.
BICHMOND-Ar 14th, sch Jennie Hall, Horn
Charleston.
NEWPOBT NEWS—Sid 13th, sch George P
sey.

Davenport.

Salem.

PHILADELPUIA-Ar 13th, sch Henry Wad-

Ington, Kennebec.
Ar 16th, sch Maggie Dailing, Dalllng, Pro-

in

sets .4 18

^bth water

tn

j.

0 o0

i zib ;i 8 is

MARINE

itussell. Hoboken.
I isid 16th, sch Oliver 8

Barrett, Davis, for
Kenuebec.
MT DESERT—Passed in 14th, sch
Queen of
the West, Dyer, Portland for Franklin.
Poreian Ports.
Sid fm Nanaimo Nov 7, barque Wllna, Slater,
for San Pedro.
Ar at Laguayra Oct 27th,
barque Albemarle,
Forbes, Newport News.
Sid fm Bermuda 1st lust, sch Florence l.eland
Adams, Fernandina.
Arat St Jonn, NB, I4rb Inst, sch Minnie C
Taylor, Portsmouth.
Spoken.
Nov 11, lat 23 21, Ion 74 23, sell Addle E
Snow, from Monte Chrlsti for New York.

Sore

ISTEWS"

M
wm

It s remarkable
specific
action upon tho affected
parts
suPremo
control
over
^JY60

*Wes, however
Also

for

severe.

Burns, Scalds,

Salt Rheum &c.
A. Testimonials from all fiaaaea
ltBefficacy. Price 50e.
Bold bypr,?I°
all Druggists or sent
by mail
on receipt of price. Put up onlv hv
TONE’S EXTRACT CO., 76 6th Are., N.

TT&Snrmtrcw&w-ta

toSDtSIWwren“00d’ SomerSl ™‘adelphla coal
Munroe* New Voik-coal to
J LWatson™3011’
»ed
NelUe J Dlnsmore' Dodge, New
York for
NewVorki'®

E

Soli Annin A

K,ne• CoIlin3■
Unnth

Wnaim.,

it has

MANUFACTURED AND

....

Sell

Lyra, (Br) Seeley, St John, NB, lor New

York.
Sch Inglewood, (Br) Beeley, St John, NB, for
New York.
Sch Ethel Granvlle, (Br) Browu, St John NB
for Providence.
Sch Kleuzi, Condon, South BrooksvIHe.
Sch Sarah, Klee, Prospect Harbor.
Sch Portland Packet, Gardiner, Pembroke for
Boston.
Sch Gamecock, Robinson, Boston.
Sch H T Townsend, Smith, Calais for New
York.
Sch Muud 8, Robbins, Harrington —wood to
J H Blake.
Bcb L B Sargent, Smith, Calais for New Bedlord.

DEFECTIVE^

T

Knn.rflmn.il.

fUrnnlt

SIGHT.

All "errors of refraction" of the
eyes which cause.so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
'yea. imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by.

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.
34M

8cb AIIaa

l-A

hU|»H

Mi.

P«i.i.

CONSULTATION FREE.
T5W Cotton, Addison for New York,

I

in

place)

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Belurniug, leave
Pier 88, East Elver, New York, on Wednesdays
novlO-dtf

AM

UKu

J —ELY'S

wuicu

ankl

eodtf

J. B. COYLE. General Agent.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LI BE.

From

BQSTONawfj WEDNESDAY

L't.ma

and SATURDAY.

From PHILADELPHIA oienTwsdar and Friday.

Flue, Siting Grate,

,yi

--K

1

■

Bat

sin

>

From Long Wliart, Boston,
p. m. From Pine Street
Wimr*, Philadelphia, at 3 p.
Insurance one-half the

3

:

equal.

sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

FOR SALE SY

FOR SALE BY A, R. ALEXANDER, 22 MONUMENT
SQUARE, PORTLAND, ME.

Iay11__*

at 4 p. m.

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA

Simplicity, Economy, and
Healthy, Pure, Warm Air,

no

Saturdays

and

by
standing

tiurlit

Steamship Company

For NEW YORK.

lever
operated
while
erect,
may operate It. It is
im.

race

ut

commission.
tl«.iHI.
It.u.d Trip SIN.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
rf. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gen. Manager, 39 State St., Flske BuUdlng.Boston.Mass.
octaa

dti

“

eodOmceachlna

BOSTON

_

CREAM BALM-tlranae* the Nasal

Haltimorr aad

FALL

jjMA

ARRANGEMENT.

Fare

TREMONT and PORTLAND

W
Quickly
Druggists or by mail ELY 1SL0S., 5ti Warren Su, N. Y.

marls

alternately leave FEAN KLIN W1IABF, Port-

..

_oeUA.ly
TO

LKT.

UAL! II ft I.B*

LBT—1st and 2nd flat of 0 rooms each.
No. 29 hheridau street; sunny, flue view
and near horse cars; coal, wood, water and
closet all on the same floor; $15.00. N. S.
GARDINER, 185 Middle street.

T9

position as travelling salesman,
w ANTED—a
by a young man. Salary moderate to get
J7,
established. Address E.
H. W. Press office.

l^I

LET—Neat rent, suitable for family of
two, wllliin three minutes walk of City
nail. H. U. aUAW, 164 to 1G0 Middle
ctreet.

_16-1
ANTKD-A first class advertising solicitor.
VV
*
Address F. O. Box

TO

______14-1
OS E TO LEX at 87 Green street; price
$16.00 per montb, including water. Inqulre of 8. MATHIAS, 90 India street. 14 1

HO

RENT—House No. 20 Prospect street
(near Oak street) to be vacated about Nov.
20th. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61)^
Exchange

FOR

street.__

13-1

LET-Brick store, 234 Federal St., and
dwelling house, with ten rooms, over the
store. L. D. M. SWEAT.
13-1

TO

»

I486. Portland.

street._12-1
upper tenament of
pleasant
in

rooms
per

KNAPP, East

Peering,_^_11-1

or

two

to bear In mind that

WANTED—Everybody
Remedy ever made and used will

cure

al> kinds °f P‘‘es as HILL’S
OINTMENT. (Try It.)
For sale by all
druggists, at 26 cts, per box._ 16-2
™
SlPlS'iy.SSRS
PILE

_16-1

whose goods are a specialty.
Address with
*««. Previous experience and relerences, P. O.
Box 1017, Portland, Me.’
13-1
a

woman

with

child,

a

FOR

SALE.

SALE—Standard bred bay mare; young,
sound and kind. Will be sold at a
bargain
ir.iSS,?SR?f. ha3 D0 use Ior her. GEO. H.
HANNAFORD (near Pond Cove school house),
Cape Elizabeth.
16-1

FOR

ft'0?e11*11 tE,~Woodfords.
house of 14

First-class modern
rooms, one or two famlMiiiies. open fire-places, furnace in cemented cellar, Sebago, fine stable, firsleclass street, on
l*et.
A forced sale at
WALflOOOdowh. W. H.14-1
DKON, 18u Middle street.
8ALE.-C°ttage house aod small stable,
l^OR
M.
with two lots of laud, with nice
apple and
pear trees, with nice garden.
House painted
white, with seven rooms, situated on Forrest
street, three houses from Veranda street, East
Deertng. Price *1060. L. O. BEAN & CO., 40

®

Exchange

14’l

street.

SALE OR 10 LEASE-At wWfords,
if
A
No. 8 Arlington street, modern
house,
nearly new, contains 10 rooms, bath, steam
heat, in perfect order; electric cars pass the
door. N, S OARDINbR, 186 Middle St. 131
SALE—One of the best located and
best finished cottages with all modern
conveniences at Oakdale. Electric cars pass the
door; perfect drainage la new main sewer; a
rare chance to secure a delightful home
at a
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Mlldle 8t,
bargain.

am unable to travel, I will also
principle;
pay your traveling lees both ways after the
cure is effected; a no-medicine natural healer
preferred; state age and method of healing.
Address JAMES M., West Cumberland, Me.,
P. O. Box 40.
14_!
_

shepherd pup. Apply to B.
WANTED—Male
LORD, Yarmoulhvllle, life.
14-1
WANTED—For 7200 acres of timber
CASH
land, situated In Aroostook county; will

pay big Interest each year irom sale of stumnage; excellent farming land when timber is off;
railroad assured through the county, which will
lucrease the value of the property; only reason
for selling, Is pressing need of cash. Apply to
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial block. 131
know that we are
in poultry supplies lu
Maine; look at these prices; corn lor poultry
*1.00 per loo lbs; mixed grain *1.36 per ICO
lbs.; wheat *1.66 per 100 lbs. BKNSON &
DALTON, foot ot Green street.
13-1
ANTED—All persons In want of trunks of
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 666
and 668 cougress street, uoruer ot Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give

W

vnn

hnttnin iirlonif

mgs liotlll

twnnlro eom.U.. J

..._

want
WANTED—We
general agent

°_

3-3

B__

smart man or woman
In Maine; very small
capital required; a splendid chance for the right
one to start a new and paying
business; replies
a

u

Manager,

sepia_

dtf

Allan
Royal

Line

Steamships.
Liverpool Direct.

Mall

Portland to

LIVERPOOL. STEAMSHIPS.

poRTl^ND.

a

7 7 chance as working housekeeper: also 2S
girls wailing lor employment; will go In hotels,
houses °r private families. Apply at
169Va Federal street. MltS. PALMER’S office,
over Park Restaurant.
12-1

7 Nov.
SARDINIAN.' Thor.,26Nov.
19 ••
PARISIAN. Tues., 8 Dec.
••
3 Dec.
’MONGOLIAN.
22
These steamers will not call at Halifax on
either the outward or homeward voyages. S. 8.
Mongolian will carry cattle aud only cabin passengers.
Cabin $40 and $60, according to steamer and
location
of
stateroom.
Second cabin $25
steerage $20.
Une 8,e<un-

STATK LIU rvlc*01

Nrw Yark ■ndUl.aiww.vla
every tortnlght. Cabin $36 and upwards.
$66 and upwards.

Londonderry,
Return

Oliugww t. Boat., direct via Derry aud
Galwav. Prepaid steerage $19; Intermediate
$30. Applvto H. A A. ALLAN, Portland or
Boston.
oct27dt!
ISLAND STNAYERS.

cl

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT

andatterNov. 2,1891, steamer MERKYCON EAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40 a.
m. for Portland aud Intermediate landings. HKT URN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island and
Intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
Isaiah Daniels,
octldtf___Geueral Manager.

ON

Casco Buy StfuniboHt Company,
iTsron

hodse wharf.

TIME TABLE, commencing
WINER
day, November 1,1891:
Leave Portland for

Man-

____13-1
“lee mahogany furniture
7ery,
STm£7?°mS
nlce orderi cabinet desk In»ilhd.aud.iD
ten thousand pieces
wood; chairs,
*ltj!elegant Inlaid
1“'.,.
tables,
sideboard, 7 thousand
pieces Inlaid, 223 NEWBURY
&T.
13-t

Forest City landing, Peaks
Island. 5.46,6.46,8.00a. m.. 2.16.6.10 p.m.:tor
Little and Great Diamond, Trelethen’s and Lon
Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.16 p. m.

SALE—stock farm, 160 acres, unsurFtlH
passed for producing hay, grain,
vegeta-

a.

or

elegant new buildings, one mlfe from R.
R, Depot, at the most thriving village In
Maiue,
17 miles out ;a forced
sale; picture at office.
W. H, WALDRON, 180 Middle
street.
12-1
mes

;

story house,
If'^5.
finished rooms in good
(1fleyeu
situated No. 4S

containing

repair; lot
1?*“’
street; price
*1600. Inquire of A. Lafayette
0. LIBBY, 42', Et.
change street.
i|.j
8ALE—Two Traverse Runner Fungs at
209COMMERCIAL STREET.
11-1
ESOR SALE— Bouses; prices, *460, *600.*90U

_’

IifOR
A

*1000, *1100, *I3oO,

*2000,

$2200,

..

cure; being a great sufferer
’|Y7'ANTED—A
tt
with the rheumatism, I will pay any one
to
cure
me
of It, on the no cure no pay
liberally as I

■

Gen. Agt.

14-1

_

LET-A good blacksmith shop nicely la.
TO lated
In Knight vtlle, Maine; rent very low

land every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7
o’clock; arriving In season tor connection with
earliest trains tor points beyond.
Through tlcketslor Pr.,Me.ce, Uwtll,
W.rcnur, New Yarlt, Ac.
Beturnlng, leave INDIA WHABF, Boston,
at 8 o’clock.
every
evening,
Sundays excepted,
1 V
lUfflUU
u
n/\u

young man ol energy, experlVV ANTED—A
ence and good habits to act as
V
travllllog
sslesmau tor a large manufacturing concern

VV-ANTED—By

Only 91.00

THH NBW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS.

^^ToivesRellefanilc^irCwnffleaaT"
into thf Nostrils.-It is
Absorbed.

*2600,

*14<xT *1^00,
*27o6,

*1700,
J.

$3200.

tw7i nmuiUiKP Bfcfrru

Leave
in.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Portland for all the above landings

,2.15 p.

C. W. T. GODING,

m.

oct30dtf

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA t READIN8 R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. B.

All trains vestlbuled from end to end, lighted
by gas. Onequaled dining car service*
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New Yerk from foot of Liberty street
North Klver,
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.46, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m„ 1.30, 2.16.3.30, 4.00, 6.00, 8.00,
7.80 p. m„ 12.16 night; Sundays— 9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a m., 1.30, 3.80, 6.00, 8.00
p. m.. 12.16 night.
For Baltimore and Washington dally at 9.00,
(11.80 with dlolhg car) a. m.; 1.30, 8.30, dinlog car 6,00 p. m 12.16 ulght.
Parlor cars on day trains—Bleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Ballroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.

dec22dtf_

PORTUND & WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE

General

Manager.

PORTLAND

duuiuua) dicij iuuuuoj

at

i.tw a.

m., ior

Fortlaud, touching at So. Bristol and Boothbay
Kraukllu
Every Wednesday, leave
Wharf, Fortlaud, at 8 a. in., lor Hound Food,
touching at Hocthbay Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Hound Fond at,7 a. m. tor Portland, touchlog at Boothbay Harbor. Every Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. forBoothby, Ho. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaonld. Weather permltlng.
No freight received after 7.45 a. in., on day of
Harbor.

leaving.

oet29dtf

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

{ Z

SALE—One half undivided Interest la
FOIt
•»
HI1!® aud Orange Orchard, California
worth

FKEEPOKT STEAMBOAT CO.

particulars
tt-»wlSJu,!S *or»
at Law, No. 80

Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
STEAMER
Foreside.Cousens’, GreatChebeagueand Llttle-

$16,000, price $15.0C0. Bare opportuuiof JOHN
8.
Exchange street.
e-tf
8ALK OK TO LET—New brick bouse
A
at 66 Mellen street.
at
Enquire
626
M
CUMBERLAND STREET.
augil-tf
I^OR SALE—A good 2d hand double sleigh,
A one single sleigh and one
one large
buffalo robe, one wolf robe, onepung,
fox do, horse
blankets, one 2d hand pnaeton, oue carryall.
°.n® wagon, garden tools and many other artio‘e,3- For particulars apply to GEO. W. WOOD-

WHirjL.AIt’y
for Estate.
Agent

MAN-__

PHANTOM will leave Portland

lohus’ island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. m. dally
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m., touching at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9.1891.
H. B. SOD LB, Manager.
sep2 Itl

nov4-tf

SCH. JOHN W. SMART

dtt

FORSALE

as

beautltul residence, No. 41 Thomas St
The
finely situated, light, airy and sunny, every
room

For particulars address ELECHancock street, Boston, Mass.
Agents wanted everywhere.
2-3
TRIC

CO.,

pleasant, flue library finished In polished
Black Walnut, Dining Koom in quartered Oak

1

elegant Parlors, cosy Hewing Koom, Bath Koom
a gem. Ornamental Mantles,
Electric Bells

buyIrom
1V°5JKK—10
000 worth ol cast-off

$1000 to $16jLl
clothing; I pay the
highest cart price for ladles’ dresses; gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overor
P°stal to 8.
5oabV callir?L,add.r*8s.let,et
97 Middle street.
LEVI,
augiotf

WANTED—To

thruUKhout. Sneaking Tube,
Combination
Steam and Hot Waler Heater, Plate Glass Iront
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs In
laundry, Uotaua Cold Water, aud everything
first class. Lot contains about 5600 teet
of
land.

buy $1000

worth of cast-off
1 pay the highest cash
price for
gents’ and children’s clothing

uov7tif

clothing;
ladles’ dresses,
and gents’winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MRS. UOODHART, 93 Mlddle street.
augiotf
tne

No. 243

KEL8BY.

Commercial Street.

BKATEPPL-ronvORTINO

Epps's Cocoa.

from $1000 to $10,000

buy
worth of cast off clothing,
WANTED—To
for ladies’
cash

Inquire Ois.

_

B.

highest

BREAKFAST.

thorough knowledge of the natural law.
which govern the operations of
digestion and nY
trltlon, and by a careful application
oF the fine
properties of we 1-selected Cocoa Mr irr.22
22®
provided our breakfast tabie^th I’aKP.p*.bf®
havoured bever.ge whlen may »ve us
?
o? such artlcles^nf iilot th® by
“Bv

dresses, also gentleprices paid
men’s and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid for carpets
and furniture. Address, postal or letter to.
No. 102 Middle street, M. DitUROOT, Portoct29-tf
land, Me.

a

WMUtK

resist
of
to

ever.

n2oVrf«rir®

us

a
point,
"SSL* ,atal 3haft bv ketjlng ourwith pure blood and a
,orf’fl*|l
nourished frmne.”-'('lvM Servict

^•[t® ®tmply
ouly In

with boiling water or milk. Sold
half-pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus
JA.UES BPP»Jk CU.fH««Malhl<
Chen lata, Leagua, Gag.
feb78ATSwly

sepl2dSm*

11

,ww;

THE OLD STANDARD FAMILY MEDICINE
KspeU worms, regulates the bowel*.
digestion. and cure* those disease* arising
from a disordered stomach or liver.
Price, 35c., 50c.. and $1.00. At all drug«l»t*•cnd roa cmcuLse.

Or. J. F. TRUE A CO., AoeuRt.

Msirc.

XTA8AW11*

JyUr

Notice of Dissoluliop.
Nash all persons lndehtad to the late firm are
to pay the same (orthwlth at the store,
to the subscriber, who has (Tied bond aud Is In
charge of the business at the old stand, and
will pay
nav all debts of the firm,
win

For through Tickets to all points West and
South,apply to 8. B. CORDWELL, Ticket Agent
Portland. Me.
J. W. PETERS. HupL
C •J.WIGOIN, Gen'l Ticket. AgentoctMtf

CALIFORNIA, mil AND MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, Personally conducted,
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars. Call on or address E. E.
CURRIER, New England Ageat Southern
Pacific Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
janl9
eodly

Boston & Maine R. R.
Effect October 4, I MM.

WEMTEKN III VISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Mrarbere Hrmh, Mine Fatal. 7.UO. 10.16
A m., 8.30, 6.16, 6.16
Old Orchard
p. in.;
Hcach.Maca, Hiddefsrd,7.00,8 .6.10.16 A
m., 12.40, 3.30. 6.16, 6.16 p. m.; Keaaebaak,
7.00. 8.46 a in., 12.41), 3.30,6.16,6.16 p. m.;
Wells Heech. 7 00. 8.46 A m., 8.30, 6.18 p.
ieti. .-real Fulls, Haver,
m.;Nsrlk H
7.00, a. 8.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30 6.16 p. m.;
Alisa
KacUrstcr, Farmlsglas,
Hay,
Walfhara, 8.45 a. m., 12.40, 3.30, p. m.;
War caster tvla Great Falls and R icuesier)
7.00 a m.; nuarhrsicr and Caaesrd (via
So. Newmarket Junettou) 7.00 a m., 3.30 p. m.;
(ria Lawrence) 8.46 a. in.; Me. Newmarket
J unctiea, Is meter, Haverhill, Lawrence,
l.awell, Hastaa, (7.00, (8.45 Am., 112.40,
3.30 p. m.
Kesieu for Parlluad, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Muaduy Trains from Union Station,
Hasten and way stations. 12.66, 4.16 p. m.
EAMTEK W HIVIMION.

for

From Union Station. For Capa Elizabeth,
Aotesbury, 9.00 A m.. 8.00p. la.:

9.00

a. in.;
HlrfllPTarrl

Parl.osawtk

V._4._*__

Helens, Lins, iSoasen, ((2.00 a. ID. Sally)
1
a. m., (j l p. m. dally) te.OOp. m.
HoMion for Ptrilasd, 7.00 A m.,
((9.00 A

m.

dally)

12 30 p. in.,

(-7.00

p. m.

dally.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

For Pariamauih and way stations, 4.40 d.
tConnects wltn Kail Lines for New
York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York,
t Western Division from No. Berwick Sunm.

days only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through ticket) to all points South and
West for sale at Union Station, Congress street,
and at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FUKBER,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland,
octSdtf

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.
Per Hangar, Bar Harbar, HI. J aha, iba
While Manwialwa, gurbrr. Maw
■real, and the Wnl.
On and after October 4, 1391, passenger trains
leave Portland as follows:
For DANVILLE JCT.. AUBURN and LEWITON, 0.00, a m„ 1.10, 6.10 p. in.
LEWISTON via BRUNSWICK, tt.46,10.20 A
m., *1.16, 6.05 and tll-20 p. m.
ROCKLAND and KNOX and LINCOLN R’Y..
6.45 a m., *1.15 and 6.06 p. m.
BRUNSWICK, BATH.GARDINER, UALLOWKLL and AUGUsTA 6.46, 11L20 a. m.
•1.16, 6.06 and |11.20 p.m.
FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via LEWIS.
TON,9.00 A m„ 1.10 p. m.: and for RANOELEY at 1.10 p. m ; via BRUNSWICK, 1.16 p.

MONMOUTH, WINTHBOP, READFIRLD
and OAKLAND, 1.10 p.m.
WATERVILLK, via LEWISTON, l.lOp. m.;
via AUGUSTA. 6.45, 10.20 a. in, »1.1b!
til.20 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 6,05
m.

8KOW11EGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.:
via AUGUSTA, 6.45 s. m„ 1.16 and SI 1.20 p.
tQa

BELFAST, 1.16 and 11.20 p. m.
DOVER and FOXUKOKT, via DEXTER, 1.1
and 11.20 p. in.
BANGOR via LEWISTON, 1.10p.m.;
AUGUSTA, 6.45 a. m *1.15 and 111.20 p. m
and Sundays only at 7.20 a m.
BANGOR A PISCATAQUIS K. B., via DKX1120 p m-:vto OLUTOWN

atELi 206 a“m
ELLSWtncftl and BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
U.

III.

8T

JOHNS, HALIFAX and
“°d ,0r
*llM

VANOBBOKO. «.« a“.“m
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK. ST.

STEPHENS
11 20

and NORTH AROOSTOOKat 1.15 and
P. m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.20 p. m.

•Runs dally, Sundays included.
{Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays Included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White mountain, and Quebec Line.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SEBAGO LAKE,
MK1DGTON, FRYKBURG, NORTH CONWAY, OLEN, BARTLETT' and FAB YAKS,
8.46 A m 1.45 and 6.15 b.m.:8T. JOHN8BUBY, NEWPORT and MONTREAL, 8.45
a. m., 8.16 p. m.{JEFFERSON and LANCASTER. «.46 A m.. 1.46p, m.; NORTH STRATFORD. COLEBROOK. WEST 8TKWAKTSTOWN and BEECHER FALLS, 1.45 p. in.
The 8.46 a. m„ connects for all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast
The 8.15 p. ra. train hAs sleeper for
ontreal and connects with trains via Soo’’
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal. Brldgton, Ac.. 8.20 a. ra.;
Lewiston, 8 35 a. m.; Augusta and Rockland aud from Waterville, Mondays only,
8.40 a. in.; Beech.r Kalis, Colebrook, Lancaster, Fabyaus, Brtdgtou, Ac.. 12.20 p. m.j
Farmington, Skowhcgan and Lewiston, 12.25
p. m. { St. John, Bangor, Rockland, etc., at
12.30 p. m.: WateivtUe. Bath, Augusta and
Rockland. 6.25 p. in: Flying Yankee. 6.86 p.
skhowhegan, Waterville
m.; Farmington,
and Lewiston, 6.45 p. m.; Montreal. LanS.OOp. ro.; Night
Bildgton,
Fabyans,
caster,
Pullman »1.40 a. m.
•
Dally. Sundays Included.

FORTUM. MT. DESERT ami M U HUS
STEARBWIT CIO.

DANIEL F. NASH.
Surviving Partner.
Portland, Nov. 8,1891. nov9,12,14,17,19,21

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY Is now In the
existence.
It

forty-third year of Its
has already paid more

than Twenty
Ove Millions of Dollars to Its policyholders aud their benellclarles and
assets ol more than Six
lllion Dollars and a large surplus

B.seises
wuerewltb to meet

maturing liabilities,

4'iiv *f ltirl.ra.uil

Steam

Dennison

Cupt.

(weatherpermitting), leaves

Win. E.
Portland

Kocklaud, Bar Harbor and Mar hi as port, via
usual landings,' Tuesdays aud Fridays at lip.
m.; returning, leave Machlasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. ui.; connecting at Portland
wltU early morning tralus lor Boston.
PAY8DN TUCKER,
Vice Pres, anu General Manager.
lor

F. R BOOTH BY, Uen’l-Pass. and Ticket Agent.
Portland. Oct. 1st, 1891.,ici3.nl

Portland Ik Kumiord Kalis

reaua'ted

un,“ strong enough to

<1‘»eaae.
Hundreds
subtfJSLlSfifSS?.*0
ready
flo»Hng around
attarkmwh«rf®
wherever there is weak
we

Good wide-awake agents to sell for the
Good pay and
Fonthil Nurseries, of Canada.
regular and constant employment to the right
We have TOO
men.
No drones need apply.
under stock, every department fully
acres
equipped. Address STONE & WELLINGTON,
Temple Budding, Montreal. J. W. BEALL,
Manager. Name the Dally Press,

ESTABLISHED

co»»tltutlon may

be

WASTED.

m.

Biluts.

For Sole with
In
Inventory.
quire of
EDWAltD SWAN,
No. 510 South Front St.,
New Bedford, Mass.
nova

STREET.

Un and afur MONDAY. OCT. 6, 1891, Passenger Trains will LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON. AYER JUNCTION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and KPPINU
at 7.80 a. m. and 12ROp.m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 A m., 12.30 p. in.
For ROCHESTER, HPHINOVALK. ALFRED,
WATERBOKOand SACO RIVER at 7.80 a
m, 12.30 and 6.30 p. ni.
For GORHAM at 7.30 and 10.00 A in., 12.30,
3.00, 6.3 1.6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
and
WOODFORD'S at 7.30 and 10.00 a m 12.80,3.00,
6.30, 6.20 anil 11.16 p. in.
For FOREST AVKNU (DEEER1NG).8.20p.m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Fontana connects
at AYER JUNCTION with" UOOSACTUNNEL ROUTE’’ lor the West and at UN ION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via "PROVIDENCE LINE.” for
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via “NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON A ALBANY R. R. for the
WEST, and with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
via “SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLAND from WORCESTER at 1.30 p. m.:from ROCHESTER at 8.30 a
m., 1.30and6.60p. in. ;tromGORHAM at 6.40.
8.86 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 6.60 and 7. *6 p.

P-

10.30

&BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT
CO. »iaicr Arriagrann. On and
alter Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise will leave
ratvu

Wsihisfin

—VIA—

la

STEAMEBS.

Korea, Keatorea Taate and Smell, and t'una
■

Yerb, Philadelphia.

isoveuiuer

att

Maine

WOOD, BISHOP & CO., Bangor, Me.

largest

w

riKiajr,
noon.

wu

jeio

We made the first Etna furnace in
1881) and our sales have iucreased every year. In
1890 our sales were 50 per cent more than in 1889.
Please examine this furnace, and get our book of.
testimonials showing its great superiority over all
other furnaces, and get oar low prices.

to
\ATANTED—Everyone
v T
the
dealers

to be computed.
date
That the payment of any debts to or by said
debtor, ana the transfer and delivery of any
property by her are forbidden by law.
Tuat a meeting of the creditors of said debtor
to prove their debts and choose one or more
held at a
assignees of her estate, will be
court of insolvency, to be holden at Probate
Court Room, iu said Portland, In said County of
Cumberland, on the seventh day of December. A. D. 1891, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
written.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
novll&l7

John, NB, for
v

•*««»,

oi nuvouiiwi,
interest on claims is

uay

ana,

119 Elate Mtreet. Car.Bread at., Baataa.

For

ANTED—To purchase, Interest In some
YV
Tv good business; would preferofllceorlight
manufacturing. BUSINESS, P. O. Box 768.

bo’ointWnt.

pcvt'um

always

working

no

PONbS

*

San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
CHINA, sails Tuesday, December 8,3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADA.na Ac CO.,

a

have Anti-Clinker Grate, Dust
and Double Water Fans.

WANTED

TUTS

Bath1

on

so easy that a child
>.<‘1 f.dfti Tiitltr mwl n
.1 n .-I v

10-1

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State of Maine, Cumberland ss., November
9, A. D. 1891.
Is to give notice that on the 7th day
of November, A. D. 1891, a warrant In Insovency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of
HARRIET E. DYER, of Cape Elizabeth,
to bean insolvent debtor,.on petition
debtor, which petition was filed on the

An8e11’™PP. Nortolk-coal to

From New York, pier foot of Canal st., Nortk
River, for San Francisco via The l.ihnas
•f Tssau.
For Japaa bad C'hiaa,

A Lever-Working Draw Centre Grate,
rollers and

mounted
(which is

ARY—-The man wlio sells the most Blush
HA ot Roses for the complexion In 1892 gets
Worm's Fair and return and
•wrS??*10
*200 in cash. Tell all your friends to buy Blush
of me as I am worktug for the prize. JOHN

Messenger’s Notice.

Vessel to J S Winslow & Co.

Me'centRR.

OallfifRla, Jaoan, China, Uatral
jand South America and Meiior,

w

LINE.

—between—
New

—LIN* FO&—

We improved this modern and popular furnace by
putting in (last season)

PEBNONAL.

All druggists.

checked

up to 4.00

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

-

T°„LKT-0ae

EXTRACTCO.,765Ni Ave.,N.V.

days.

tW-Freight

le20dtfGen’l Manager.

Portable and Brick-Set.

flats in building No. 21
Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, 8
uanforth
oct7-tf
street._

Inflammation
only

same

F®r Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
St., or for
ether Information at Company’s Office. Railroad
Wharf, foot of state street. J. B. COYLK,

THE MOST POWERFUL AND DURABLE
FURNACE MADE.

being

nov7

Arrived.
Steamer state ot Maine, Hilliard, Boston
for
and
Eastport
St John. NB.
•Steamer Myrtle, (US) Nickerson,
Boston.
Smith, Philadelphia—coal to
nW.“,e2ilr*f,da,
warren.
D8

Eastport

Issued and baggage
e„?iugll.tlcket8
destination.
received

to

E TNA COAL FURNACE.

AND ALL

MONDAY. Nov 16.

MONDAY and THURSDAY
ml Ponl“d,or Eastport and St. John, vrtth
p?L8.
above connections;
returning, leave St. John
aDd

cga-bENjAM,N -shaw'^ flOR

Rheumatism

N. B.

« a

IMPROVED

FOR

Complaints'

Aadrew.,

Foil and Winter Arrangement.
NoT- 2d! «nd Until further notie*?1
Whli.h®n8te!mera °* this line leave Railroad

dec11___dlawTly

T»0 LET- A flrst class rent at 225 High street
GE0- C‘ HOP®13revUt f°r street.
JvINS, 88Va Exchange
7.4

Female

ROYAL BLUE

From

f-

Piles

Lowest (ares from Portland, Yarmouth June
To
as follows:
and Danville Junction
Chicago (20 and 116.76: Detroit |10.76 and
8t.
and
Kansas
112.60;
026.76;
City (30.00
Paul (31.60 and *27.26; 8t. Louis via Detroit
(23.75 and (19.76; 81. Louisvla Chicago |2«LOO
and (21.60; Han Francisco. California, 1(0.00
and (80.25. These rates are sut |ect to ehange.
L. J. BEAKUEANT, General Manager,
novie
dtf
tlon

p,*e favorite route to Cam-

pabee|i«ran,rt-'

OFFICE.

Eichange SL, and Dipot Foot of India Steel

SI. John, N. 8., Halifax, 8.8.,

pabelia and ai.

The Centaur Company, TO Murray Street, New York
City.

LET-House and stable 161 Cumberland
TOB, street,
containing ten rooms. Apply to

In our own bottles.

TICKET

SO

PS‘’ 01 "T Br.a.wlck, Neva
SSJ.J11
7
.’. PriBC« Bdwarda ■•land, aad

Our physicians in the children's departhave spoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
faror upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.
Allen C. Smith, Pret.,

FOR

{

PORT OF PORTLAND.

flatulency.

ment

RENT—Two very pleasant tenements,
sun all day, in house 101
Emery street,
corner spruce street, six rooms each; now

POND'S

Kroraii™,"

12.30, 3.10, 6.40 and 5.lo p. m.
kw N. H., 8.26 a. m, 12.20 and 5.50 pm
From Cblcaa* aad IHaaneai, 12.20 a. m..
б. 60 p. in. From Quebec, 12.20 p. m.

FOB

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which aro
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.*’
Dr. J. F. Kixcheloe,
Conway, Ark.

RENT—Lower tenement consisting of 6
rooms just put In repair with new sanitary arrangements, No. 8 Congress Place; price $11
per month. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61V4 Exchange street._
ll-l

Bi
CuT

Sold

From

FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN THE WORLD

_

***.

Castoria la so well adapted to children that
1 recommend It as superior to any prescription
known to m"
II. A. Archer, M. D.t
111 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

house No. 19 Atlantic
mouth- Enquire of B. W.
JONES, 95 Commercial street.
ll*tf

Cat<
Bri

relieves

“Castoria Is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.**
Dr. Q. 0. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

T'O seven

Sorem

and

*ddre88()ala7

International Steamship Co.

Castoria,

LET—A very

Ey<

Castoria

ApP‘y M 0f

steahihs.

_

Castoria.

in.e2ovst?S^din
LIBBY, 42Vj Exchange

Lameness

Colic.

constipation

cures

party free until April 1st,
?2<Lto.the.
the tenant a chance to get a bus1892, to giverlpbt
gu0<xi 9baPB- Inquire of A. c.

Sore Throat

an

out

MtuVeer-

Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas»
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14th, ship st Nicholas

xtiu,

and Wind

teething troubles,

Eort

|bbh1

MINlATURK Ai.MANAC,NOVEMBER 17.
8

Diarrhoea

cures

to-day by an unknown steamer, and had
eadgear ana bowsprit carried away, and received other damage.
Rockland, Nov 14—Sch J V Wellington, before reported ashore at Robert’s Harbour, has
been towed to this port for repairs.
Bath, Nov 14—Fears are entertained for the
safety of schr R M Brookings, of Gardiner.

xiuxaui

a

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,

Vineyard-Haven, Nov 16-Sch Hattie H Barbour, Fletcher, of and from Bangor for Cbarles
ton, with potatoes and hay, was run Into off this

dg—giu

nurse wishes
W'NifiirtS-Me,xp*rlenced
S ? to faKe care of Infant. Would

bo

It is Pleasant.

York._

Pgrvar

TE.HA1E HELP.

for

«•

■

an8

ers

Iohn,

—

...

Closing quotations of stocks:

Sardinian,

AHBIVAU.
LceUtta and A ubara, g.u

on

65®

£ Ham£

New York Stock and
Money Market
NEW YOKE, Nov.
16, i891
The following are to-day’s
quotations of Go.''
eminent securities:
New 4s, reg...
New 4s. coup. ..
United States 2s reg
Central Pacific lsts...
Denver & K. G.lst....
Erie 2ds.;.
Kansas Pacific Consols..
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Kansas Facinc lsts.

Coggins, Westport-

f/SP6.0.6

Potatoes—choice native and Maine «tnet
*1 87Mi®l 60 j choice Vermont and
shire and New York Burbanks
00®4RcHm7itnn
Uebrons 48®60c: rose 46c;Aroostook ’uebrMs
46®BOc; Hose 46c.
Sweet potatoes.
-asiern
Shores ft 25; Jerseys $1 76®2.
Apples—Gravensteins #1 7o®2 » bbl- Main
wins and Greenings $1 60@l 76; snow
*2 60g3

clapboards

* Go-

vidence.
NEW YOKK—Ar 16th, scbs Carrie A Cooksou, Cookson, Brunswick; LainaCobb, forSackvllle; AbbleIngalls, Wood Point; JB Knowles,
Bangor; Alfred Brabrook, Bootbbay; J M Kennedy, Ellsworth for Kondout; Warren B Potter,
Franklin for Philadelphia: Pochasset, Greens
Landing; Ella Brown, Jonesport; Geo Lawry,
do; Irving Leslie, Lamolne; Hortensla, from
Macluas; Bertha E Glover, Kockland; G M
Bralnard, do; Jennie Green bank, do; A Heaton, do; H N Squire, Sullivan; Lizzie Young,
St George; Sea Bird, Wheelers
Bay; NedP
Vlnalhaven; Speedwell, New Bedford;
°«% “float, 1 06@ Walker,
Bed Jacket, Providence.
1 °°! No 1 Northern at
Ar 16tb, schs Mlllford, Weed,
No 1 hard at $110%. Rye
09%; ?,red
Baracoa; Sarah
Jl U6%®1
C Smith, Kneeland, Mobile.
firmer, lu fair demand and unchanged; Western
Sid 16th, barque Chas Lorlng, Buenos Ayres.
Barley steady; No 2 Milwaukee at 71® 2c.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 14th, sch Addle L PerC»rn—receipts 166,497 bush: exports 100,329
kins, Nutter, from New York for Charlestown;
hush; sates 218,000 hush; lower, irregular and
B L 'fay, Hibbard, New York forCalals.
No
2
at
active;
—c
fairly
elevator, 70o afloat;
Ar 14th, sch Hope Hope Haynes, Wlscasset
No 2 White at—c.
Onu-receipts 234,725
New York.
bush; exports 141,589 bush; saies 131,000 forNEW
BEDFORD
Ar 13tD, sch Charlotte
bush; hrm and moderately active; No 3 at 38c
Fish,
do White at 39c; Ne2 at
Pendleton, Amboy.
White
38ys®39Vie;
VINEYAKD-HAVEN-Ar 14tb, schs Moundo at 89Vic; No 1 at 40c; Whoe do 42C: mixed
tain Laurel, New York for Plymouth; KendusWestern at 87®40c; do White at 40@44c:
keac. Amboy for do; Mary A Hood, PhladelWhite State at 40@44c; No 2 Chicago at 89Vic.
phla for Portland; Pavilion, Amboy for EastCuflee-Rio firmer and in fair demand; No 7 at
port.
14o
Sugar—raw quiet and firm; reflnedlfirm
UYANNI8—Sid 15lb, scbs S S Kendall, Kenand in fair demand; No 6 at 3
ll-16c; No 7 at dall,
fm Bangor for New York; Lizzie Young,
3 M-16c; No 8 at 3 916c; No 9 at
3Vic; No 10 Pierce, Tenaut’s
Harbor fordo; John Somes,
at 3 7-16C; No 11 at 8'Vae No 12 at 8^-lCe; off
and
L
A Boardman, Calais for do.
A at 3% @4c; Mould A at 4 Vac; standard A at
Ar 16th. schs Hiram, Providence for Calais;
4%c; Confectioners a at 4Vic; cut loaf al6%c;
Pavilion, fm Perth Amboy for Eastport; Belle
Powdered at 4%c, grauslateu at
>ro3,l!S2.6}'*‘cv
Brown, New York for Boston; Enterprise, Port
4
3-lb@4 6-16C; Cubes at 4%c. tvir.lruu: Johnson
for-.
quiet and steady; united at 69%c. Pork quiet
PLYMOUTH-Ar 14th, sch Break of Day,
and unchanged. Beef dull and steady t>eet
Perth
Lewis,
hams quiet; tlerceu beef dull; cut meats dull
Amboy.
Ar 16th, schs Cyrus Chamberlain, Fossett,
and steady; middles hrm. Lard stronger; WestPeitli Amboy; Chas
ern steam at $6 60; city at $0; refined in moder; Laurel, New York. Cooper, Bangor; Mountain
ate demand and firmer; Continent at $6 76®
BOSTON—Ar 14th, scbs E 8 Newman, White,
6 96; 8, A. at $7 60, Kutter quiet and
steady.
and J Paine, Kendall, Hoboken; Emma, LlttleCheese Id moderate demand and firmer.
Kondout; Kdw Kieb, Gardiner, Deer Isle;
Freights to Liverpool steady, fair demand.
leurletta, Strout, Mlllblrdge; Nettle D Dobbin,
The Flour market—
CHICAGO, Nov. 16.
Kelley.
Jonesport.
unchanged. Wheat lower; No 2 spring at 92%
Ar 16th, schs Waldemar. Leland,
Cape Haytl;
@93V4C; No 2 Red at 93@94c. Com fairly Frank T Stinson, Philadelphia;
A L Mitchell,
active; No 2at64@54V4c.
Oats lu demand,
Hoboken;
Gienllen, Amboy; Ernest T Lee,
hlgner;No2ac 32c. No 2 Rye at 93c. No 2
Kondout; A K Woodward. Bangor; Inez, MillBarley at 69c. Provisions rather weak: mess
bridge; Sami LewU, and chromo, Bangor; K L
pork at $8 70®8 75. Lard at $6 25. Short ribs
Kenney. Kockland ; May Queen, Mt Desert;
sides at 6 86@@4 25.
llry salt meats—shoulEast Wind, Bockport; Julia, and Sunbeam,
ders at $6@ 6 12 Vi; short clear sides $6 16®
Bath; Mem or, do; Caroline C, and Paragon,
o «0.
Calais; Union, do; Annie A Beuben, DamarlsReceipts—Flour 17,000 bbls, wheat 236.000
cottan William H DeWltt, and Sheepscot, do;
busb; com 47,000 bush, oats 349,000 bush;
Geo Washington, Orland; Florida, Sedgwick;
rye 34,000 bush, barley 36,000 busn.
Newell B Hawes, Wlscasset; Annie M Preble,
Shipments— (flour 18.000 bbs, wheat 461.ono
Addison ; Eastern Light. Mlllbridge; Lake.
bush corn 93,000 busb. oats 479 Ooo bush,
Castlne;
Brave, Deer Isle; L D Bemiek, Ellsrye 6,000 bush, barley 91,000 bush
worth; Twilight, Damartscoita; Ellen MerrlST bODW, Nov. 16,1691 -The Flour market
mau, Wlnterport; Harvester, Vlnalhaven; Clt
I u tvrpiinu Danlr noel
Ctn
ikn Ilf
—dull aud weak. Wheat closed
higher; No 2
red at 9lVi®91% e. Com closed higher; No 2
Kat e Hall, Deer Isle; Catalina, Boottibay; Wm
at 4o%@4le. Oats quiet and
K
Leggett, Wiscasset.
strong; No 2 at
30Vi@3u=4c. Rye very quiet; No 2 at 86c.
Arletb, scbs Lorlug C Ballard, Bearse, Perth
Barley steady: Iowa at—c.
Amboy; c B Wood, Stanley, New;York; Annie
Provisions dull;
Lee, Lee, Lamoine; Mary Eliza, Wlnterport;
Lone Star, Machlas; Dolphin, Aylward, New
'“eats-shouldors at $6;
longs at York.
IE12HI 87V4;
ribs at $6 87Vi®*; short clear
* HALEM-Ar
at*6a8l2V4. Bacon—shoulders atICu«|2f>:
14th, sch B R Woodslde, from
longs at $7 37Va; ribs at 7 37Vi; short clear Baltimore.
Ar 16th, schs Nat Meader, fm Port
$ »2V4@7 6.
Johnson;
Bams at $12 25.
Eliza J Pendleton, do; Kva Adell, Amboy for
Receipts—Flour. 9,000 Dbla: wheat 180 00
Bangor.
husn corn 118,000 riush; oats 146 000 busn:
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 14th, schs Charley Woolrye ao.OOO busu; barley 34.000 busn.
sey, and Mary Brewer, New York; Lizzie Uuptill, Rockland.
Shipments—Flour, 8,00o hblsiwueat 4'J.OuO
Ar 16th, sch Harry 8 Lord, from Hoboken lor
burh: corn. 20 000 bush. oats. 33,000 bush,
Dover; Addle o Bryant, Perth Amboy; Nellie
rye 4 Ooo bush; barley 2.000 bash

*8&».

62,647 It lumber.

Jewett, Belfast and New

Novl6-Ar, sch Sarah A
New York.

■-

a.

afternoon, between 2 and 4
Tj°^-?aturdl*y
between tne foot of
Hanoi.?®. somewhere
and
">« United States Hotel, a
roTni h?,1.8*®1amouhl'hg
to over thirty dollars,
The Una.!. !
and herewajded?*81*** 10fetUr° to
ArEus1°”lce
the greatest cure
F°
earth-/,ound
their wd!?.
Kfieumatlsm and Neuralgia In
1 »“«ered twelve
ye«s a?d8 r,eh.r0l“0 ,0™“!
Known remedy. 8u«erWrtwdtn mi and
!?rT
®ucloae
MISS E. S.
ORr7rL»\P®
OKK,
East Harpawell. Me. stamp.
ocl6dAw2in»

OOBBI8POKDINT8,
SACO, Nov. 13—Ar, sch James a Gray, from

x vni

Domestic markets.
fBy Telegrapli.l
«NKW YORK. Nov. 16.—The Flour marketexports 0360 bbls
“hd 4387 sacks;t'ac,k“,gea:
dull and heavy: sales 23,600

“•

..

Passed Cape Race

d*MIITIIBI1».

...

m* andT’\“V.*“”T‘,*«,*> 710 “I 7.20
h—“ wi'^'h1.81.^fnd 6 ao p. m. For ««•
For VI.
mm* CAuLiJ? “?,?•»> P*
For Quebec, L3(**’m
*“£i*3?^*
"li
^
m* Za
C.«i«. 7.10
а.
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lost AND FOCIVD.

F&OM OUB

FROM

10.__10-1

,,
■aud.
Me.

What is

Ar at

766k
dopret.....-..118%

New York

York—Chase, Leavitt

carrier No.

®M» TUIII KAILWAl OF CAIAM.

LET—Desk room. Inquire of JOHN M.
T° PKEEMAN,
ll Exchange street, Port-

Cleared.
Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J B
Sch Mattie B Bussell, Collins, llumacoa, PB-

172*

do 1st prt.
S'- Baui

Dec.

Highest. .62%
Lowest..62
06%
Closing.62%
66%
Mondav’s quotations.
May.

ms;
m
m

for

Kaatotan,tl*rpgwen.

Sch T W L Gresser, (Bri
W C Rich.

78%

...

ter

Laura
Have, with 23,00u lbs
Sarah, fm La
fish

Sell

KAILHUADI.

LKT—Large furnished room, up one flight,
TOsteam
heat, Ore place, large oloeet, on High
street, between Cougreas and Cumberland, In
private family; write H. A. SMITH, care of let-

White. BockUnd for New York.
Pschdllna
& Marion.
Sch

116%
139
111%

dopret........

COBN.

May.

pret.

Ohio A Miss... 197*
Ont. A Western. 18%
North American. 17*;
Pacific Mall. 86%
Pullman Palace..,.....172

Vlnalhaven

Motile

Geo 8 Hunt Si Co.
Sch Cumberland.

70S

boohs,

'sch

112
26%

107

Foreign Exports.
UUMACOAjPll. Schr Mattie B
Kussell3890 shooks and heads, 200|bdls

this
medicine.

use of

will

101
I11K1/,
4
7

EaSmra

the persistent

Has

103

1927... 95

.ah'tT^<1 fUSMof
fJill1 * ;J^r.t?.P'dl“a5?,*.uC314:

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

110
125

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations are received dally:
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pe H. 42
U. B. & W. 98%
Mexican Central.
20%
Union Pacific. 4(>'

straw

A

tfa rltia 1 HQU

4s

fiTjowSSs^ssHterEye9

with

la3
102
43
120
123
105
in
100
91
120

—

t2?-aV>,<££ed..°.00:

can

for a Disordered Liver

In Boston, of Course.

F1£?,t^Mo^her—WIlat
children s books!

|

121

First National Bant.100 100
Cumberland National Baok. 40
41
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 118
National Traders’ Bank.100 121
PoriHnd National Bank ...100 103
Portland Trust Company....
116
Portland Company.
Portland Gas Company. 50
80
Portland Railroad Co.
116
BONDS.
Portland City 6s M’nlcip’l various. 100
Por land City 6s, R. R. aid, 1907.. 123
Portland City Funding 4s.102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.10U
Bath City «s K. K. aid, various
loo
Bangor City 6s, long It. It. aid.llo
Bangor City 6s, long Municipal.... 118
Belfast City 6s, R. ft. aid.106
Porfand & Ken. K. R. 6s, 1895...104
Leeds & Farmington K. R, 6s,.106
Maine CentralR. R. 1st mtg 7s....116
Maine Central R. R. Con 7s.133
Maine Central R. R. Con 4V2s_103
Maine Central R. R. skg funu 6s..103

.62%
Opening
Highest.68%

into

frightened

Very Consoling.
Mrs. Hutchings—How are you
getting alongB
now, Mr. Duncan, in the literary liue?
Mr. Duncan—Poorly enough. Ail my articles

is

knife.

an-

If your hair is thinning and
fading, use Ayer’s
Hair Vigor. It restores color and

in

a

My Dog.

Father—As you have had three terms at the

TexasBlftlD

point of

successful career. You will do as your
parents tell you, and that certainly will
be to study. Don’t be in a hurrv to get
away from your school books.
The careB
and responsibllites of business life will
come soon enough. Go to school as
long as
you can. and, remember, every hour spent
in
study in your youth will be worth
money to you in after life. Read good
books—the Bible above all. Make yourself acquainted with history. Study tbe
progress of nations, Bnd the careers of men
who have made nations great. If you ha '6
no library of your own, join one of the numerous associations to be found in all cities
where good, healthful books may be obtained. Study religion, science, statecraft
and history. Learn to read intelligently,
so that you may turn to practical use in
after life the readings of your youth. Be
sure you begin right.
Do not waste time
in reading trashy books.

cooking school, Jane, I supposed you’d know
how to roast a piece of beef better than this.
Why, it’s burnt to a crisp.
Daughter—I don’t see how I’m to blame. The
Are was too hot, I suppose.

gry at all.
his mouth.

the

a

Rheumatism and catarrh, caused by lmpovcrshed blood, cured by Ayer's Sarsaparilla.

Daughter—The

on

vember Ladies Home Journal. If his par
ents cannot afford to give him a highschool or college education, he must learn
to study without the aid of a teacher, iu
the early morning before business begins,
and iu tbe evenings after business hours.
It can no longer be truthfully said that an
education is out of any one’s reach. Our
splendid school system, where one can
study by day or in tbe evening, has put tbe
priceless treasure of an education within
the reach of all. The main thing, in the
beginning, that I would Impress upon boys
is one of the great commandments,
“Honor thy father and thy mother, that
thy days may bo long in tne land winch
the Lord thy God gtveth thee.” The boy
who respects his father and mother, who
treats his sisters and brothers with ioving
kindness, has laid a good foundation for

ILlfe.]
#81.

cup

Russell Sage to Boys.
Tbe boy who is wanted in the business
world of today must be educated, says
liussell Sage in an admirable article on
“The boy that is wanted,” in the No-

alone at last.
...

a

itA

bwesteru pret...H168
New York Central. 111%
New York, Chicago A Bt» l.ouls 19%

At New York money lias been easy, ranging
trom 3 to 4M, per cent, last loan at 3, closing
st 3V4 per cent. Prime mercantile paper 6@evi
per cent. Sterling Exchange Is quiet and steady
with actual business In banker’s bills at 4 80V4
fjr 60-day bills, 4 83Vi lor demand; posted
rates 4 81V4&4 64V4. Commercial bills 4 78%
Government bonds
are dull and
£4 83.
firm. Railroad bonds quiet and rather heavy.
The general list In the stock market was barren of feature after 12 o’clock, and remained
very dull. Prices Improved slowly without any
movement of Interest In any part of the list.
The clase was dull and steady at small fractions
under first prices.
Tae transactions at the Stock Exchange
aggregated 182.700 shares.

Railroad Receipts.
POBTLAND, Noy. 16, 1891.
Receipts by Maine Central R R—For Portland
108 cars miscellaneous merhandlse, connecting
roads 164 cars.

[LUe.j

mi*

122i\

HIMBIiUNBOVII.

New
for New York.
Sch' Ella May, St John. NB.
Sch Emma D Kndlcoi, eastern port for New
Eva May, with stone for New York.
Sch John John P Kelsey, Rockland for New
Sch

Missouri Pacific. 60%
New Jersey Central.113
Nor, Pacific common. 26%
dopret. 7i

In

Stocks and Bonds.

Florida.!a 26@4 CO
Messina.0 C0@0 Ou Eastern

Blanche suddenly colored when she heard
Harry’s voice below.
ACCIDENTALLY OVER-HEED.

nref.

for New
^“{NB.
Bt John, NB, for York

Bangor for Boston.
g«*
inn1* YScb Forest Belle,
Rhodes, Dobbin,

Northwestern..^.116%
Norl

Oranges.

Trick.

99%
119%
137%

Like Shore.
122%
Louis A Nash.......77%
Manhattan Elevated.1011
Michigan Central.106%
Minn A St. Louis..
7
do

Y

15*

Central. 101
Iqd. Bloom A West..
Lake Erie A West. 19%

Sterling Exchange Quiet and Steady
-Railroads Dull and Heavy.

Quotations of Staple Products
the Leading Markets.

Si1*

ml

Bneprit:::::::.-.:::::::::;::;;:;
y*
Illinois

Portland Wholesale Market.
OUR

South Bridgton.
l°oal talent in the Congregational
°z
church here on Wednesday evening of the
present week, under the direction of Eev.
W. B. Hague.
It will be in the upper
rooms of the church, and close with an
oyster supper in the vestry; proceeds to go
towards liquidating church indebtedness.
Miss Lizzie H. Reed, who has been an
invalid for some time, is quite low at her
home in this place.
Fall work is about all done up among
the farmers, and never was liner weather
for it, while the water
supply continues

Money Easy-Stocks Lower, Closing
Dull and Steady.

Sch Benj T Biggs. St
Sch Wesley Abbott,

....

2;

measuretess'roimd

ti?£8tl£und’
ink™™
sllenVS £ir
',lves
.iand

afternoon and evening, Nov. 17.
The young son of Louis F. Dyer at the
Centre is quite sick with typhoid fever
Mrs. A. W. Peabbles, who is
at
Mrs. Band s, Pond Cove, is boarding
dangerously

Central Pacific........
....
Ches & Ohio.".
Chicago A Alton__‘IiaJ
Chicago AAlton pretd..
Chicago. Burlington A Quincy.. 89%
Delaware A Hudson Caual Co.. 122
Delaware, Lacka. A Western.
Denver A Bio Orande. .137%

FINANCIAL ANO COMMERCIAL.

J

Capo Elizabeth.
Mr. Henry L. Dyer, of Bangor, has been
visiting friends at Pond Cove.
The Ladies Circle at the Centre will hold
their annual fair at Town Hall,

There is to be a concert of voial and instrumental music mane up of a large share

THE WHEEL.”

rmscMM. MnjfB.

Items of Interest Gathered by Correspondents of the Press.

Kailway.

Effect Nov. IB.IMM.

In'

Leave Portland
and l.3o p.

via G. T.

Railway, 7.10

A m.

m.

RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30 and 0.30 A
m.

CON N E4'T I ON A—Dailt—From
W.
Minot tor Hebron Academy; Buckfield
lor W. Sumner and Turner; Canton lor Peru
Dtxfleld, and Mexico, also for Brettun’s Mills.
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Bupt.
le27dtf

"TAtJR

FOR SALE.
BUSINESS, stock and futures: can
show handsome profit; good reasou fur
F. H. XUPPEK,
wiling.
noiidlw
Lincoln, Me,

UKUU

—' ■

FIRE ENGINE TRIAL.

PBESS.

TI-TE

The

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17.
NBW A DYERTIIE.HENTS TO-DAY

AMUSEMENTS
Carpenters’ unlon-Soclal dance.
FOURTH PAGE.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancrott.

Farrington Bros.—Congress street.
Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
H. H. Hay & Son, Middle street.
A. C. Libby A Co.. Exchange street.
Lost—Silver watch.
To darymen and farmers.
Plano for sale.
For sale—John H. Card.
Wanted—J. G. Currier.
Electric razors-G. L. Ijaijey.
Wanted- •ibbons and atone.

Wnnn<1_RrllllS £ JobilSOD.
John F. Proctor, Oentenlal block.
N. 8 Gardiner—Middle street.
For sale—Bare chance

BEFORE

JUDGE WEBB.

Monday—Edward M. Rand vs. the
United States, for fees disallowed In the
United States courts by the First Comptroller. Case argued. Decision reserved.
Rand pro se.
Dyer, U. S. Attorney.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Intoxi-

cation.
Continued tor sentence to take
the pledge for two years.
Daniel Kaler. Assault. Fined 85 and
costs.
Eugene L. Gould. Common nuisance.
Bound over to the grand jury in the sum

of

8500._

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

The first annual ball of Hadattah lodge,
I. O. O. F, will take place at Gilbert’s ball,
tonight.
Steeple Jack yesterday climbed and
painted the fiag pole on the First National
Bank building.
Members of the Young Men’s Republican Club should remember Mr. Looney’s
lecture this evening.
The rain seemed ivery reluctant to fall
last evening, and the moon frequently
showed herself from behind the clouds.
Mr. Thomas N. Doutney, the temperance lecturer, will appear at Gospel Mission hall tonight with the colored quartette.

The steamer Eleanora has gone on the
dry dock. She has been lying at the Grand
Trunk wharf all summer undergoing repairs to her engine and boilers.

The hokey-pokey Ice-cream garbage carts
that were ordered by Commissioner Randall several weeks ago for the men who
sweep the pavements were put In eomrntsslon yesterday.
The skin and head of the largest moose

brought into Bangor

this season, has arrived In Portland.
It was shot in the
Maine woods by H. A. Pitman of Portland, and before it was dressed it weighed
1200 pounds.

There is

slaughter of the Innocents goIn the harbor at the present time.
The sea gulls have come In for the winter
and they are the mark for rifles and pop
guns from the end of the breakwater clear
up to Portland bridge.
Rev. S. D. Town will hold evangelical
services at the
North Congregational
ing

a

on

church. Cape Elizabeth,

every

Water

273 Feet IO Inches.

Machigonne engine No. 1 was given a
trial yesterday afternoon before the committee on fire department and citizens generally on Portland street at the foot of Me!len. The affair was in general charge of the
Chief Eng'neei assisted by Engineers Long
and Kay. The engine was run by
Engineman Porter assisted by
Engineman Wiggin of Cumberland 3, and stoked by Mr. E.
A. Springer, the regular stoker of
the comBesides the engineers there
pany.
were
present Aldermen Lewis and Stephenson
Councilmen Little. MeGowan. Pennell’
Monroo and LeightOD, with several
mem!
bers of other fire companies, ex-Chief
Geo

S. Willis of Pittsfield, Mass., and
Water in the boiler was drawn down
to
tt notches on the glass. The match was
and
the
fire
lighted
touched off at 2.04 exactly. For five minutes and 20 seconds
there was :no sign of steam on the
gauge,
although the engine commenced to

blow

COURT.

Monday.—John McDonough.

Throw*

THE SARDINIAN.

others!

"Now, let good digestion wait on appetite, and
health on both,” Is a favorite toast after taking
Angostura Bitters. Dr. J. G. B.Slegert A Sons.
M’f’rs.
novl2eod&wlw
U. S. DISTRICT

Machigonne

off at the whistle in five
minutes; at 6.20
there were two pounds. The steam rose
rapidly measuring seven pounds In five

minutes 30 seconds ;8i, 8.43; 13
pounds in
six minutes; 18 pounds in
6.15; 20 pounds
in 6J minutes. Six minutes and 40
seconds
the hydrant was opened, and in 12 seconds
more the engine was started with 30
pounds
of steam pressure.
The steam pressure
rose rapidly as did the water;
pressure, the
latter going to 142 pounds when Mr. Porter
open the feed water and the engine
stopped
short. In a second it began again and the
steam crawled up in good style,

ranging
from 45 to 65 pounds.
This first test was
through 250 feetof hose with a 1J inch nozzle. The first length of play measured was
231 feet.
After a short breathing spell
steam was raised to 70 pounds and the test
repeated, giving a length of play 242 feet.
A ljj Inch nozzle was put on the pipe and
its direction changed slightly so as to

bring it nearer In
though the nozzle

front of the wind. Alwas larger the stream
was much better covering the magnificent
distance of 275 feet 10 inches.
The fourth
test was with two Hues 500 feet each with
an inch nozzle.
The engine was driven at
top speed in this test, and the steam which
was at 108 pounds ran down to 70 and hung
thftra durincr th«
whole of t.hn ferritin
was

231 feet on

both lines.
The fifth test was with a siamesed
line, two 200 feet lengths being joined together with 60 feet beyond and a ljj nozz e.
Before this test commenced Mr. Porter
discovered that some of the nuts on the
piston rod were working loose and he
stopped to tighten them. When the engine
started they.agaln worked loose. The distance covered however was 244 feet two
inches.
At this point it was decided to
stop the trial, the committee expressing
themselves pleased with the result,
to
allow Mr. Porter to set the nuts up tight
and to ensure their

staying

so.

The repairs on the engine which practically amount to a rebuilding of the whole
except the steam cylinders and pump were
made by the Portland Company under the
direction of Mr. Frank D. How, the relief
englneman of the department.
Daring ;the progress of the trial, sparks
set fire to the grass in the Oaks but the
flames were extinguished by a stream from
the hydrant ichuek carefully steered by

Engineer Ray

evening

this week, commencing at 7,30. Rev.
Mr. Town is working under the direction
of the Maine Missionary Society,
; Saturday night burglars broke into a
periodical store on Spring street, took $4
and got away. The same night a
square
of glass in Peterson's store, corner Exchange and Fore streets was broken, and
the thieves reaching in took some
goods
worth probably $10.
A colored man was
arrested on suspicion, but he was dis-

This distance

thumping.

and Mr.

Springer.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Variety

PERSONAL.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
reigns at Portland theatre this

Other Veasels that Will Come and
Co This Winter.
— ■■■■■■

the days when big trains will
begin to roll In over the Grand Trunk and
Maine Central Mountain division, with
loads for the English steamers.
Tne first
of these steamers, the Sardinian, of the
Allan Line, Is due to-day. Manager Lilley
opened the Allan offices, in the old quarters
next the Grand Trunk depot, yesterday.
He has with him Messrs. Robinson and
Klrwan. The Sardinian will probably
leave on the 26th; just before the arrival of
the next boat of the line, the Parisian.
This latter boat will leave Liverpool on the
19th, and will be due iu Portland on the
28th. The Parisian will leave Portland on
Tuesday, the 8th of December. After that
date all the Allan boats will leave on Tueswhich
days, instead of Thursdays,
has heretofore been the
sailing day.
As
the steamers do net touch at
Halifax it is not possible to time their arrivals so accurately as formerly; and the
officials have no idea what time to-day the
Sardinian may be expected to appear.
Between the arrival of the Sardinian and
the Parisian there will be a Dominion
Line boat, the Oregon, which will begin
the regular trips of that line.
But word
has been received that an extra boat, the
Toronto, will precede the Oregon, arriving
in this port the last of this week.
The two lines, the Allan and Dominion,
will afford Portland a weekly service to
England. In all about 26 steamers will be
employed in this service, thirteen by each
line. Among the Allans will be the Mongolian, whieh made one trip here last season, her maiden voyage.
Among the dominion boats will be the Labrador, a new
are

About sixty of the Wheel Club boys had
very pleasant time at their club house on
the corner of Pleasant and
High streets.
a

,"d'

xueuaasiuo was we
monthly
meeting which was celebrated with what
they called an “antiquarian supper.” There
were beans and other substantial
dishes
for all, and a cake for the handsome
man.
The handsome man was chosen by ballot.
Messrs. John Calvin Stevens, James E.
Marrett, W. T. Merrill, George T. Scott
and Edward J. Tuttle were all In the field.
But Mr. Tuttle got the cake by a large majority. After the supper there were informal remarks and a general good time.

St. Dominic’s IConference Ball.
This evening at City Hall will occur the
sixth grand promenade concert and coffee
party in aid of the poor, assisted by the
above conference. An orchestra will give
a fine concert the first part of the
evening,
and the floor will be under the management of Thomas J, Magner, assisted by
competent aids.
Patrons of the coffee
party will please not forget that in Reception Hall the ladies' committee will have
plenty of refreshments. Every dollar realized goes to alleviate the wants of the
poor, aB the conference is organized for
that special purpose.
Evangelist Bliss.
The evangelist meetings at

Williston
continuing with increasing interest. They will be continued
through
the week.
The afternoon Bible readings
at 3 o’clock daily are largely
attended,
many besides the Williston people availing
themselves of them. Mr. Bliss’s preaching
at the evening services is
straightforward,
vigorous and practical.
church are

Veteran

Firemen’s

Association.

A meeting of the charter members of tbe
Veteran Firemen’s Association will be
held Thursday evening in the ward room
of Ward 3. All veteran firemen are invited to be present and sign the roll.
i

f

r"

The Fisk Jubilee Singers give one of
old time concerts in the Popular
Course at City Hall tomorrow evening.
Tickets at Stockbridge’s.

their

*

BCALCHI AND PATTI AT ODDS.
All does not appear to be ^harmonious in

the great Abbey Italian and French Opera
Company and Mme. Scalcbl, the :famous
contralto, apparently has a specially bitter
feeling against herjformer associate, Mme.
Patti. Scalchl voiced her discontent in
these words to a reporter In Chicago,
where the company began its season last
week: “There is rather a peculiar thing
about this tournee for me—1 do not know
what I am to sing. You see we received
an offer by cable when 1 was singing in
Montevideo. As cabling costs something
like 85 per word, we asked for no details
and received none. I simply knew I was
engaged for the season by Mr. Abbey. I
supposed of course, that I was to sing all
my usual parts. I am, therefore, not a
little surprised to find that 1 am only one of
several .contraltos. I hear for instance
that a part in which 1 have had a great success of late-Orpheus in Gluck’s opera—
belongs to Mme. Kavoglio. Mme. Fabbrl
Is also in the company, so that I don t
really know what is in store for me. As
to the part in which 1 made most fame here
Arsace in “Semiramide.” I shall not sing
In that opera for I cannot sing with Mme.
Patti. There is no quarrel between us, but
1 do not wish to sing on the same stage
with her if 1 can help it. She has shown
too often that she does not like my so-

ciety.”

tauv*
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The Allen also have

a

Antors Heckking soloists.

Brodsky

concert

sale.

master.

Mr. Adolph

Seats

now

on

Miss Jennie Couthoul and other artists
will give the 4th Popular Dec. 4th. Seats
now ready.

The Kogers illustrated lecture, subject
"Yosemite and Yellowstone," Dec. 12th.
Course patrons should call at Stockbrldge
at once.

Subscribe
concert at

now

for tickets to

the Kneisel

Stockbridge’s.
The tblid entertainment In the Union
at Woodford’s will be given this
evening at Lewis hall.

course

ha

tha haa:J

a#

engravings, who claims to
a

raliaVtla nld firm nf

Unolnn

engravers, has been working a clever
racket in Biddeford and Saco. The three

pictures he carries under his arm he says
artist’s proofs, which won the three
prizes a9 an exhibition the Boston firm has
just held in Portland, and are worth nearly
are

810 apiece. After working his auditor up
to a high pitch of enthusiasm the smoothtongued stranger, with a confidential, concessionary air offers to part with the lot
for 81 apiece, just for the sake of being relieved of the bother of carrying them home.
Sometimes he catches the victim at this
stage of the interview; if not then, he reduces his price to 50 cents apiece and goes
even lower. He i« a swindler from wayback.
_

Y. M.

_

A. Social.

Next Thursday evening, Nov. 19tb, the
regular monthly social for the members cf
the Young Men’s Christian Association
will be held at tbe association rooms. A
very interesting programme is being prepared consisting of vocal and instrumental
music and readings. The Woman’s Auxiliary will furnish refreshments after the
entertainment.
Every member of the association is cordially invited to be present.

NOTES.

ets now on sale.
The New York Symphony orchestra 65
musicians. Mr. Walter Hamrosch conductor appears at City Hall Dec. 10th. Mr.

The

The following transfers of real estate In
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland—David H. Griffin to Sarah E. Griffin.
Eliza J. Gilfflu et ai to David H. Griffin.
Napoleon B. Chase to Margaret E. Sulli-

van.

Sarah E. Griffin et al to David H. Griffin.
David H. Griffin to Eliza J. Griffin.
Sarah A. Me Vane to Addle C. Me Vane.
Epps G. H. Brackett to Gilman L. Brackett.
Hannah Francis et al to James Murphy

Joseph Schmitt to Mary B. McKonald.
Brldgton—Mablon L. Mason to Ellen M. Mason. $5,000.
Clayton L. Butters to Cyrus C. Johnson. $l.
Wm. M. Libby to Geo. W. Newcomb $1.

Wm. H. Larrabeo to Geo. W. Nowcomb. *1.
Harrison—Jane W. Kneeland et al to Samuel
J. Emerson. $900.
Cape Elizabeth—Wm. B. Blchardsou to Nancy
Ktchardson. $l.r
Yarmouth—Wm. Chandler et als. to Lucy M.

Baker. $1.

Gage

Registration.

the registrars began work in
the ward room in Ward 4, located on Federal street. These voters were registered:
WARD FOUR.
Anderson, Samuel J., 94 Free.
Adle, William, Falmouth Hotel.
Armstrong, Joseph H., 87 Centre.
Archibald, John. 61 Pleasant.
Bearce. Charles G., 49 Chestnut.
Bond, Edward H., 249 Oxford.
Babb, James Franklin, H2 Free.
Burns, James. 48 Pleasant.
Burns, Patrick, 12 Pleasant.
Bowen. Daniel E„ 20 Pleasant.
Bennett, Charles O 12 Pleasant.
Bolton, Elbridge G., 22 Alder.
Black, Thomas, 441 Fore.
Duius, Dunaiu,

vaiuiu.

«

Butler, Nathaniel P.. 200 Oxford.
Berry, Charles R., 268 Cumberland.
Burke, Thomas W., B4 Free.
Barrows. George C., 61 Free.
Bibber, Frederick A., 39 Chestnut.
Brown, George E„ 802 Cumberland.
Brackett, John L., 55 Elm.
Buck, James W., 313 Cumberland.
Barrows, George L., United States Hotel.
Burgess, Henry S„ 4 Hall’s court.
Broad, Gustavus B., 267 Cumberland.
Brackett, Charles L., 55 Elm.
Cunningham, Eugene F., 16 South.
Crtsham, John B., 114 Centre.

service from Glas-

A Picture Racket.
A peddler of

over

Yesterday

auuiuer

gow and Liverpool via a French port to
the River Plate. All this is beside their
weekly lines between
Glasgow and
Liverpool and the St. Lawrence in the
summer months, of which the winter service between Liverpool and Portland Is
the supplement.
With so many boats
they are continually taking some on or off
so it is impossible to say what ones
may
come to Portland.
The Dominion Line have fewer steamers, as they run ionly between Bristol and
Liverpool and the St Lawrence In summer and Portland in winter.
Halifax being left out because the Dominion government has stopped giving
subsidies for carrying the malls, it must
result that many einmigrants and others
that have got off at Halifax heretofore,
will now come here.
Deputy Collector Emmons says that
there will be no increase In the force of inspectors to do duty at the steamer wharves
until after the arrival of two or three
steamers, until In fact the amount of work
is more than the permanent force think
they can handle. The Sardinian and the
Oregon are expected to bring light cargoes
and will not tax the force to any extent.
Mr. Fred Neal, of the firm of Alvin Neal
& Son, the stevedores of the Allan line,
has arrived in the city, and is making
preoarations for work on the steamers.
Shed No. 6 Is all cleared for use and will
be used for the Sardinian’s inward freight,
as it has in years past.
The elevator is
nearly full of grain and more Is coming in

private gymnasium

of a

Brothers’s stole, corner Free and Cross
streets.
Mr. J. K. Martin and family have returned from their summer home at Highland Lake, Brldgton, and are domiciled at
the Falmouth for the winter.
Professor Shatter Mathews of Colby
University, who has lately returned from
Europe, will address the Baptist Social
Union at its meeting in this city tomorrow
evening.
Mr. Georgo S. Willis, of Boston, selling
agent for the Cornelius Callahan Fire Department Supply Co., was in the city yesterday. He witnessed part of the trial of
the Machigonne.
We have heard a considerable number of
inquiries about town as to who furnishes
Portland news for the Boston Herald.
That correspondent is—as already stated—
Mr. Dudley M. Holman, editor of Col.
Dow’s organ in Market Square.

weekly line from Glasgow to New York
all the year round; a fortnightly service
from Glasgow to Boston and a simular
service from Glasgow to Philadelphia.

Real Estate Transfers.

J. M. Hill's opera company will give
Ship Ahoy at City Hall Tuesday and Wednesday evenings Nov. 24th and 25th. tick-

charge

and very fine steamer which has made two

_

Man.

eral manager of the Rumford Falls improvements, was in the city yesterday.
Capt. Herbert K. Sargent, who bas been
•ondned to his house for several weeks by
Illness, Is out of doors again. He walks
with a cane, and is still very sore and stiff.
Professor Granville R. Lee is to have

trips this summer to the St. Lawrence.
The Labrador is probably the fastest of all
the fleet of the two lines.
It is Impossible to say at present what
Allan boat will come after the Parisian.
The Allans have about forty steamers.
They have a regular line running from
London to tho St. Lawrence in Summer

week, and a large audience gathered last
evening to welcome Thomas & Watson’s
specialty company. A good many were
puzzled when they discovered that the
usual double entrance doors, leading into
the auditorium were closed, but they soon
discovered the new entrance where the
cloak room used to be. A neat brass gate
charged.
has been placed at the entrance.
The performance commenced with a very
The New Surveyor.
amusing sketch entitled “The Watch Dog”
The President has appointed a RepubliIn which Mr. Thomas personated the dog
can surveyor for this port—Hon. Mark F.
on every train.
Wentworth of Kittery, to take the place of with great success and kept the audience
convulsed
with
laughter. Then Miss
the present surveyor, Judge
The Trains Do Not Pay.
Nathan
General Manager Tucker, of the Maine
Cleaves, appointed in the latter part of j Lilian Randall whistled Ardlti’s waltz
with great taste and most melodiously.
President Cleveland’s term. Previously
Central, said yesterday, his attention havJean and George Powers were funny in a I ing been called to the recent despatch in
the office had been held for some time by
character sketch. John L. Manning gave
the Pbess regarding the feeling in Rockthe Hon. Blon Bradbury, who died in ofa faithful picture of the New Jersey jay.
land concerning the cancellation of two
fice. This accounts for the length of time
C.
Mr.jThomas
Moya gave some very clever trains on the Knox & Lincoln, that leaving
that Jndge Cleaves’s term has run into the
imitations. The novelty trio, in the latest Rockland at 4.50 a. m and returning leavpresent administration.
Hon. Mark F. Wentworth is a gentleman songs, Jack Bryant, Wm. Hafford and Roing Bath In the evening, that the change
land Carter pleased the audience greatly.
was
In every way worthy the honor conferred
simpiy in me interest oi economy.
El Nino Alexandre gave some specimens He
said that the officials have been watchHe has been for many years ol excellent
upon him.
Juggling ana Miss ume morn- ing the
one of the leading physicians of York
performance of these trains ever
ton of dancing,
singing and character
changes. The entertainment closed with since the Maine Central .took control of
county. In the civil war he commanded
the amusing sketch “The Surprise Party,
the Knox * Lincoln, and they had become
the twenty-seventh, and then the thirty- or Muldoon’s First
Trip." The company
convinced that they were not paying for
second Maine regiments.
He was a presiwill remain throughout the week.
themselves.
dential elector in 1888, has been a member
abbey's new tenor.
“If it iwere a legislative year,” said he,
of the governor’s council, and is now one
Signor Valero, one of the tenor singers
of the state Inspectors of prisons and jails.
of the Abbey Opera Company, arrived in “we should keep .the early train on; but,
New York on the steamship La Bourggone as it is not, we cancel it for the winter
uoi. aanrns
and
the Bangor A
Sunday morning. He started on the five simply because It is losing us money.”!
Aroostook Railroad.
“We are favorably disposed toward the
o’clock train for Chicago, where hi will
The subscriptions to the BaDgor &
of Kockland,” said Mr. Tucker, "as
sing for the first time in this country. He people
Aroostook railroad amount to #123,400.
we ought to be, for they do a good deal of
is a handsome man, of medium hight, with
This Is Csl. John M. Adams’s letter to
Hon, dark hair and beard and black eyes, and business with us; but they do not support
Fred Atwood of Wlnterport, authorizing
this early train. It is too early to be popuwith the animated manner which is charachim to subscribe #1000 far him:
lar anyway.
It leaves Kockland at 4.50,
teristic of his race. His voice in converand gets to Bath before daylight. We
Portland, Nor. 12,1891.
Valero
and
rich.
is
soft
sation
Signor
Non. Fred Atwood, Wlnterport:
have built a good ferry boat for the KenDear Sir:—I am In receipt of your kind note
speaks no English, but is familiar with
In relation to the Aroostook railroad. It Is no
nebec, to be used iln the spring, and then
most of the languages of Continental Eunew enterprise to you or myself. You
early
there will be no cause for complaint from
apareclated the great Industrial possibilities of
rope. He said that he should sing in “Carthe Aroostook region and advocated lis
If there is complaint now.it is
anyone.
develop"Cavalieria
Kusticana,”
“Rigoletmen,”
ment. 1 fully agree with you that the plau of
from a small fraction of the people.”
the B. & A. K. B. Is a conservative ana
to” and other operas which are familiar to
practicable one—that Its preferred stock must
Americans.
prove a safe investment, while the completion
Yesterday In the Insolvency Court.
of the road cannot fail to give a new and
He created the port of Twiddle In “Cavstrong
The Insolvency Court was held yesterday
lnpetus to every industry opening up to our
alieria Rusticaoa,” which he sang for the
men and to
one ol the most
morning before Judge Peabody. There was
asing fields forcapitalists
Milan.
He
at
first
time
In
LaScala
Theatre
enterprise that can anyconsiderable business, new and old. The
where be found.
I authorize you to subscrl be
afterward sang the part in Sicily, where account of
for me
M. Adams
Assignee M. K. Coding, of the
*1000_John
the scene of the opera is laid, and in LonCumberland Bone Co. was settled. The
League of American Wheelmen. don, where he made a great hit. His fav- next step in the settlement of the affairs
of
Secretary Bates Torrey reports the fol- orite part is that of Don Jose in “Carmen” this company will be a petition for an order
at
La
he
which
in
as
sang
the
first
the result of the election of offiScala,
lowiog
proof dividend.
The assignee of McLellan,
duction of the opera in Italian.
Signor
cers of the Maine division, League of
Lane & Co., of Westbrook, petitioned for
Valero was born in Seville, and the part of
American Wheelmen :
Don Jose Is naturally one that appeals to
leave to sell certain real estate, and the
Chief Consul—John Calvin Stevens, Portland,
him. Another favorite part of his is that
petition was granted.
108 votes.
of Lohengrin.
Vice Consul-Charles L. Bachelder, Saco, 102
The second meeting of the creditors of
votes.
PYGMALION AND GALATEA.
Solon S. Andrews was held, nndltbe oath
Secretary and Treasurer—Arthur P. Howard,
The
sale
of
seats for the beautiful Greek
Portland, 102 votes.
of insolvency administered.
Bepresentatlves—3. G. Swift, Belfast, 79 comedy, “Pygmalion and Galatea,” began
The first meeting of creditors was held
votes; George G. Babcock, Portland, 64 votes. at Chandler’s music store Saturday. On
and the assignees appointed in the followMr. Torrey’s report as treasurer shows
the
and
afternoon
evening
Thanksgiving
ing instances:
receipts during the term, #547.18; expendi- Players’ Club will, in accordance with a
Portland Cement Pipe Co.—Lucian Snow, Astures, #340.22; balance in bank, #206.96. generally expressed desire, repeat their
Mr. Torrey retires from office and mem- marked success In this play at City Hall. signee.
Eastern Publishing Co., Frank S. Waterhouse
bership in the division with the high es- Elegant costumes, special music by Grim- Assignee.
William Monteitb, Charles Dunn, Jr., Aswill add to the efmers orchestra, etc,,
teem and hearty good wishes of
signee.
every
fectiveness of the City Hall performance.
Wm. J. Dyer—Charles A True, Assignee.
wheelman in the state.
tirnrr ww otvot?t>u
Wheelmen Vote for the Handsome

Mr. C. W. Arnold was in town yesterday
representing “Ship Ahoy."
Hon. Wilber F. Lunt, United States General Appraiser at New York, was in the
city yesterday.
Reuel Small, Esq., has been chosen a vice
president of the New England Shorthand
Reporters’ Association.
Hon. Waldo Pettingii), of Rumford, gen-

She ia Expected to Sail Into the Harbor To-Day.

These

A PRETTY DRY TIME.

Crawford, James, 9 Hanover.
Connelly. Martin, 37 Pleasant.
Conley, Patrick, 26 Centre.
Conley. Martin, 610 Fore.
Conroy, Philip, 34 Centre.
Costello, John, 66 Centre.
Copeland, Robert, 38 Stone.
Conroy, Philip, 6 Danforth.
Coyne, Michael, 23 Centre.
Cleaves, Nathan, Falmouth Hotel.
Crawford, Frederick A

69

Free.

Clark, George Adams, 484Vh COBgress.
Church, John, 16 Chestnut.
Connors, Luke, 67 Centre.

Chase, Horace A., 69 Brown.
Curtis, Miles W., 9 Chestnut.

Chenery, Solomon, 434 Congress.
Connors, James F., 67 Centre.
Donahue, Patrick, 71 Pleasant.
Driukwater, David G.. 183 Lincoln.
Drysdale, J. Borden, 64 Cedar.
Donovan, Dennis, 2 Cotton.
Downing, Moses E., 205 Oxford.
Day, J. Frank, 46 Plum.
Donuovan, David, 8 Spring.

Duffy, Patrick, 60 Pleasant.
Donahue, John, 45 Centre.
Delanev, Michael J., 610 Fore.
Donahue, Coleman, 44 Centre.
Dunphy, Alvin E.. 39 Hauover.
Deake, Chas. 8., U. S. Hotel.
Delaney, Daniel, 26 Union.
Douglass, Charles C„ 49 Spring.
Delaney, Frank, 12 Cotton.
Davis, Joshua, 66 Brown.
Dunn, Edward H„ 277 Cumberland.
Driscoll, Daniel, 12 Cross.

_

De Coster, John, 80 Centre.
Emery, Joshua T., 16 Emery.
Earles, John, 2 Cotton.
Emery, Mark P., lUJFree.
Emery, Herbert E.,44 Spring.
Field, John, 2 York.
Flaherty, Thomas, rear 43 Pleasant.
Folsom, Somuel H.. 23 Portland.
Fuller, Albert S 98 Elm.
Fay, Frederick R.. 6 Exchange.
Flaherty, Jerem an H., 5 Danforth.
Flaherty, John Henry, 69 Pleasant.
Felix, Peter T., 636 Congress.
Foster, Thomas J.. 22 Spring.
Frates, John K„ 22 Cotton.
Flaherty, Michael, 3 Danforth.
Flaherty, Coleman, 24 Centre.
Flaherty, Michael, 43 Centre.
Gatcomb, Aaron, 81 Free.
Goodwin, Eugene, 46 Spring.
Gould, BenJ. L., 79 Kim.
Gosse, Geo. O., 219 Federal.
Gorham, Thomas H., 34 Cotton.
Gay, \Vm. H.. 86 Myrtle.
Guevin, Frank, 227 Federal.
Goodhue, Henry W., 88 Chesnut.
Hammett, Henry J., 404Vi Congress.
Hanrahan, Michael. 3 Danforth.
Hieber, Wm. H., 22 Pleasant.
Hodgdon, Samuel, 65 Elm.
Hatch, Geo. A., 502 Congress.
Hamilton, Robert, rear 33 Cedar.
Hamblen, Daniel, 10 Alder.
Harmon, Rensalaer C., 42 South.
Hall, Howard F„ 19 Cedar.

Hodgkins, Edward, 6G Free.
Hillman, Charles F.. 428 Congress.
Hadzor, Isaac, 16 Spring.
Haskell, Geo. A., Falmouth Hotel.
Haley, Owen, 54 Pleasant.
Hughes, John B., 300 Cumberland.
Hopkins, John E.. 161 Oxford.
Hyde, Abel C.. 69 Spring.
Hieber, Daniel, 22 Pleasant.
Howell, Winslow E., 65 Elm.
Hodson, Orville T., 235 Oxford.
Jose, Geo. C., 14 Brown.
Jordan, Wm. P., 1 Elmwood place.
Jewett, Wm. Henry, 88 Myrtle.
Johnson, Alexander, rear 512 Congress.
Jenks, Matthew M., 142 Lincoln.

Kimball. Charles W., 36 Alder.
Kllbourn, Sylvanus C., 22 Spring.
King. Thomas, 26 Union.
Knight, James W. C.. St. Julian Hotel.
Kennedy, John M„ 534
Congress.
Kelley, Wm. M., 16 South.
Kinball, Lyman N., 36 Alder.
Leonard, Eugene W., 11 Cotton.
Lee. Patrick, 32 Pleasant.
Libby, William K., 30 Brown.

Lee, John, Spring.
Lyden, Mark, 69 Centre.
Lyd-m, John, 14 Pleasant.
Libby, Edward S 203 Oxford.
Little, Francis D., Preble House.
Lanegan, Frank, 61 Spring.
Littlefield, Irwin W., 311 Cumberland.
Ladrlgau, William, 34 Centre.
Leary, Patrick, 02 Pleasant.
Lord, George, 14 Brown.
Lee. Michael P., 4 Spring,
Libby, Joseph F.. 113 Free.
Larkin, William P., 4 Cobb’s court.
Murray, Charles W., 2 Dunphy lane.
Malone, William H„ 396 Congress.
Melody, Patrick C., 161 Lincoln.
McGlntv, Neal, 12 Pleasant.
4

Moore, Isaac F., 31 Portland.
McDonald, Frank C., 257 Oxford.
McDonald, Irving P.. 267 Oxford.
Merrill. John F. A., 65 Spring,
McClutchey, Robert A.. Preble House.
Myers, Thomas K„ 14 Pleasant.
Merrill, James G„ 289 Cumberland.

Molloy, Patrick,
Malia, John, 27 Centre.
Merrill, Frank, 65 Brown.

81 Centre.

Morse. William Spolford, 180 Oxford.
Mitchell, Benjamin Morse, 9 Cnestnut.
Murray Owen, 34 Centre.
Mullin, John E„ 409 Fore.
McCarthy, Timothy H.. 27 Centre.
McGovern, James T., 437 Fore.
Maguire, Thomas J., 0 Cotton.
Moody, Charles B., 339 Cumberland,
McMahon, Thomas, 20 South.
Murray, John, 43 Danforth.
Malone, James B., 396 Congress.
McKenney, George Henry, 92 Preble.
Morse, Nathaniel W., 308 Cumberland.
Murphy, John, Jr., 86 Preble.
Meserve. Eugene w., 180 Oxford.
Norton, George W., U. S. Hotel.
aiailjl,

UUUU

III,

4ITA

A VI

Ney, John, 610 Fore.
Norton, Benjamin A.,

66

V»

Elm.

O’Neil, Michael, 86 Pleasant.
O’Connor, Peter, U. S. Hotel.
O’Sullivan, Peter, 9 Danfortb.
Ohinsen, John t'n., 10 Pleasant.
O’Brion, William H., 36 Cotton.
O’Neil, Cornelius, 34 Centre.

O’Brion, Dennis J.,

26 Cotton.
Osgood, Silas M., 63 Free.
John
61
Free.
Powers,
B.,
Plummer, George H., 22 Stone.
43 Pleasant.
Thomas
rear
Prinn,
J.,
Prlnn, George, rear 43 Pleasant.
Daniel
101
Free.
Parker,
P.,
Plummer, Mark L., 239 Oxford.
Paine, Charles, 32 South.
Kelily. Thomas, 61 Preble.
Kay, George A. B., 112 Free.
Boss, Eben McIntosh. 67 Hanover.
Kagan, Fatrlck, rear 2 York.
Sylvester, Silas K., lOBrown.
Swett, Edward C., 19 Casco.
Bullivan, John Jr., 115 Centre.
Sprague, Walter G., 112 Free.
Scbryver, Solomon, 44 brown.
Smith, Nelson A., rear 620 Congress.
Sullivan. Dennis, 69 Centre.
Springer, Edwin A., 61 Spring.
Smith, Edward H., 66 Myrtle.
Scammon, Josiah D., 830 Federal,
sawyer, Keuben Frank, 306 Cumberland.
SulUvau, James, 69 Centre.
Stevens, Jolm M., 10 Brown.
Steward, John Allen, 22 Alder.
Thaxter, Joseph W., 227 Oxford.
Tucker, Frank 8.. 11 Cisco.
Thayer, Augustus 8., 93 Free.
Tukey, Benj. F., 26H/a Middle.
Thompson, Stephen E., 1 Elmwood place.
Toole, Patrick A., rear 8 York.
True, Samuel A., 71 Spring.
Thompson, Henry F., 9 Farrington place.
Williamson. John, 112 Free.
Wolidslde, Herman F., 31 Free.
Williams, Frank I,., rear 43 Pleasant.
Ward, Patrick, 11 Casco.
Woodford, Edward <;., 87 Free.
Wish, Joseph H., 52 Brown.
Williams, Francis, rear 43 Pleasant.
Watson, Hairy K., 19 Temple.
WABD FIVE.

Connors. Patrick, 12 Martyr.
Cutler, Geo 0., 654V* Congress.
Dunbar, Judson B., 9 Paris.
Lunt, Wilbur F., 211 State.
Thurston, Samuel, 61 Paris.
Vose, Edwin F.. 612 Congress.
Wiley, Perlev W., 158 Green.
WAK1I BIX.

Chase, Charles C.. 486 Cumberland.
Davis, Augustus T., 110 Winter.
Homsted,Timothy F„ 646 Cumberland.
Kennard, Merritt, A., 175 Brackett.

Today, Wednesday and Thursday will
be merchants’ days In Bangor.

NEW
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But Lake Sebago Has Been Worse
Off Before.
Uncle

Young
Clve Some Flauros.

Jerry Rusk’s

in

18

Men

6

monthsd°W

well, aged 69

good reason enough for some
rumors to get about, for it is a remarkable
drought. Have not the people of Deering
been telling for several days that Mr.
Charles Goodrich’s never falling well has
gone dry? And is it not also true that the
well on Mr. J. K. Martin’s Bridgton place
—a well that has been of unquestioned
credit for 125 years—has several times of
late asked for an extension of time? Other less substantial wells all over Cumberland county have suspended.
Sebago
Lake has fallen about eight feet this season, and to the surprised people on its
banks It seems that the grand old lake has
never been so low. But the Portland Water
Company does not do business on traditions, and Its records show that the old inhabitants about the lake are not right for
once.
There are now three feet and eight
Inches of water over the mouth of the pipe
of the Portland Water Company at the
lake. This year in April there were 11
feet 10J inches there, and It has fallen
But
steadily since, a drop of eight feet.
the water has been lower than this, for in
April. 1883, there were but two feet and
three Inches over the mouth of the pipe at
the lake.
It Is quite evident then that the old lake
has not got into an irreclaimable condition. It is still able to give Portland some
of the best water in North America.
The young gentlemen who keep Uncle
Jerry Lusk’s branch ranch in the First
National Bank Building in this city confirmed the general impression that the
drought is a very severe one. The weather bureau has the records of the fall of
water, or precipitation, as they call it, for
the last 20 years. This record is for Portland only, but it seems to express prettywell the state of things all around.
This
Is the fourth of a succession of very dry
months, as the following table of precipitation in Portland by inches for the same
months for 20 years will show:
Aug.

1871 .6.88
1872 .6.97
1873... 3..2.83
1874.6.29
1876 .2.70
1876 .0.64
1877 .7.90
1878 .2.93
1879 .3.73
1880 .2.32
1881 .1.42
1882 .0.06
1883 .0.36
1884 .3.98
1886.6.91
1886 .3.93
1887 .6.60
1888 .4.36
1889 .2.76
1890 .2.99
1881.1.16

Nov.

3.12

Oct.
C.66
3.66

4.03
2.73

6.16
1.23

3.49

3.63
1.67

8.30
3.18
2.64
2.83
7.84
3.74
4.90
3.26

Sept.
2.08

4.29
1.11

6.66

1.34
2.67

4.48
1.43
4.21

3.20

2.75

2.90

7.68

2.90
3 61
2.21
4.32
6.70
2.47

2.68
0.66
1.37
6.66
0.70
8.22
249
4.88
1,94

7.47
3.47
6.82
3,22

indigestion
and general debility, I got so low I could not
get around the house. I tried about everything
I saw recommended for catarrh, but falling In
every Instance of being relieved, I became

Very Much Discouraged.
last I noticed In one of Hood’s books, left at
my house, that Hood’s Sarsaparilla was good for
catarrh. After taking one bottle I began to get
relief. I have now used, within two years, ten
or twelve bottles and I feel better than I have
for years.I attribute my Improvement wholly
to the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Mbs. ChasBhdte, Hanover, Pa. N. B. When you ask for.
At

Sarsaparilla

Don’t be Induced to buy any other? Insist upon
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—100 Doses One Dollar.
HOOD’S PILLS.—The best liver lnvlgora
tor and general cathartic. Gentle, but prompt
and efficient. Price 25 cents per box.

Vt.

FARRINGTON

37 Inch Tricot Flaunel

We have put them

PURE WATER

far the greatest amount of substance iu our diet is water.
You tuny say that the city
water supply is good enough,
but ure you not much safer in
using n Spring water of guaranteed purity, and beyond ull
possibility of contamination !
At 20 cents a gallon the ex*
pense should not be considered.
We cun deliver nt your house
in any desired quantity, bottled
or In glass demijohns,
either
Poland, Summit, or Underwood
Water. You cau also obtain of

25c.

Londonderry, Betherdn, Congress, ItuHalo Ltthia, ns well us
nlhrtb. louili.in .1
us

The weather today
it likely to be
colder.
FObtland, November 17,1891.

OF

<

ported waters
lowest prices.

H.

H.

1

n

..

In

HAY

bottles

&

middle Street.

at

SON,

holidays there is nothing
more pupular
than the
dainty Indian Basket.
They are not your idea
of

style, yet low

IF

an

Agents,

CO.,

splints skillfully
simple designs,
delicate color

bottom, and

Chairs.

matic

patterns

printed

burlap

a

shapes

are

of

bit of

a

top

and

wisp of

aro-

at

twisted

Many of
showing

we are

our

in

of the

plain

baskets

owing

to the unusual

demand for the

kinds,

plainer
supply at

the

so

Christmas time will be
necessarily limited-which
is

25c.
Black Mohttir, 40 Inches wide

39c.
50 Inch

black
$1.25 quality

hint for you to come
now while the stock and

is

75c

DOMESTIC
The
sales

!■

nvihlntr

ment;

we

entire stock

wan# t

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

find it at our store, in-

I

MnSON

SPECIAL PRICES.
1 lot of 10-4 White Blankets

55c per

Police Ate Clams.
The guard room of the police station last
evening looked like one of our summer ho-

tels on a clam bake day.
Deputy Sheriff
Samuel D. Plummer went to Scarboro in
the afternoon and when he came back
brought several bushels of the genuine
Scarboro clam which were steamed by Mr.
C. K. Newcomb, official caterer of the
force, and for which the police wish to return thanks.

SALE—Situated 52

Melbourne, corner
FORof Merrill
street, a French roof house conten
hot water

taining

towns,

modern,

heat, bath,

all in perfect order, near horse cars, line view,
large lot, must be sold at once to close an estate; a good bargain guaranteed. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle street.
17.1

CARPETINGS!

$1.00 per

$1.98 per pair.
1 lot of 10-4

complete carriage
well
FORmanufactory;
located
full set wood
SALE—A

Thanksgiving Day.
There will be a union service of evangelical churches on Thanksgiving day at
Itev. M. S.
the Second Parish church.
Hughes will deliver the sermon.

sleigh

water
machinery and

working

power;

and
on

tools; small capital required; will sell cheat*
for cash, or on easy terms. Apply to JOHN H
CARD, 180 Middle street, Portland, Me. 17-1

at

Portland, me.
-BRANCHES-

69c per

COTTON.
Unbleached Cotton

3cyard.
Unbleached Cotton.

3 l-2c yard.

public to now that J. G.
WANTED—The
CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 137

ciarK

street.

Speaking tubes

bells of
every description
put Into hotels, private
houses steamboats at short notice: all work

The M. C. Larrabee Voting Contest
The result of the voting up to last night
in the M. Q. Larrabee contest Is as follows
for the leaders: Y. M. 0. A., 2100; St.
Elizabeth Orphan Asylum, 1067; Gospel
Mission. 1749; Q. A. K., 1240; Female Orvotes
phan Asylum, 637. Three thousand

and

SALE—The three story brick store situated ou the easterly coruer ot Fore aud
street*- being 20 teet ou Fore street aud
8JJy®f
40 feet on Silver street: must be sold at ouee.
Apply to JOHN F. l’ROCTOR, Centennial
Block.
17-1

FOB

SALE—Stock and fixtures of a l’eriodlcal
Store with line line of cigars and tobacco;
fixtures well suited for the drug busluess; location central. Inquire of A. O. LIBBY. 42y*

FOB

yesterday.__
sick headache.

Exchange street._

17-1

aud Mestreet
silver watch. A
keepsake, l’lease leave It at 26 ABSKNAL
STREET, and receive suitable reward. 17-1
Arsenal
LOST—Between
chanic’s Hall, a small

MARRIAGES.
14, by Rev. 8. F. l’earsou,
Portland and Miss Kin-

Rifroodminof

firstFOB SALE-Square I’iauo
PIANO
by ltev. E. M-Cousclass condition; cheap for cash:
mIn'w®itbrook!1Nov.rti6.
and
Windham
sold
at
CUMBERof
within
week.
Apply
Wiggins
ins,
LAND STREET,
stairs.17-1
n“ov 10, Geo. E. Crockett of
C|™8k
began*
Gibpublic to know
Miss
Portland

In
must be

Miss

161

a

down

WANTED—The

Lu1iu^,7BKrankejd’Martln

and
In South Briduton, Nov. 7. Frank J Martin of
ttobago and Miss Jennie Albert B. Morris and
In Brldgion, Oct. 24,
Miss Carrie li. Kachelder.
In Bath. Nov. 12, Atwell T. Smith and Mis.

that
the barber

bous & stone have purchased
shop 404 Congress street, formerly owned by
M. A. Scully. Mr. Stone was formerly with F.
K, Rollins.

17-1

razors, it you want the best
Razor In the world, buy the ‘Electric".
You will not be disappointed If you try one. G.
L. BAILEY, 203 Middle street.
17-1

Electric

_

deaths.

~1

l
1

novi

eod*eoYY8m

GET OUR PRICES,

GENERAL MANAGER.
1

you will be convinced that this
is the proper time to buy

CARPETINGS.
Drunkenness
in Portland.
H. J. BAILEY & CO.,
mi

July 12
10
20
2
Aug.
**
9
10
23
30
Sept- «
13

H

fee

|

66
28
80
43
49
45
34
47
34
45

32
12
16
JO
31

32

<9

73

f*g
July
•*
••

Aug.
*•

22

26
24
28

••

sept.
**

11
18
25
1
8

15
22
29
6
12
19
26
3
10
17
24

3o
H

JT

3Q

27
26
24
jjo
31
51
32
41
32
30
35
23

n

39

I

6 l-4c

16
15
14
17
30
24
21
13
16
21
12
13
18
11

Remnant Prices.
t

case

of Domet Flannel

1

case

of Domet Flannel

5c

1

case

33

26
30
17

••

**

people of Portland of the effect of
lorm.th®
Sheriff Cram’s work on the welfare of tho

Laboest Assortment and Lowest Prices.

DEERING,

WINSLOW & CO.,
PORTLAND. HE.,-HEAD BROWN'S WHARF.
laaio
couti

yard.

10c vard.

Cloak and Shawl
DEPARTMENT.
We have Just closed out all
there was of one number of
HhawK (rotn one of the leading
manufacturers nt S3 less than
the same quality wus ever pur.
chased for before.
We shnll give our customers
the b^-nt^fit of this purchase by
selling the entire lot of Fancy
Wool
Beaver
All
Bordered
bhawls at

$4.98 Each.
See display In show window.

dtf

novio

Piano Fortes.
-

We respectfully call attention to
the fact that wo are the exclusive
representatives in the State of Maine
for the celebrated

Chickering

Our stock ot Children's Oar*
now
meats Is
complete and
tum|iiiNtn

$2.50 to $12 Each.

_

M. G.

'LarrabeE
216 iidoie
mm.
_(It!

IHIV12

oct22

1*1 ASS.
eodiat

placing yonr Life Insurance
Companies outside the State ol
-Maine, send to I lie UNION MUTUAL
LIKE INHUiiANCK COMPANY for
phamplets explanatory of Its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
oct34eodtf
Non-Korfelture Law.
before

In

The Xon-h'ur/eUahU auc Incontestable features of the policies ol the
UNION MUTUAL L1FK INSURANCE COMPANY, places them In the
Irout tank i>f Insurance Contracts and
causes ilo-m to be unexcelled In liberality.

HALL,

...

■■■

Great bargains In Ladies’ New
Black and
■Markets In
Grey
Plaids.

BY Ac (U,

CUICHKHl.VU

BOSTON,

mu

ranging (tout

At Sons.

ORAN US, SQUARES anti LIMIT*,

(HAS. 0.

Timber, Plank and Flooring Boards.

yard.

of Domet Flannel

8c

town, its circulation must be larger than it
u
v,cost you but 81 to have The i that have been takeu iu exchange, for
Herald brought by the postman every
sale at VERY LOW PRICES.
week for a year. Send your name, street
and number on a postal card to The Portl3nil Herald, Jose Building, 98 Exchange
street, and we will send someone for your
*!■
EDITOK THE UEKAL1).
November 13,1891.
novl4dtf
151,152& 153TremontSt.,

mOBbi ruiE

yard.

Extra Flue Domet Flannel

MAINE.

Correspondence solicited with per*
25 48
sous desiring to purchase or exchange
32
Oct, 4
Oct.
their Pianos. Prices and catalogues
11
38
27
giving foil discretions mailed free on
31
54
27
26
47
37
32
application
Nov. 1
33
10
31
12
|
be lu
Our representatives
will
421
678
602 203 [ PORTLAND and vicinity every
The reduction in the total arrests Is 26 per | three months, and will be pleased to
cent., and In the arrests for drunkenness 28 per call on any one desiring to talk about
cent.
Pianos. We hare a large stock of
If It is to depend on The Herald to in- second haud instruments, including
“

yard.

week we received our
monthly Invoice or Xlemnaata of
Blenched uud Unbleached Cotton in all the popit'.-tr brands ; It
will be placed on sale at our regular

190 Middle Street,
PORTLAND,

12

26
16

yard.

Best Unbleached Cotton

-AND-

dtt

$ss*
O
9

pair.

We have hundreds of pairs of
Blankets ranging in price from
$2 to $12, which will certainly
meet with your approval.

6 l-4c

greatly reduced prices. If you
will come and

See These Goods

Auburn,
Hangar, Balh, Hiddcfard,
Curdiurr, INarvray,
Oldtawu,
Rucklnnd nnd Wulrrrille.

to

Grey Blankets

1 case of Domet Flannel

CARPETS

Cor. Pearl and middle Streets,

period of last year, under lax enfnri'nnmnt
was printed in the Portland Herald Nov.
6,
and none ot the Portland dally or Sunday
have
It
In
papers
noticed
any way:
1SDO.
1891.

pair.

1 lot of 11-4 White Blankets

4c yard.

We lake stock next tnontli and
until that time shallower all our

-HEADQUARTERS-

The following table of arrests In Portland during the past months, under strict
enforcement, compared with the same

pair.

1 lot of 10-4 White Blankets

LOW PRICES.

FOUND—The

the

and In

maae

eighty

best place lu Portland to buy
birch edgings, birch slabs, clelt wood, soft
wood of all kinds. A large load of seft wood
edgings for *1.00; coal of all kinds in large or
small quantity. We are wholesale agents for
Huntley's kiln dried bundle wood for the ret all
grocers trade. All the above goods we guarantee to give weight and measure, and of the best
quality. Goods delivered free. Give us your
trade. BRUNS A JOHNSON, foot of Wlfmot
street. Telephone 300-4.
17-1

of

order to reduce It so that we can
bundle It to advantage, we shall

-A.T-

HOUSE FURNISHING CO.

noyl7

one

This

Come la and see us any time
from 7 a. m, to 9 p. in.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

from

leading manufacturers

5c

vaii

slow

Departhave purchased the

unbleached Cotton.

cluding the easiest of teruis or
ilic largest of discouats.
Vour
will is our pleasure.

THE

DEPARTMENT.

warm weather makes
lu our Blanket

its best.

at

Serge,

79c.

a

assortment

English

50 Inch Black English Serge

are

The choicest
wholly
o£ these Baskets come to
us in very small quantiours.

ties

62 I-2c.
Black Mohair, 40 inches wide

orieinat-

own

and the decorations

Worsted

Novellr Suiting

these beds.

see

thd»rd»

appropriate

ready to be worked with rags or yarn;
dWerent designs; any man with business energy and 12500 capital can do a business that will net $1800 per year and as much
more as be has a mind to work for, as there Is
no limit to the trade; but little competition as
there are but three other concerns of the kind
in tbe United States; plant can he easily moved;
no machinery, nothing heavy or bulky;
requires about 1000 square feet lhgtrspace; best
of reasons lor selling, but musYgo at once If at
all. Address BUSINESS, Press Office, Port17 1
land, Me.
colors

about

sweet grass

the

ing,

might be a handy thing to have
arottud; they arc handsome, useful articles of furniture, every
drawer and cupboard for use,
and a bed into the bargain; you

104 Coitimercipl Street.
MAINE.
novl7
dlmo

on

no

woven

in the handles.

Gunn Folding Bed

PORTLAND,

chance; first-class plant
the manufacture of rug patterns. The
FOBforSALE—Rare
are
In

gaudy colors,

them, but the clean white

minded, if you will fust look
around each department of our
well regulated house and dot
down what is needed for a finishing touch or coup de grace.
It just occurcd to us that a

you

STEVENS &

Indian Basket at all.

No

Rogers’ A-1 and Reed A Barton’s best quadruple plate.

dairtmeaTmd farmerT

want tbe cheapest seed now upon the
market use Clenlard Linseed Meal.
It
will make more milk and richer cream than
any other seed.

at-

pretty,

tractive things for
the
approaching

SILVERWARE.

nov!7dtflstorlthp

to

all the

In

39c.
*7 l-2c

ac-

bargain

A great
Plaids

™^novl7dlt

fussy fanciful ness

ean

75c.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Table Linen.

Voii

Genuine English Broadcloth

25c.

Fine Ouk Sideboards $22, $23,
$25 and up to $150.

should

39c.

Double Fold Scotch Plaids

Now t( there Is anything we
have omitted you will be re-

I
In times
when fears nrc
epidemic is most essential, its by

on

$10.00,

Dining Chairs.
Dining Room Lamps.
Banquet Lamps.

ar-

In this city, Nov. 16, Wm. J. hiewn. son of
Charles Brown, aged 28 years 2 months.
[Funeral this morning at 8.30 o cloik, fm
No. 29 Canton street.
In this city, Nov. 16, Fannie A„ daughter ot
George and Margaret Facey.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o clock,
from No. 37 Brattle street.
in this city. Nov. 16, Lena E„ youngest
daughter of J. W. and the late Abhle B. Davis,
am 7 yean A mouths.

bound.

BROS., Youths’

542 Congress Street.

The society has long been recognized by
the leading financiers of the country as the
great company. Its economic plans have
been so successfully carried out, it emphasizes the truth that assurance leaves a
rich legacy to the children, bequeaths a
competency to the widow, and endows the
insurant’s old age if living.

Maty E. Tenney.

38 Inch Tricot Flannel

SIDEBOARDS.

Dining

3lc.

long, four silk ornumcnts, good
weight cheviot diagonul, braid
sale at

Chairs.

All that is late In

51 Inch Dress Flannel

similar to uhove cut, SO inches

$75,

Children’s

has resigned, to accept a fine position with
the Equitable Life Assurance Society’s
new management here.

ow

French Seal Trimmed Jackets

in price.

Several styles to select
from, and warranted strictly
all wool, S2.60 and $3.

Equitable Life Assurance Society.
Mr. Howard Gould, who has been with
the First National Bank twenty-five years,

Arthur ll.

12 l-2c.

Dinner Sets $15.

ing price.

The

Nov

36 inch Tricot Flaunel
We have received n new lot of

They are the best in the
world for service, consider

2.31

with the choice of a president, secretary,
treasurer and a director from each Castle
in the Jurisdiction, tor the purpose of detailing and arranging for the excursion.
The club have Issued certificate books
for the purpose of receiving deposits in order that the members may contribute in
one dollar deposits funds to defray their
The treasurer,
expenses of the trip.
Charles G. Means, is now prepared to Issue the certificate books to the depositors.

in thi. n„v

LarrabeE

pany has arrived nnd the stores
are all closed.
Might we suggest a careful
look through the ship, so to
speak, so Ihut ull may be ready
for the assault on Turkey and
Greece a week from Thursday.

Farrington Bros., I
542 Congress St.
(

members of the order are members, was
organized in this city the 23d of last month

ChulOT

perately unnoying to lind out
these things just when the com-

cording

ranging a pilgrimage for the coming year
to Atlantic City, N. J. A five days’ trip,
taking in Philadelphia and New York city
is talked of, one of the routes being via the
Poughkeepsie Bridge. The party intend
leaving Portland, Snnday, May 22d by the
Boston & Maine, arriving at Philadelphia
at 7 a. m. Monday. They will stop over in
Philadelphia till late In the afternoon, ar.
riving at Atlantic City Monday evening
for supper. After participating in the parade Tuesday, they will leave Atlantic
City Wednesday afternoon, arriving in
New York city in the evening and stopping over till the evening of the next day.
Then they will take the Sound Line steamer for Boston, arriving in Portland Friday
noon. Special cars will be arranged for
the trip, and possibly a railroad official
will conduct the party over the entire
route. A pilgrimage club, of which all

cure

knives and
guests tve expect <
forks short, too, maybe. It is des-

from 65 cts. to $8, $9, $10,
to how you feel.

r. w. AI.I.KN.
dtf

MANSON
c.

dining room, or even a table big
euough to nccommodute ull the

6.37

Knights of the Colden F.agle.
The Knights of the Golden Eagle are

Beecliam’s Pills

lias declared we
have
much 10 be
thankful for. So we have.
Here’s Thanksgiving within u
few days of us, and maybe we
haven’t enough chairs for the

Dining

time._

cast

Benjamin Harrison

or

CO.,

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
V. V. BAl I.KT,
marl4

™

In the last 16 days of this m onth the precipitation has been .38 of an inch, or at the
rate of about .76 of an inch for the month.
This would make a total precipitation for
the last three and a half months of only
6 69 Inches, a record of drouth not paiallelled in any fall the last 20 years.
Last
year there was a total precipitation in August, September and October of 14.69
inches, for a period of 16 days less than
the period this year that has succeeded in
getting only 6.69 Inches. The normal rainfall for these months is: September, 3.24;
October, 4.05; November, 4.18.
Upon the wholi it ha9 been a pretty dry

were

For He Himself Hath Sam It!

$50

7.40
7.95

UVA

Auctioneers and Commission NorthanU.

In Ash $1.50 ; Walnut $5.75 ;
Oau $10 ; or you cuu go up to

toughness and

shall

F.O. BAILEY &

Dining Tables.

something that will wear,
try our new Vermont Grey
Pants, that we have recently had made for us, direct
from the mill at Johnson,

AUCTIONEERS,

chairs, hat tree, wardrobe, stoves, nil seel lane.'
ous articles, kitchen furnishings, etc etc
novlS
fl4t

EXTENSION

3.66
2.26
3.43
6.33
4.74

furniture, sideboard,
bookcase, cabinet bed,

HKiKt

Perfect beauties, 112 pieces;
higher, some lower ; this is
a happy medium,

3.13
0.93

Furniture, Carpets, Etc.

Household Furniture, Etc.

some

If you want

—

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

4.27

or

By order of Mortgagee.

of gratitude and a desire to benefit
those afflicted, prompts me to
recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to all who have catarrh. For
I
was troubled with catarrh and
many years

NEW

—

carpets, etc., etc., etc.
wool*p
novl8d3t

sense

Hood’s

SALE

MORTCACEE’S

lounges, tables, pictures, WUton, Brussels and

Hood's Sarsaparilla
“A

was

AUCTIONEERS

•

ing room and chamber
easy chairs, ball stands,

for catarrh when other preparations had failed.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla also builds
up the whole
system, and makes you feel renewed In health
and strength.
All who suffer from catarrh or
debility 9hould certainly try

where the water has already been
shut out of the upper stories of houses on
account of the drought in the Croton wat-

f. 0. BAILEY t CO-

Nov. 18th, at 10 a. m., at
WEDNESDAY,
room., 18 Exchange street, parlor, din-

months.

blood, effects a permanent cure of catarrh by
eradicating the impurity which causes and promotes the disease. Thousands of
people testify
to the success of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla as aremedy

pace, and that Portland might
situation similar to New York

Year.

years 6

Hood’s.SarsapariUa, which, working through the

City,

ershed.
There

Emily A., wife of Eben

Is a constitutional and not a local
disease, and
therefore It cannot be cured
by local applications. It requires a constitutional
remedy like

The question which brought this reply

a

Ei Bi & Bi

HaSlte11 F’ Kneeland’

Catarrh

had been prompted by stories around town
that Sebago Lake was shrinking away at

be in

auction malbn.

advertinerient*.

days.

aged

•* Bfldg*”>’
H Las
°.

can

alarming

it

about^S'years.
Nov- 7.

aged

although

soon

m°uth9

<Jeorge(;' w*ts"u’ aged

r»i]!(?„e„n„ne.b,utlkJLower Village, Nov. 14. at the

fall has been continuous and remarkable.”

an

8

NEW

dauKlltei Mrs. Lewis L. Worm5SSSre&2i,b Il3nnab
u- Wilsou,
91 years

not be any
say that there will
water to waste this winter.” said one of
the officers of the Portland Water Company yesterday, “but there is no occasion for
alarm. The water has been lower than it
is now,
the fall in the lake this

"You

Sears 2

ABTBBMlftEHENTI).

Cba..
Mrtnwffeof
10

Fslrfurd thMlknu Pise Flourlsg.
This is
nr

a

It will not sliver
til sawn 11 mripg.
nod will out-last three ordinary

splinter

floors.

Kverv one who Is building and thinks ol using
pure should see it.
Write h r parttcu! irs, or cull on

So.

8. H. * A. K. UOTttN,
494 to 604 Fore an i 279 Commercial Sts.
seplOeodttms*
Portland. Me.

